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trip must be abandoned. Such a ,
sacritice was quite contrary to my in- |
tention. My condition was danger- I
ous and I felt that I would better'
‘Men and Ships and Sealing Wax”—The Story of a answer the call of the wild and let
nature affect my cure. 1 sensed that ;
Thomaston Boy Who Made Good.
the tang of the north woods air, the ;
breath of Ihe pines, the distance from
uncertainties and great business
(By Charles R. Flint)
burdens, would do more for me than
doctors.
[Continued—Began Feh. 26]
piped us1 to an exceptionally well
“But we will not postpone -the
Chapter IV—Continued
cooked dinner.
trip,” I told Mr. Baring. "Just tell
On
Sunday,
after
breakfast
and
the
Within four hours of New York
me what time you'll be on the Fall
sweets of social intercourse. Carnegie
City are the Havre de Grace flats, a put his guests on the top of a coach River steamer, and I’ll be there."
He demurred, but was insistent.
place unequalled elsewhere in the and four and sent them to the kirk,
"I’ll be there !” I repeated.
world for its variety of wild, celery- ' but stayed at home himself. When
On the appointed day, I forced
feJ ducfcg j firgt went there wlth wo returned after a sermon of "ear-1 myse,f tQ
up andt0 my
Judge Calvin E. Pratt of the Supreme LVZXd^ «le: geYuKomE i
m^^X’ hflX
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Boston News Bureau rays High Compliment lo Jack
Taylor While Exploiting Florida.

A stiff correspondent qf the Bos Comtnerce known as the Florida De
ton News Bureau has been touring velopment Board which embraces all
Florida, and his observations in the the Chambers of Commerce in the
current issue of that leading finan State. Its object is to help Florida
AT TEMPLE HALL
cial paper are an object lesson to as a State and this organization ia
Maine, which patterns its present measurably responsible for the State
Benefit R. & R. RELIEF ASSOCIATION
boom efforts after Florida's success. constitutional amendments prohibit
Of particular interest to local read ing any State inheritance or income
*
. .
, .
.
. _ ,, . „ * ;
of the Rockland-Rockport Lime Corp.
ers will be the reference tho the Pas taxes.
♦
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a ru an
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,
adena development on the west side
♦ brain against that of others.—Mon
The Gandy Bridge
Z
of St. Petersburg, so ably conduct
i — talgne.
The
I.
M. Taylor project at
: : The Entertainers : :
ed toy Jack Taylor, with the aid of
Court of New York. He carried a brand. A father starts with his lit
I
|
such an energetic lientenant as ex- the west side of St. Petersburg Is
going into the Maine woods."
bullet in his head—not by choice—it tie boy to the kirk. They walk live J He looked at my swollen face for a PostmAster John L. Donohue, who is sometimes called a fifty million de
miles in silence. Then the long scr- |
THE “SPANISH PRISONER”
got there during the Civil War !
| moment, and 'became very serious. at the head of Mr. Taylor’s sales velopment- The Gandy Bridge con
necting the town directly with Tampa,
*
We shot from a sink box which mon and they start for home. Not "If you do. you’ll be brought- out forces.
a word is spoken until the boy looks '
Originator of Internationally Famous
• • • •
and shortening the route thereto by
dead," he declared. “Where you
consisted
of
two
water-tight
boxes,
up and says: "Father, it's a line day."
Fake In the Toile At Last.
Three miles further west and by at least 30 miles is another im
ought to go is to a hospital."
the size and shape of a coffin, that
Whereupon the father looks down j When he found that I was deter the shore front 1. M. Taylor forme-’" portant project In the development
were
sunk
into
a
flat
ran
about
sternly at the boy, and replies: “Ma mined, he told me that my only in the fisheries business of the north and future of the town. The rail
General Ramon De Santa Clara, In' ternatlonally known as the “Spanish twelve feet»by seven feet, with strips son, 'tis na day to talk o' the day." ' chance lay In having two holes cut ern States, has made a wonderful and route, Tampa to St. Petersburg, ia
j prisoner," at last has been jailed. of lead on it to keep the water from
During oqr visit at Cluny, except j in my cheek, through which tents rapid development supplementing or 55 miles around Old Tampa Bay. By
! His arrest ended a 50-year police getting into the boxes when the wind occasionally when Carnegie would go should be inserted every few hours crowning St. Petersburg's local de the new bridge the motor road is but
blew.
We
used
iron
decoys
to
sink
to,..commune
with himself
in dealing
■
’ hunt and is said to have given the
THREE FIRST LINE ATTRACTIONS
.... . .
.
,
,
i to provide drainage for the poison, velopment, and this development is 20 miles.
i swindle story he told its flrst ele the raft lo about level with the water. with that base and common drudge and that these drajns should be k t called Pasadena
The Gandy Bridge is said to be the
When ducks were flying a long way twixt
tivivt mnn
nnn mnn
lm was
ivno joyous
lAirnne !;
. _
man and
man,"’ he
ment of truth.
Taylor came here 32 months ago largest automobile toll bridge in the
open until I returned to New York.
A report to the State Department off, one of us would put up his leg and, like many Scotchmen, had a
"Cut them !" I demanded, and set and took over (400,000 worth of land world. It crosses tho shallow wa
said the “General" had been appre- for a second. It was done so quickly 'keen sense of humor. I suppose one of my teeth and my mind for the op- for Improvement. Then, noting the ters of the western or old Tampa Bay
’ headed in iMadrid. Records In the that the ducks at a distance did not the most, serious propositions that came eratjon
progress, he took an option on an ad for six miles on solid concrete pillars
ENTERTAINMENT 7:30.
CARS AFTER THE DANCE
! case show that he victimized many know what it was. but from curi under his consideration during that j
ditional 1400 acres at (150 an acre, put down to bed rock. It Is concrete
• • « •
osity they would fly within gun shot. time was a cable, which was sent by
! Americans.
making altogether 1800 acres. Throw from the top of the top rails down.
There
was
not
much
else
to
do,
When
the
ducks
are
flying
near,
a
flip
TICKETS
50 CENTS
Charles
M.
Schwab
advocating
the
The "Spanish prisoner” posed as
ing his money quickly into develop It was opened last November and
for
the
use
of
anaeetheitics
bad
not
,
of
the
hand
will
sometimes
attract
building
of
Homestead.
Carnegie
; a bankrupt, imprisoned on that
29-30
ment he was able to sell enough tolls have reached as high as $10,000
been
brought
to
the
fine
point
that
'them,
tout
when
they
are
headed
for
cabled
“
No."
To
which
Schwab
re

I charge and possessing a fortune of
lots to take up his flrst options, so a day and less than 10,000 motors
it
has
today.
Dr.
Spier
ran
in
tents
the
decoys,
one
must
be
as
cool
as
plied: "I'll guarantee it’ll be a suc
| $360,000 in American money, conthat his total cash investment in the may have paid this sutp. Motors are
for
drainage,
put
a
white
cloth
on
the
New
England
farmer
(who
in
a
cess."
' cealed in a portmanteau with a secenterprise was but $150,000. Izast not allowed to stop on the bridge
game of lxiker said, ‘Til stay as I
Appreciating the humor as well as my cuts and I wrapped a silk scarf I year his 120 salesmen found buyers and pedestrians are not permitted.
' ret pocket.
about
my
face
and
hied
me
to
the
be
”
)
and
wait
until
the
ducks
are
the seriousness of Schwab's reply.
From persons who offered to asI for (5,000,000 worth of land, one-third If the bridge were wider its fishing
I slst him in the recovery of his for- within easy shot. We shot Canvas Carnegie cabled back: "Who guaran steamer. There I had to dress my i cash down. It is estimated that Tay- privilege might bring added revenue.
wound.
It
was
not
accempllshed
Backs,
Red
Heads,
Black
Heads,
tees the guarantor?”
i tune on promise of a reward of (120,' lor has sold land altogether for about There is here only a three foot tide,
In America we hunt; In Europe we without a bit of difficulty. I com (10,000,000. He has put a million and but the fish of Florida love the shal
I 000, with a cash advance from the Widgeon. Sprig Tail, and a "trash"
mandeered
a
passenger
to
come
to
duck
which
we
at
that
time
called
shoot. There does not appear to the
victim always stipulated, he is alleged
low waters and the bridges and piers.
“Coots." Lucky for the gourmet, but American to toe much difference be my stateroom and hold a mirror three quarters into streets, water
to have reaped a fortune.
The financial success of this bridge
unlucky for the duck, the "Coot" be tween the two phrases, and I have while I did it. The passenger felt works and drainage, building with an
shows the value of enterprise as con
came a “Ruddy Duck" on the hill of used them as synonymous for years, faint at the sight. For a month after eye to the future as well as for the
love of it; and at least a million trasted with holdings of idle lands.
There is a difference in Ginger. fare, and instead of being allowed to
but I know now that there is a great that I carried two mirrors—so much dollars has gone into homes on this Hamilton Disston in 1880 helped the
Try
the
Three
Crow
Brand.
—
adv.
depended
on
my
having
one
—
and
fly
by
as
formerly,
he
was
killed,
if
/^LJR GREENHOUSES are producing
difference.
property. About half Ihe land has State of Florida by purchasing four
the sportsman was a quick-shot. 1
In Great Britain, where I shot al j put tents of oakum into these holes been sold, he has not as much as a million acres for a million dollars, or
in
my
cheek
every
few
hours.
It
was
say
"if,"
for
the
Ruddy
is
certainly
a
more Carnations, Daffodils and Calla
Bat'le Abbey, Baltimore Castle, anil
very desirable that I keep heated : hundrcd thousand dollars to pay on 25 cents per acre. This was on the
mile-a-minute flyer.
Cluny Castle, I came to understand poultices on my cheek, and the loco- *he land balance under his option west coast and In the center of
• • • •
Lilies than we are likely to sell with ordinary
that it was not merely a British pe
Florida; but for a long time It was
Judge Pratt and I had a boat called culiarity never to use the word “hunt” motive engineers en route were very i he has millions of notes and lias doconsidered a very poor investment,
business. Therefore from now until Thurs
the Poke- Later, when we were joined with respect to birds. And on the accommodating in turning on to ; dined (5,000,000 for his position,
He has signed a contract with the and there were grave doubts if it
by Harry Polhemus and Charlie Os flrst morning that I was stationed in them Jets of steam.
day, March 12, we will give to the High
From Mt. Kineo House, Moose- .
A- Fu”er Construction Co., would ever pay back the principal
borne, the famous Stock Exchange a "butt" among the heather, waiting
head
Lake
Baring
and
I
started
for
which
begins
this month the con- and interest
| operator, we built the scow Widgeon. for the birds to be driven within
School fund 20% of all profits on the local
Motor Roads
Big money was coming Osborne’s shooting distance, I realized why the the wilds with two Indian guides. In ! struction here of a new (350,000 hotel,
cash sale of these flowers and 5?< on all local
way. He extended his benefactions sortsmen were designated as "the canoes we ran the Allagash and the ! The Rolyat—you can spell it backFlorida collects from gasoline and
wards
if
you
want
to
—
which
will
set
St.
John
River.
My
theory
of
the
from young ladles to an old ladies' guns.”
bills paid during this week. Contribute to
outdoors as a healer was proven in 10 acres of ground. The golf motors (10,000,000 per annum and
home, and incidentally he left Pratt
spends it in construction of roads and
the High School fund by purchasing and pay
when, at the end of a month, I was course will have 194 acres.
and me his share in the Widgeon and
their
maintenance.
He has a $250,000 nursery with bridges and
How
different
I
used
to
And
hunt

In
Exchange
For
Your
Old
able
to
paddle
from
four
o
’
clock
in
built tbe Reckless.
ing this week at
One
of
the
finest
highways
100,000
hibiscus
cuttings,
1,000,000
ing
in
America
from
shooting
In
Buthe
morning
until
eleven
at
night,
Battery
1 have spent some enjoyable weekIn Florida connects the Gandy Rrldge
Australian
pines;
and
never
any

less
the
time
taken
for
meals.
We
ends shooting on the estate of Coleman
y hen my dogs “Drake" and
with St. Petersburg. It is 30 feet wide
THE LITTLE FLOWER SHOP
Dupont, at Cambridge, Maryland. On “Ranger" would see me they would each shot a moose. The head ot the thing is sold from this nursery. on the crown with eight Inches of
come
with
a rush, bark and jump, and one that Baring shot adorns the Everything is free together with the
the oebasion of my flrst visit there I
services of a landscape gardener rock baso supporting asphalt block
"SILSBY’S”
i arrived at midnight, and as I drove even howl with joy. As I put my Liverpool Club, while mine Is In the
to beautify the estates and the 250 covered and surfaced with granlta
up the long shell road entrance to- gun together. "Drake” would find my dining room of the Union Club of
399 Main Street
Rockland
houses built on the property, all of screenings. The whole 20 mile area
iward the house I became exceedingly shooting cap and come to me with New York.
My face healed quickly as soon as which except half a dozen have been tributary to this bridge from Tampa
confused, for jt looked as though the it in his mouth. We would soon he
to St. Petersburg Is apparently under
sold.
dining tubk-'were set out on the off across the hiris and valleys. On I stopped putting in tents, tout there
No cheap houses are allowed and lot development with newly made
a bright October day, the woods were are scars and depressions in my left
piazza
and
backed
by
trees
that
grew
Tal. 887-W
689 Main Street
the architecture must be harmonious park lands of grass, palmetto and
up through the house itself. 1 felt lirilliant with foliage of every color, cheek to this day. Accident, how
ROCKLAND, ME.
with the surroundings. The cost of pine with sprinklings ot oleanders,
that my eyes were failing me. but from the Bright crimson of the swamp ever. saw to it that I should not go
und homes of Spanish architecture
28-29
! when I arrived I found that the Gen- maple to ihe rich yellow cf ttoe chest through life with an unbalanced i fl°usee ranges from $-0,000 to (40,000 dotting the landscape.
1 eral was actually living in a glass nut. It was the open season for countenance. I had once jumped out 'averaging about (10,000.
Florida’s road plans have now es
Building at Bt. Petersburg is reason
' house, or at least in a house whose woodcock, ruffed grouse, and quail. -f a woman's arms through a window
tablished 30-foot crowns as
the
| main section was composed entirely What route should I take to have and the glass cut my right cheek so ably cheap. Notwithstanding trans standard for main highways and
The Latest Dark Shell
i of plate glass, while the bedrooms the best chances for game? Were that it had to be sewed up. The de portation of materials under advanced
railroad rates, building cost Js figured nothing less than 16 feet roads for
I were contained in wings built of more the partridges feeding on wild grapes, pression from that wound Is an ex
at only about 55% above pre-war laterals.
Frames and Correct Lenses
I conventional material All my life I or were they under the oak or chest act match for my blood poisoning prices.
There will be experiments—suc
had been familiar with the proverb nut trees? Where were the best souvenir. Perhaps I should explain
Taylor removed about a quarter of cesses and failures—in agricultural
Were the that the woman was my mother and
I regarding people who live in glass chances for woodcock?
a mllion dead trees and stumps to lines. But Florida is as firmly on tho
Only $10.00
houses, but never before had I found "home birds” in the alder swamps or the jump a babyhood exploit.
make room for this development. Na map as the Mediterranean shore or
• • « «
I
; a chance to apply it. This unusual "flight birds” on the hills? The
tive pines were thinned out and Aus Southern California.
An amusing incident occurred at
residence was most enjoyable and en quail, I knew, were on, or near, the
pines planted.
Thirty years ago anything ap
Let us demonstrate any of tertaining: life within its walls was buckwheat stubbles, "brake," hav the conclusion of our trip—some tralian
A 6% Interest rate for deferred pay proaching the present development of
a constantly shifting panorama: ing "bird sense." ranging very wide, thing that was entirely new to Bar
ments
may
have
been
an
attractive
the
Florida would have been an impossi
I through one wall one saw a company looked in the most likely places, ing. who had long been accustomed
feature at Pasadena in a State where
301 Main St., Opp Park St.
of ducks flying down the river, or a stopped at the scent, fearing to flush to the name of Baring Brothers everything at the bank loans at 8%, bility. Only by accumulated capital
from industry in the North, and only
line of fishing boats; through an the bird until I came within shot. standing for all that was financially
notwithstanding the low Federal Re by the modern motor and modern
other. a dog pointing a quail; through Woodcock and quail lie to the dog, undoubted. At the start of the trip, serve rate to banks.
motor highway, supi>orting the rail
ruffed grouse seldom
do. I had suggested to him that we leave
another, friends coming up the en but
in your home
Taylor's deferred payments were nt road development, could such achieve
trance drive. It was as though one “Drake” knew it and remained all money behind ue, so there would
6%
and
he
gave
this
advantage
to
his
ments take place as are now marking
I were constantly in the open, and standing on the scent until I could he no temptation to anyone evilly In
buyers. For himself he has not bor a wonderful era of development of
when we came indoors after Rhool- circle to get the grouse between us. clined up there in the wilds. When
"■‘M the Sion
In America the sportsman must we came out of the woods, Baring rowed a dollar for his development which every State in Ihe Union and
[North National B onK
Ing ducks and woodcock we did not
and does not propose to.
some countries abroad appear to be
shut ourselves off from the creatures have game sense; in Europe he must had seventy-five cents; I had a dol
Formerly $191.00; now
taking notice.
Tha Co-operative Spirit
be, at most, a good shot. In Burope lar. Wc wefe wondering how to get
of the air and fields.
. • • .
he is part of a system of which the money enough to pay our fare, for
Supported by unmatched, yet va
Although there is great rivalry be
The most difficult shooting I have gamekeeper is the practical head; there was no telegraph. We went tween cities and towns .in Florida ried. climatic conditions, capital, en
THE NATIONAL DREAM
ever
had
was
from
a boat, and s the s;>orlsman's only function ashore ut a little village and I pur they come together to boost Florida terprise and population from the
North, and with continued reasonable
rolling in the sea, shooting pigeons is to shoot, he is very appropriately chased a number of articles at the in a fine co-operative spirit.
It is the ambition of everyone to have a
Complete
Herman A. Dann may not be worth labor conditions one has no right to
as they came out of the caves at classed as one of the "guns." The country store. In payment, I handed
home. It may seem like an impossibility but
with Lour Speaker
KinsaJe: and in Finland, shooting at American sportsman plays every the storekeeper a draft for fifty dol a million dollars unless he sets a believe otherwise than that the win
it is not once you start saving systematically.
woodcock that were flying high over part in the game, and from the lack lars on Montreal which I had care valuation upon his home life and ter travel and home development to
Less batteries
the trees at dusk. Near the Russian of such variety arises the partial fully penned and signed as an officer growing family, but he leads the town Florida Is to endure as long as busi
Start your foundation today.
Jn co-operative enterprise and is ness prosperity blesses the United
boundary I shot a bird a little small dissatisfaction inevitable to shoot of a lumber company.
Baring watched the man dubiously president of the State Chamber of 'States.
Every Saturday pay yourself a fixed
er than a turkey, named "lujar." ing in Europe.
Distance and Tone
• • • •
studying the draft
which the Czar. Nicholas II. was fond
wage and then deposit your real pay in a
Quality
"Er ... er ... if it will aid you.” route in preference to a quick appli
Here we must know all conditions,
of shooting. The male bird calls for
Savings Account.
GEN. LORD COMING
its mate at dusk at a late hour dur whether in “the open” or in the he suggested. "I will add the en cation of cold steel.
You can bank with us by mail.
ing the "white nights" of the mating woods. We take intense delight in dorsement of Baring Brothers of
Selective and NonWc shot roebuck, a variety of wild
season. When I got within four hun the superior work of
our
dogs. London.”
duck and ipartrkiges. Here 1 had an Budget Director Will Address
Radiating
Brusquely the storekeeper ans example of German punctuality. I
dred
yards
of
the
bird,
T
was
told
to
With
a
bird
in
his
mouth,
our
favor

4% INTEREST PAID ON SAVINGS ACCOUN TS
the Maine Legislature Next
remember that the bird listens In ite setter points another. Make a wered him. “I never heard of them ! had ordered a man lo be at the
tently. and I was warned that if I double shot nnd he leaves the dead But I'm willing to take this lumber marshes at 5 a. m. I did not arrive
Other Radiolas from
Limited United States Depository
Thursday.
broke a twig he would fly away; bul bird to secure the wounded one. man's draft.”
till 5.15 so he concluded that I was
With the money he gave us, we not coming and left before my late
that wl.lle he is calling (true to his There is not only a feeling akin to
FOOT OF LIMEROCK STREET
»
name "lujar," the Russian for "deaf") affection, But there is perfect under made our way to Boston and New arrival. Even the dogs were trained
Brigadier General Herbert M. Lord,
he is oblivious to all sounds. That standing between you and your York where we shortly afterward to German discipline. I left some of director of the budget of the United
would give me time to take three or dogs. Although your bag may toe had the opportunity to contrast our my things in the woods. One of the States, will be in Augusta next
four steps, when I would stop instant tout three or four woodcock, several camp fare with dinners at the Som sporting dogs was selected to watch Thursday morning. March 12. nnd it
ly; and then a few more steps, when partridges, and a few quail—insig erset Club and at Delmonico’s.
them—when I returned tit the end is expected that he will address a
Established 189(1
/X he would call again. Sometimes a nificant in number compared to the
* • • •
of three hours he was still on guard. joint session of the Legislature.
sudden stop would leave me with one bags made of "driven birds”—the
In Germany the owner of the Is
One fall I went up the Totoique
Gen. Lor i is a native of Maine and
foot in a mud hole and the other in game you have shot under varied land of I'sedom iplaced his castle and River in New Brunswick. On tills still retains his residence in Rock
the air.
conditions is entirety the result of estate at my disposal for ten days. I trip I saw twenty moose and did not
land. although he has been absent on
From Finland I went to Austria- your own knowledge and skill. At I was accompanied by my secretary, fire at any, as none had antlers military service some timc.
night,
thoroughly
tired
out.
you
have
Hungary,
where
sportsmen
with
Baron von Zgllnitzki who was. one larger than those of a moose I had
ROCKLAND, ME.
General
Lord
succeeded Gen.
thirty or more beaters would circle a sense of complete contentment as might say, bom into the German shot before; but I did shoot a bull
large fields and walk towards the cen you rest, after a hearty dinner, with army.
Frederick the Great, as caribou with twenty-seven points. Charles W. Dawes, as director of tho
ter, the game being shot as it ran or your dogs lying around you. remind well known, was ambitious to have a This head is now in the Biding Club budget and (cr a long period now has
flew across the circling line. Accord ers of the sport and inspiring a feel guard of men over six feet tall, and of New York. In order to hunt a been perhaps Ihe leading assistant to
ing to this plan, the sportsmen had ing of companionship. In contem when Colonel Zgllnitzki, the baron's certain section we left our tent, President Coolidge, in tho tremen
fun without risk of being shot, while plation, in front of the blazing logs ancestor, of splendid appearance and traveling light; while we were gone dous reduction which the federal gov
the beaters hud the risk of being shot in the great rough fireplace, you say, taller than any of Frederick’s sol a bear, apparently with his paw. ernment has been making in its an
IT IS SAID THAT THE STENOGRAPHIC DEPART
and seventy-five cents a day. We shot with Mickey Free, “’Tis not for glory diers, came with a message from the made a hole so high up in the tent nual expenditures.
roebuck, hare, English partridges, and I care; ambition is only a fable." King of Poland. Frederick the Great that he must have stood on his hind
Gen. Lord is now visiting several
MENT OF ANY BUSINESS CAN ALWAYS
And. taking an all-around view of said, “Here is the man to toe captain legs, and took a quarter of our cari sections of the country with a view
a few pheasants.
life,
you
conclude
that
health
is
bet

My flrst experience of shooting in
of my guard.” And to this decision bou meat. He also ato up our con to explaining the methods by which
Great Britain was at Cluny Castle, ter than wealth.
the King of Poland assented.
WORK SHORT-HANDED
centrated food, which enormously. these governmental economies have
I have firs’ described small game
in Scotland, on St. Grouse’s Day when
The castle had a moat around It Increases in -bulk on the application been affected, in accordance with tho
Mrs. Flint and I were guests of Mr. shooting because that s;>ort is more filled with water and there was a of water. 'How the bear must have Idea of President Coolidge that tho
and Mrs. Andrew Carnegie. Ex- accessible and the lure of it lasts tunnel that had a camouflaged exit felt and looked when he commenced economies which have been learned
Mayor Seth Low waa (here. I loaned longer than that of big game; but I a mile distant from the castle—the to swell we shall never know.
in Washington may be of universal
him my new Purdy gun, one of my must not neglect my experiences idea being that in case of surrender
One of our guides—a wise old In application.
We endeavor to keep our service as near as possible up to the 100 per cent
shootJng coats, furnished him with with a repeating rifle. For hair- the besieged could take the tunnel dian,—told us of men who came up
plenty of ammunition, and then kept raising adventure, I refer you to
there with wonderfully effective ex YOUR FAVORITE POEM
efficiency standard and invite you to make free use of our facilities.
out of gunshot. The Carnegies’ piper most publications on big game
plosive bullets but with miserable
awakened us by walking around the shooting. During my first hour in
markmanship. The Indian summed
HILLS IN HEAVEN
I castle, playing his bagpipe. This the Rockies I fired at a grizzly. Off
up the situation, and I often use his God grant there be hills in Heaven
early morning music reminded me of went the rifle and off went tiie bear,
remark as an aphorism in business.
For those who have fought, their best.
' that Scotchman who, dying in a hos and I haven’t seen one since.
"Ugh! Explosive bullets no good For those who have struggled and striven
In 1882, owing to the improper!
pital in Inhla. said that if he could
And look to the heights for rest.
outside the animal.”
God grant there he quiet places
i hear the bagpipes toe would (eel bet treatment of an ulcerated tooth. I
Has 16 rooms, two bath rooms,
And heaths where the hill winds pass.
[To Be Continued]
had a serious case of blood poison - '
ter:
the
bagpipes
were
played,
and
he
Where we bury our hot. shamed faces
ROCKLAND
hot water heat and all modern
recovered—but all the other patients ing. One side of my face was badly
In the cool, wet mountain grass.
School journeys for pupils, under the
improvements; one of the beat lo
WARREN
died.
None of Carnegie's guests swollen. I had invited Thomas Bar
UNION
VINALHAVEN
CAMDEN
The
sea with her magic portals.
care
of
teachers
ot
the
^ondon
ing, senior partner of Baring Broth
waited for a second summons.
cations in the city; in first dees
The vale with her plough-turned sod—
schools, are valuable from an edu These
ers, of Liverpool, to come to this 1 condition throughout.
The
enjoyment
of
bagpipes
depends
whisper a while to mortals,
RESOURCES
cational point of view, and the num
But the peaks talk on with God.
very much on the conditions under country for a moose hunting trip
To
the
yeomen their fields t»c given :
ber
has
greatly
increasedThey
are
Cali or telephone 237-J
which they are played. »In the hills through the Maine woods. On his
$3,700,000.00
And the captains—give them their sell
carefully planned and carried out
distance lends enchantment, and cer arrival he came .to my bedside to ex-i 28 SPRING 8T., ROCKLAND, ME.
But I pray there be hills In Heaven
and last usually from a week to a
To stand through Eternity.
tainly it was a joy when the piper press his commiseration, and his po- I
29-34
fortnight.
—Will H. Ogitvit.
headed a procession at ""'any and lltsly worded regret that the hunting j
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COOLIDGE INAUGURAL

THREE TIMES A WEEK

His Address Ranks High
With Speeches of Prede
cessors, Says Uncle Dud
ley.

CIRCULATION AFFIDAVIT

P

Rockland, March 5, 1925.
rsonally appeared Frank S. Lyddle who

•n oath declares that he Is pressman In the
office of The Courier-Gazette, and that of

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, March 7, 1925

Page Two
D. Goff. Rep., West Virginia, re
places Davis Elkins. Rep ; Coleman ,
L. Blease, Deni., South Carolina, re- I
places Nathaniel Dial. Dem.; Law
rence D. Tyron, iveni.. Tennessee, re
places John K. Shields, Dem.
Newcomers on the House side are
almost too numerous to list. They
are divided. 56 Republicans. 21 Dem
ocrats and one Parmer-Laborite.
.Their coming completely altered -the
delicately balanced legislative situa
tion in the lower body, transforming
a situation in which the Wisconsin
progressives held the Iwlance of
power to one in which the Republi
can majority is quite safe. The line
up in the new House is 247 Republi
cans 1SS Democrats, 3 Furmer-Laborites and 2 Socialists.
The lineup in the Senate is 53 Re
publicans, 42 Democrats and 1 Farmlaborite, a much safer margin than
the Congress just ended, hut still not
absolutely a safe majority, iiei-amw
of the presence of a numiier of Socalled independents.

IN SAN DIEGO
CHIEF POINTS IN COOLIDGE INAUGURAL
Following are some of the outstanding utterances of President
Coolidge in his inaugural address:

City Which Abounds In
Tourists apd Citrus Fruits,
Aghast At Propaganda.

Economy—1 favor the policy of economy not because I wish
to save money, hut because I wiah to save the people.

"Tourists and citrus fruits are the:
printliial crops from which Southern
California derives its living-," writes
Notary Public.
President Coolidge was quite in hisTaxation—The collection of any taxes which are not abso
DC. Thurston of Union, who was at
best form when he delivered his first
lutely required, which do not beyond reasonable doubt contribute
the moment (Feb. 23) enjoying the
inaugural
and
his
address
ranks
high
Ta not this the fast that I have
to the public welfare, is only a species of larceny.
hospitality of the Maryland Hotel in
when
compared
with
the
speeches
chosen? to loose the hands of wick
Sun Diego, Calif. "This is a fine cli
Business Policy—The wise and correct course to follow in
edness, to undo the heavy burdens, with which his predecessors have be
mate In which to spend a few weeks,”
gun
their
terms
of
office.
The
great
and to let the oppressed go free, and
taxation is not to destroy those who have already secured suc
he ailds. "hut for the year around
that ye break every yoke?—Isaiah listening public gathered round the
cess. but to create conditions under which everyone will have a
there is nothing to conqiare with
receiving sets all over the country
68:6.
Maine."
better chance to be successful.
was fortunate indeed that their first
Mr. Thurston sends The Courieropportunity to hear an Inaugural was
Congress—In spite of all the criticism which often falls to Its
Gazette a copy of the San Diego
Vice President l>awes lost no time so satisfying.
lot, there is no more Independent and effective body In the
Union, in which it appears from glar
There must be a tremendous pull
after inauguration in impressing
ing headlines that San Diegans are
world.
on
a
Chief
Executive
who
realizes
upon the Senate the idea that the
planning a campaign which will in
that -his words, in his very accents,
Party Loyalty—Unless those who are elected under the same
•taxpayers want to see more business are carried far and wide to an enor
clude the sending of 150.001) letters
party
designation
are
willing
to
co-operate
with
each
other
in
’ back East to refute fulse tales about ’
and leas red tape. His opening ad mous invisible audience of his fellow
theStute, and that each member of the
tlie support of the party platform the election Is merely a
dress was a shock to the staid and citizens. Among the people them
Federated State Societies will be
mockery.
dignified members z»f that body and selves there was almost a sense of
asked to write at least five messages
awe. Their President was sp“aking
HIGH SCHOOL CHAT
Electicn Result—The people demonstrated that they are
may not have been wholly justified, to them directly. The feeling of unity
informing the Eastern States in par
ticular that California is -still the'
sound and are determined to have sound government.
'but Vice President Dawes haa struck which modern broadcasting has made
The northern wing of the building
' land of sunshine and happiness, in
a popular keynote with the taxpayers possible cannot lie overestimated. was sufficiently completed last week
Armed Force—Our country represents nothing but peaceful
tlie attempt to offset “a series of
at large. “Uncle Dudley” in the Bos Popular-government has been more to allow the classes of Miss Black,
intentions, hut it ought not to fall to maintain such a military
stories broadcast to halt people from
real than it was even in the dim pasi Mr. Sawln and Mr Hanna to move
ton Globe, says:
force as comports with the dignity and security of a great peo
coming^here."
of small beginnings that a single hu in. Now all classes except those
"I have carefully watched the
The Vice President intends a pop man being can address a continent.
ple. It should lie so conducted that all the world may see in it
in the Commercial department at the
damning articles that have lieen pub
ular appeal which he believes will
Mr. Coolidge h£Us both an excellent Legion hall are being held in the
but an Instrument of security and peace.
lished to harm California." said Capt.
react on the Senate- He has already radio voice ami a highly developed
new building.
World Court—We have long advocated the peaceful settle
Molinari, president of the Federated
received much applause from many nadlo sense. He really spoke directly
Steady-progress is being made by
Societies, in announcing his plans,
parts of the country. The delays, in to the unseen millions, avoiding sta
ment of disputes by methods of arbitration. The same con
the workmen. During the past week
"and 1 believe no person is better
sincere procedure and false dignity tistics and abstractions, and putting
sideration should lead to our adherence to the Permanent Court
..
„
,
two big strips of the gymnasium
qualified to set to rights friends back
of much of our parliamentary 'busi lis' ?anT.'.,fU,'TL floor have been cemented. The balof International Justice.
home than we adopted sons and
ness has time and again exasperated mental in his mind and in theirs. He
cony in ihe auditorium is nearing
, daughters of San Diego.
Foreign Policy—America cherishes no purpose save to merit
great sections of the public; and the begins his first full term as President
completion.
The finishing touches
"We came to the Golden State be
abuse heaped upon small, obstructing with undiminished popular support.
the favor of Almighty God.
have been added to the walls of the
cause we wanted to lietter ourselves
groups of Senators has been vastly Indeed he has probably gained in the
Manual Training department and
physically und financially. California,
deserved in many instances. This public mind since he swept the coun
much of the equipment has been
especially Sun Diego, is our dream
criticism Gen. Dawes voiced—in his try last November, approved as Presi
transferred to this department from
come true. We know that life is
own unceremonious way. His tactics dent of the whole people. There is
the McLain building. The new desks
worth living here and that Industry is
may Carouse an irritation among no question about the community of
have arrived and the blackboards
such that it provides decent liveliSenators which might defeat his feeling between the great majority of
' hoods. We know. too. that men do
purpose, but if he speeds them up this country on the one hand and are reported to be on the way.
But
the
Bangor
Lassie*
Were
a
Bit
Too
Much
For
Us
The students greatly appreciate the
not have to 'hunt garbage cans for
under his lashing tongue, he will their President on the other.
scraps to eat;' that Southern Cali
Lincoln Academy Wins From Camden.
have lifted himself out of the Vice
Much of the address was devoted absence of any cross light on their
fornia is not a 'desert place.’ a part
Presidential class.
to championing of the cause of peace. work, which is avoided by having
of Ihe United States that has not
‘The weight of our enormous influ the windows only on one side of a
Gov. Brewster says that he has ence,” declared Mr. Cojlidge, “must room.
Lincoln Academy passed into sec School girl9 was one of the finest fea had rain for two years,’ nnd we know
At present only a few of the rooms
that it Is a lie when it is said: ‘Won
been fighting four years to elimi be cast upon the sCde of a reign not have been wired for electric lights. ond place in the Knox and Lincoln tures of that kind ever seen in Rock derful State of California !—a desert
of force but of law and trial, not by
land,
and
reflects
much
credit
upon
nate unsightly signs along the high
Miss Philbrook of the Camden League last night, when it defeated the instruction they had (received waste of sand and sagebrush. Noth
battle but by reason . . . Parch
ways and indicated that he is going ment will fail, the sword will fail, it High School French department and Camden High 16 to 14 in Newcastle. from the Bangor athletic director. ing to attract the eye of anyone or
to keep up the good work. The more it only tlie spiritual nature of man Miss Esther Stevenson, music di Only two games remain to tie played: William B. Search. The drill lasted anybody; a' country that has no
rector of Norway High School, vis Lincoln Academy in Rockland next about a quarter of an hour, and the nutural resources and never will
signs that students tear down and that can be triumphant.”
As the people listened they knew ited here last week Members of the Wednesday, and Rockland High in evolutions were performed with have.’ These are but a few of the
take away the better it will suit himamden next Friday. The standing: amazing accuracy. From the moment published statements that libel our
from his own lips that their Presi choolboard show their inteest by
Won Lost F.C. the Queen City lassies trotted onto adopted home. Enough of the damn
Gov. Brewster says in a letter to the dent is no militarist and disavows appearing frequently in the class
2
.750 the door until they trotted off, they ing stories have been printed to fill
They also have been rooms. Parents, friends or any per Rockport High .... ...... G
Campus, the University of Maine imperialism.
a lew good sized scrap books, and
3
.571
sons at all interested are invited to Lincoln Academy ...... 4
told
quite*
plainly
how
he
conceives
were recipients of a constant ova
student publication, “If the boys use
they attack everything from our soil
4
.500 tion.
Thomasti-n High . ..... 4
of the commission given him hy the isit tlie schools at any time.
9
discrimination they can perform very electorate.
to our new poll tax law. The poll
333'
4
Mr. Phillips, who has been absent Rockland High ...
9
tax law, they ridirulously change,
r .286
effective service as scavangers along
The mandate is for “constitutional from school during the past week, Camden High ......
George
Morang,
representing will be enforced on non-residents
o e e e
our roads.” Of what use to spend guarantees” and an expression of just succeeded in avoiding an attack
of pneumonia. Mr. Allen stepped in
Three games of basketball, a band Bridgton Academy at Harvard Col and tourists.
thousands of dollars advertising our faith in the “integrity of the courts."
"The Federated Stales societies
The decision was taken against pub to the breach and conducted Mr. concert, a gills" drill and a dance lege. won the 1000-yard run over a
scenic attractions if we are to clut lic ownership of railroads and cer Phillips’ classes during his absence. comprised the card at the Arcade last field of 19 other starters. He clip- represent about 30,000 persons- in
ter up our thoroughfares with com tain electric utilities
ight and if any of the patrons failed ped two seconds off the old record San Diego and it is my plan to have
The people Mr Sawin was also absent a few
want economy.
They have in ap days, ill with the grippe. He was to enjoy themselves it is because they and was pressed closely by F. Vogel every one of these 30.000 write at
mercial signs?
proving of the Prevident voted in more fortunate however and was able are immune against such attractions. of Thornton Academy, another Maine least five letters telling the truth
to return the latter part of the week.
The outstanding feature was of school. Morang covered the distance ahout San Diego and California and
Belfast thi« week is called upon to favor of the principles of tax reduc
Mr. Cross has been substituting course the basketball game between in 2 ra 34, 2-5 s, winning a gold why we are going to continue to
tion which appeal to him.
•mourn the loss of a prominent citi
live here and boost.
Mr. Coolidge also expresses his be in Mr. Phillips' favorite indoor sport, the Bangor High girls and Rockland medal.
"In addition to writing the letters
• • • •
zen, Hon. Robert F. Dunton. He had lief that the result of the election, namely that of ringing the dinner High Girls. It resulted in a not un
I am going to ask every writer to
served his city as mayor, his State which gave his party a large majority gong to announce the change of expected victory for the Bangor sextet
Jack Kearns, manager for Jack
classes. When the electric liell sys but Coach Sullivan's girls contested Dempsey .announced Thursday that enter his or her epistles in the prize
as -bank commissioner, and was a ln the national Legislature, is a man
date for government by party. In tem is installed the above mentioned every inch of ground, and he. as well consideration was being given a pro letter contest at present being con
foremost member of the legal pro this as in his other interpretations will lie relieved from such strenuous as the big crowd, is well satisfied with
ducted hy the Los Angeles Times.
posal hy A. E. Santweir, a Holly
fession.
the showing they muile against one of wood promoter, to stage a title The newpaper first conceived the let
of the election he is amply justified manual labor.
The afternoon sessions were omit the best teams from one of the big match June 9 between the champion ter-wilting contest as a means to
He is a strong party man and
arouse Californians to the harm be
• The names of several Maine post- does not hesitate to express him ted last week and classes were run gest schools in the State.
and Tommy Gibbons. St. Paul
Rockland scored the first basket, .heavyweight. for a consideration of ing done in the east, and Is offering
offices have been changed. Oldtown self, "Since its very foundation.” he ir. relays of four a day. in the morn
in cash prizes for copies of
explains, “it has been found neces ing periods, thereby including all hut this was the only time in the J500.000 Santweir said he offered
By co-operation
•becomes Old Town and New Castle sary to conduct our Government by lasses.
game that she was in the lead. At the Kearns the sum for a 10-round title the best letters.
becomes Newcastle. Interesting, if means of political parties. The sys
The popular game of jack stones end of the first period the visitors match with Dempeey to be fought in with the Times additional publicity
tem would not have survived from has been prohibited inside the school- were in front 7 to 2. and at the end a Hollywood arena, which he saiii. will be obtained, I believe.
not consistent.
"My plan is to have letters writ
generation to generation if it had house.
of the half, with the score 16 to 9 In he could construct, to seat 130.000
ten along the lines suggested by the
Mr.
Whittemore
has
often
proved
not
been
fundamentally
sound
and
their
favor,
felt
morally
certain
of
persons,
with
possible
gate
receipts
Now that the “Spanish Prisoner”
northern newspaiier, letters that are
ictory. This ratio was maintained
provided the best instrumentalities his skill and versatility but none
sincere and free from knocking. It
has actually been jugged by the fed for the most complete expression of suspected him of his latest, and un ln the third period, but in the last of $1,300,000,
is desired to have the letters inform
eral authorities how shall we spend the popular will.”
til recently hidden talent, that of an quarter the Rockland girls made one
The next and last local game in our friends Back home of true con
Disclaiming “narrow and bigoted animal trainer. For the last two more point than their opponents and
•our surplus cash?
«•
partisanship,” he holds ■ strongly to weeks or more, strange and wild an were traveling at a clip which had the Knox and Lincoln Basketball ditions here."
League will he played next Wednes
the proposition that when a party is imals have invaded the Manual the spectators in an uproar.
To determine the general knowledge
night, with Lincoln Academy as
FOR THE OLD CHURCH commissioned to govern “common Training Zoo. At any hour of the The Bangor forwards. McAvery and day
honesty and good faith” require the day Mr. Whittemore might lie seen Faulkingham.' represented a perpetual the visitor. Rockland High is now of students, a psychologist test is
given every year to the freshman
to “assume control of that training these wild beasts, remodel threat on the Rockland cage, Mc fighting to keep out of last place, hut
class at Pennsylvania State College.
Gen. Knox Chapter, D. A. R. party
iw>rtion of the Government to which ing their characters, and endeavoring Avery being the first magnitude star will find It no easy task to defeat
Lincoln Academy, which has already This year they were required to ansit
has
been
elected.
”
of
the
visiting
team.
But
for
the
to
have
them
appear
at
their
best
in
Plans Restoration of the
President in his own right, Mr. Mr. Allen's famous parade.
strenuous defense maintained^'by furned the trick once, nnd which has 1 wer 230 questions in 40 minutes,
Men students made an average score
Coolidge has an opportunity rare
Thomaston Memorial.
Rehearsals for a one act sketch Trafton and Hodgkins the Rockland been coming at a very speedy clip cf
83.9 and women students 77.7.
even to Presidents. He takes up
"Belladonna's Ghost." are in prog erge would have been submerged. To for the past two weeks. The pen
More than 1,000 freshmen took the
Mrs. Nan Benner Higgs entertained position with which he is familiar ress which is to lie given by Miss Mias Breen belongs the distinction of nant question has been settled, hut test.—School Life.
here is a game which will be worth
■■■------- <-r—-jj--------- •--------the members of the Gen. Knox Chap by having actually filled it for more Black's Freshman IA class. This is scoring the highest number of points anybody's money.
than a year and a half. His party has an entirely original production writ in the contest. Miss Evelyn Berry
ter, D. A. R., at her home on Warren a strong majority in both houses. He
• • » •
also shot two very pretty goals.
ten
hy
the
class.
The
material
for
street, Monday afternoon and evening. -himself is stronger than his party
The score:
Buck” Gaudette. the Lewirfon
A delicious G o’clock supper was fol with the people, as was clearly this play was taken from a compo
Bangor High Girls
sition written by Helen*’ Moulaison.
semi-professional hall player, known
lowed by the regular monthly busi
shown in the election when State A contest was held and the two stu
Goals Fouls Pts. to patrons of the Rockland-Togus .
ness meeting with Mrs. Higgs, the after State which went to the oppo
Faulkingham, rf ..... 3
3
13 games, has been offered a contract i
regent, presiding. The, Chapter will sition party for its jptal officials gave dents writing the best plays were McAvery. If ............. 8
0
16 with the Jersey City club of the In
Irene Weymouth and Vora N.ve
devote its energies for the next few a large margin to Mr. Coolidge.
ft
o ternational league.
These pupils then combined their Haley, c ........... ......... ft
Gaudette has
months to the preservation of the
Gordon; c
......... 0
o
o passed up several chances to join or
The President is in a position to
“Old Church on the Hill,” where Gen. exercise his leadership because Con plays, added a few ideas gained from Silsby, rg
..........
0
0
0
ganized ball, but may take this one.
Knox attended divine service at the gress and the country realized tha others written in the class and the Webster, lg ............. 0
0
0
• • • •
result, for Freshman work proved
call of the bell cast by Paul Revere.
he has the support and the respect of gratifying.
The old church is a landmark
13
a clear majority of the voters. His
i
29
The best composition written each
revered by all the county and its
THE APRIL TERM
Rockland High Girls
temperament and the present popu week in the Soph. 11 Class will he
present need for repairs has an ap
Goals Fouls Pts.
lar trend in the country are in har submitted to this column editor, Tlie
peal which should find a ready re
g U N D A Y dinner—you
2
Breen, rf ............... ... X
mony The power is in his hands a
18 Names of Those Drawn For
sponse. The Daughters with help! he begins to be the elected President students in this class have been doing Perrv, If ................ ... 2
1
5
have been thinking It
unusually
good
work
and
are
greatly
from all who are interested, will su- i of the United States.
o
0
Jury Service—Judge Stur
interested in having their work no Egan, c ................... ... 0
over and wondering what
perintend the work and it is hoped
Griffin,
c
...............
...
0
0
o
—Uncle Dudley in the Boston Globe ticed.
you could have that would
this venerable memorial of Gen. Knox
o
gis To Preside.
o
The students wish to thank ev Fales, c ................. ... 0
and his times may continue to stand
differ from your former
Trafton, rg ........... ... 0
o
o
eryone
who
has
helied
in
anyway
to
THE NEW CONGRESS
through the years to come.
Women will be very much in the
Koster, rg ............. ... 0
0
Sunday dint ers. You want
0
make
the
Food
Fair
a
success
there

An interesting program followed the
Hodgkins,
......... ... 0
o minority so far as jurors are con
o
to please h.-n?
Suggest
business meeting when articles by Republicans Have Substan by showing a wotihy interest in
most
worthy
cause.
cerned, at the April term of Supreme
coming here I
Mrs. Aurelia Collamore and Mi s. Ruth
10
3
23
No words can express the great
Brackett were read and several
tial Working Margin— wave
Score:
Bangor 29. Rockland 23. Court. Ttie grand jury has one and
ot sorrow that swept through
charming songs were sung by Mrs.
Ihe High School whenjhe news was Referee, Spear of Bath Timer, Da- nvo" have been summoned for trav
Many New Faces.
Oat acquainted with aur
Emily Wilson Stevens. Mrs. Blanche
Scorer, Benson.
Time, 8-m erse Jury duty. The lint'follows:
received of tbe death of our beloved vies.
Ayers read an extract from an article
"Bill O'Fare”
periods.
schoolmate.
Carolyn
Perry.
She
was
Amen,
Llewellyn
C.
•
Rockland
Congressional corridors already are
by Mrs. Herbert M. Lord, published
The Rockland Midget•s, soon to be Andrews. John H.
a
leader
in
all
things
scholastic,
ath
Rockport
resounding to the tramping feet of
in the I). A. R. magazine.
the pride of Rockland High School, Babbidge. Richard R.
Rockland
new members of Congress who hav letic or social, and her sunny, vita
walked away with a game ln which Burton, Mrs. Annie
So. Thomaston
come to Washington to draw their personality will lie greatly missed
they were opposed by Warren High Crockett, Leon
DR. TWEEDIE VOLUNTEERS
Camden
pay and open their offices, writes
Rockland’s Finest Eating Place
Camden
An industrial school for wayward School, Stickney made all of War Crosby, Mrs. Inez Si,
Robert T. Horan, United Press cor
Due to the large number of young respondent.
Rockland
ir.d delinquent girls is to he estab rens' five points, while Jameson and Curtis, James [.»
men who have applied for training
Cushing i
There are exactly 88 new faces in lished in the State of Wyoming Fowler featured for the Midgets. Davis, Riley W
at the 1925 Citizens’ Military Train the National legislature, 10 on the Such girls are now sent to Colorado The score:
Isle au Ham i
Dodge, James L..
Rockland Midgets
ing Camps, Major-General Brewster, Senate side and 78 on the House side institutions, hut the arrangement
Rocklitnd
Dorgan, Walter
Goals Fouls Pts. Dow, Sidney,
Commanding tlie First Corps Area, Not ail are exactly “new” in the has proved unsatisfactory and it has
St. George
2
18 Grant, Irvin A.
has requested the services of medi sense that they are officially in been decided to locate the school in Jameson, rf...... . ...... 8
North Haven
1
0
cal reserve officers throughout New Washington for the first time, for Sheridan Counay. The affairs of the Freeman, If .......
Vinalhaven
Hopkins, Frank W„
0
England to assist in the physical ex some are merely shifting over from institution will he under the control McLain. If .... .....-...... 3
Thomaston
Jones, Henry,
5
0
amination, vaccination against small the House to the Senate and others of the ,State hoard of charities and Fowler, c ....
Thomaston
Lermond, Bowdoin A,
Freeman, c ................
5
10 MadduckK, Biden B.
pox and inoculation against typhoid, are returning to seats from which reform.—School Life.
Appleton
Marsh, rh ..............
1
paratyphoid fevers of these appli they were ousted in |»ast elections.
Rockland
Marsh, Arthur W„
Parsons, Ib .................. 0
cants, and more than 500 have pa Nearly all are new. however, sitting
Rockport
Melvin, Chester J..
Emery, lb..................... 0
triotically volunteered their services, either in the Senate or House for the
Owl's Head ‘When you begin to earn
Montgomery. Charles
without cost to the government or first time.
Warren
Mdntyne, Albert V.
You should begin to save.
18
38 Newbert, Frank I...
the applicant. This preliminary ex
Rockland
The neophytes In the Senate are led
Warren High
amination is made in order that the by the ex-speaker of the House of
Wa rren
Newcomb, George 1.,
Goals Fouls Pts
War Department may be assured that Representatives, Frederick C. Gillette,
Hope
Payson, Frank M„
We give regularly until Connell, rf .................. ft
ft
’.be applicant is sufficiently developed Republican, who succeeds David I.
Friendship
Pottle, George.
Stickney, If .................. 2
to undergo the training. The inoc Walsh, Democrat, as senator from
U nion
Robbins, Randall,
further notice 20 PER Overlock, c ................. ft
ulation and vaccination is required in Massachusetts. Then comes Thomas
St. George
Simmons, Albert
Starrett, rf .................. ft
Vrder to protect the candidate while I). Schall. only recently pointed out SENT OFF the marked
Rockland
429 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
Simmons, Dexter,
Moody, lh ................. ft
it camp. The volunteer examiner for in the House as "the blind Congress
Washington
Weaver, Daniel D.
selling
price
on
every
Knox County is Dr. H. \ . Tweedie. man.” Schall waged a-hot campaign
Camden
Whitehouse, Carl C..
A strictly mutual savings
1
against Magnus Johnson, the FarmVinalhaven
article in our store, includ
Referee, Ludwig. Scorer, Mont Toung. Walter L„
bank
Establishment of trade schools in a er-Lahorite, and won his seat as
The
April
term
will
convene
on
gomery.
ing Stoves.
xi umber of cities in the State ot senator from Minnesota. Other new
I The Rockland Seniors defeated the the 7th and will he presided over hv
Ceara. Brazil, is contemplated by the'senators and those they replace are:
'undergraduates 16 to 6, in a game one of the new tudgeH, Associate
DEPOSITS
leglskit-ure of that State. Fred C- W. B. Pine, Rejk, Oklahoma, replaces
'which- particularly aroused class en Justice Gey H Sturgis of Portland.
. li,stin, Jr., American vice consul in I Robert 1,. Owen, Dem.; Fred M.
thusiasm, and which was refereed A considerable amount ol’ busine-s
Made
during
the first four
charge at Pernambuco, suggests that Sackett, Rep.. Kentucky, replaces A. J
, by Dick Reed. The Senior players seems to ne in the making.
American firms handling machine w. Stanley. Dem.; T. Coleman Du-'
days
of
the
month will
i were Maxey, Bird, Green, Rounds,
tools, shop equipment, and trade- 1 •
Look in the Corner Drug Store
Murphy and Fein, On the Junior
draw
interest
from
the first
school supplies address pHiposals in Ball., Rep.; Charles S. Deneen, -Hep.,
L. MARCUS
, team were Trafton, the Flanugans, window and see some of the 157 vaIllinois,
replaces
Medill
McCormack.
day
of
that
month.
the Portuguese language for sup
1 Orne, Ms Loon. Derumons, Wiggin, rieties of St. Clair & Allen’s MaineTEL. 745-J
plying sucJi materials to the I resi Re,p., who died Feb. 25: William Mc-f 313-310 MAIN ST.
made Candy. For sale everywhere.Liliby and Merchant.
SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES TO RENT
130-tf
MasterH,
Rep..
South
Dakota,
re

dent of the State, Fortaleza, Ceara,
27-29
The drill hy the 12 Bangor High adv
the Issue of this paper of March 7, 1925,
there was printed a total of 6,555 copies.
Before me.
MUM B. MILLER,

’TWAS A HECTIC STRUGGLE

Newbert’s Cafeteria

START
SAVING NOW

20 PER CENT

ROCKLAND '
SAVINGS BANK

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.

Brazil.

places Thomas Sterling, Rep.; Guy,

I

LIST FROM

area in

BURPEE’S

Annex

Read over this list of real trades. Every piece
is in good condition ancLyou can buy for only a
fraction of its real cost.
1
1
1
1
1
1
3

Leather Divan, very soft ......................................................... $12.98
Oak Kitchen Cabinet, Hoosier ...................
32.00
Oak Sideboard ...........
19.98
Oak Sideboard ............................................................................
13.98
Oak Sideboard .................................
16.98
Oak Parlor Table ......................................,............. ..................
4.98
Oak Rockers, almost new, leather scats. Hera Is a
real bargain, each ....................................................................... 10.98
Set of 4 Oak Dining Chairs, each ...... ......................................
1.98
Set of 6 Oak Dining Chairs, each
Z.................... ....... ...........
2.98
Set cf 6 Oak Dining Chairs, each..............................................
2.98
Set of 6 Oak Dining Chairs, each . ..................................... ........
3.40
1 Reed Chair ...................................................................................
4.98
1 Reed Desk Chair .......................................... ..............................
7.98
1 Kitchen Chair, bent bow ..........................................................
1.29
1 Mahogany Toiiet Chair, low back ..........................................
4.98
1 Divan, mahogany frame, upholstered in rose velvet.
Vary good . ....... .................... -.................................................... 19.98
1 ArmChair, to match divan ...................................................
9.98
1 Leatherette Couch, very good.................................................. 19.00
1 Oak Stand ......................................................................................
1.98
1 Oak Dining Table, 6 ft. extension ..........................................
9.98
1 Oak Dining Table, 6 ft. extension ..................
9.98
1 Oak Dining Table, 6 ft. extension .............
14.98
Chamber Set, colid cak and in good condition. Plate
mirror. Bed, dresser and c mmode ..................................... 25.94
1
Parlcr Table ......................................
5.98
1
Go-Cert ........................................................................................ 24.50
1
Go-Cart ...................................
14.98
9 30 inch Couch Mattresses,each ............................................
3.98
1
Crib Matress; 36x48 ........................................................................... 98
1 Crib Mattress, 23x36 ................................... x..........................
1.98
1
Crib Mattress, 22x46 ......................................................................... 98
1 Wool Metresc, full size,twoparts ........................................ 10.98
1 Mission Hall Clock ..................................................................
9.98
1 Folding Bed .......................................................................
9.98
1
Wood Bed, full size .........................................
4.98
1 Wood Bed. full size ..............
3.98
1 Brass Bed, 4-0 width ................................. 1............................. 16.95
3 White Iron Bede, squareposts,.each ......................................... 12.98
1 Iron Cot Bed-............................... . ........ ....................................
2.98
sstiwucucsaaccaacuucucsucccat
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Trade in Youl- Old Furniture for New
Take Advantage of These Bargains.

It is Good Solid Merchandise

I',,-.

/’i

A.

I

'’h:.

ffoleprQof
women who appreciate that feeling of
TO satisfaction
that comes of wearing

soft, snug-fitting, finely finished hose, we
offer a hosiery service that meets every re
quirement of style and good taste. Advance
ideas in colors are now on gorgeous display
—be sure to see them.

Women’s Pure Silk Hose, $1.50 and
$1.95; Silk Faced, $1.00; Fine Lusterized Lisle, 65 cents.
rBY MAIL ON RECEIPT OF PRICE

Gregory’s

Before You Buy Any Set
Get FREE Book

“How

to

Choose a Radio”

i avary question to oontMar, an

i tWa yoar’c xt Uujwovtmanta.

HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC.
28-30

NEXT TO FORD AGENCY

KNOW MAINE PRODUCTS
Maine's Greatest Civar

Famous Fcr 40 Years
e

Pure and Absolutely Satisfying

J. W. A. CIGAR CO.
ROCKLAND, MAINE

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD ECNTS
Man-Il 9—Camden I own meeting.
March 9—Appleton town meeting.
March 9—Cushing town meeting
March 9—Daughters of Veterano
l-rlze Auction Part-lea In Grand Army bob.
•March 10—R R. Relief Association dance
anil entertainment In Temple hall.
-March 11—(League Basketball)—Rocklaatl
March 11 Rockport- Senior Plasa play "A
Bunch of Fun “ In Union hall.
March 11—Rockport—.Senior Plana play "A
Hunch of Pun” In Union hall.
March 13—Child Guest day, RublnWefii
Club
March 16—Rockport Town Meeting.
March ill—Owl's Head town meeting.
March 111 (111 a m.)—Warren adjourned
town meeslng.
Karch 17—St. Patrick’s Day.
March 19—-Monthly meeting of Baptist
Men's League.
March 19—Chicken pattie luncheon at Con
gregational church.
March 19-21—Rockland Automobile and
Radio Show at ihe Arcade
March 18 19—State Convention of D. A.R
In Bangor.
March 19—Chapman concert In First Baptlstj^hurch.
March 19-29—Masonic Minstrels In Rock
port
March 21—Civil Service Examination at
Rockland Post Office.
March 21—Young Folks’ convention nt
Methodist church, Rockland.
March 21—-First day of spring.
'
March 22-Aprils.—Singing revival. First
Baptist cjiurch.
March 25—Class of '21 High School Bene
fit Dance—Arcade.
March 39— Thomaston town meeting.
March 31, April 1-3—Farmers' Week at tha
College of Agriculture.
April 2 Thomaston—Easter Fair at Con
gregational church.
April 3—kockiMirt—"Cheer
Up Chad,”
auspices of Duinalqttas class of Baptist 8. 8.
at Union hall.
April 7—Knox County Supreme Court con
venes.
April 12—Raster Sunday.
April 22-27—Annual conference of Metho
dist Episcopal Churches hi Augusts.
May 19— Mulhcrs’ Day.

Very little lee and Know left
Ilpeklnnd streets.
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Every-OtKer-Day
Miss Hazel Chaples of fhe Rock-,
land High School commercial depart
ment is substituting in the law office'
of Ensign Otis.

Co. E. K. Gould is converting his
residence on Masonic street into a
tlouble tenement.
Edwin Libby Relief Coi^ held a
one-session meeting Thursday at
which three comforters were fin
ished. Picnic supper was served.
Simeon M. Duncan, who has -been
devoting the past three months re
cuperating from an operation for ap-pendieitis, was hack on the Job yes
terday.

Checks for the Community Fair
continue to 'come in from, loyal
alumnae of R. H. 8. The fund de
rived from the Alumnae Ivooth up tn
the present Is ahout $200.
The sixth biennial natlnnnl contest
for young professional musicians of
the Maine Federation oT Music Clubs
will take place on Wedn^day, March
25, at Frye hall, Portland.

WITH THE CHURCHES

CHURCH OF IMMANUEL
UNIVERSALIST
ROCKLAND,

MAINE

€.' A. KNICKERBOCKER, Minister

A Series of Topics for Sunday Mornings
MARCH 8—WHAT IS RELIGION?
MARCH 15—WHAT IS CHRISTIANITY?
MARCH 22—WHAT IS THE CHURCH?
MARCH 29—WHAT IS UN1VERSAUSM?
APRIL 5—JESUS’ PLACE IN HISTORY
APRIL 12—EASTER—THE CULMINATION
The above tepics will' be treated simply and in a broad and
liberal spirit, the deeire being, npt to dogmatize but to encourage
others to strengthen and make more intelligent, their own faith.
Time of Service, 10:30
You are invited to worship and think with us

Rockland High School mourns the
■loss of another popular student, Miss
Phyllis Nelson of Summer street, who
-d-ied Thursday night, at the age nf 16
years. The funeral services will lie
City Treasurers Morey’s office is
held in the Congregational church
receiving a thorough renovation In
Sunday afternoon at 2.30 o’elock.
cluding new steel walls and celling.
The detectives from the 'William J.
The Sunshine Society will meet
■Burns Agency, Howard E. Gamble and
Mrs. Lillian Middleton, who have with Mrs. S. B. Aylward Monday
■been operating here the past two afternoon.
months, have returned to Massnthu
setts. Nine oourt cases resulted from
The new woik on -Sea View Garage
irfieir efforts, five pleading guilty, one is beginning to shape up and shows
on being discharged and three appealing what, a sizable place the new plant
from a verdict of “guilty."
will -be.

» • »a »

First Church of Christ, Scientist,
Cedar and Brewster streets. Sunday
morning service at 11 o’clock. Sub
ject of lesson sermon, "Man.” Sun
day school at 12. The reading room
is located in the new Bicknell block
and is open every week day from 2
to 5 p. m-

SUNDAY
10:30

“The Great Discovery”

Final Offering of our

Winter Heavy Weight Coats

• ♦ * •

Af the Salvation Army citadel 477
Main street, the Sunday services will
lie conducted i»y Captain ami Mrs.
George Simons, nnd Lieut. Dora
Pickup as follows: -Holiness meeting,.
11 q. m.; Salvation meeting. 8 p. m.;
Company meeting, 2 p. in.; Young
People’s Legion, 6.39 p- m. Special
nrfislc and singing.

At the Congregational church to
morrow morning Mr. Rounds will
preach on the subject, "Hosea—The
Long Suffering of God." The Pilgrim
Choir . will sing at this service.
Church school at noon. Tlie class
for "Better Americans” will meet in
the vestry at 4 o'clock, and tlie Fel
lowship League Will meet at 6
' o’clock.
• e ♦ •

-L
I

Fuiler-Cobb-Davis

The services at the Gospel Mission
Sunday are at 2.30 and 7.15, led by
Herbert Elwell of Tenant’s Harbor.

Rev. C. A. Knickerbocker will
preach at 10.30 at the Universalist
church, topic, “What Is Religion?”
Sunday school at 12. Kindergarten
will jbe held during the church servi ice und Y. P. C. U- at 6 o’elock. The
music Includes the anthem. “The
Lord fs My Strength,” Nevin, tenor
solo, "Behold the Master l’assetb
P.y," Hammond, sung hy Mr. Wyllie
a, • « «
1

Turner Center anunounces a cut ot
The Pilgrim choir of the CongrcElder Harvey Minturn of Vinal
David Rubenstein is mourning the
7:16
one cent in tbe price of milk, which ngttonal church will meet for re
haven will preach in the Saints’
loss of his Ford truck which was
as usual, makes the retail price one hearsal this evening at 7 o’clock at
loom. 471 Main street Sunday after
“The Great Invitation”
stolen front him Thursday.
cent less khan that in Boston. Milk the church.
noon at 2 o’clock and ln the evening
FINE MUSIC
from this big concern is now retail
fat 7.
Sunday school at 1 p. til.
—At—
I-ast year tlie ice left the Penob ing ut 12 cents a quart since the first
Wednesday evening tlie
regular
Knowlton of Belfast Is hack with
Both Services
scot River March 25. “books as if •of March and hy the coupon System, Dean’s orchestra and will make his
prayer meeting and Thursday after
ii would do even better this year,” by which 10 tickets are sold -in ad appearance tonight at the dance in
noon at 2.30 the doctrine and coven
Send Your Child to Sunday School
said Supt. F. S. Sherman Thursday. vance at 11H cents.
ants class meets. On Friday evening
Temple hall.
——
I
the Religio Class meets for study
FIRST
and recreation at 7 o'clock.
'Miss Ida Rnkes, formerly of this
Mrs. Katherine Kirkpatrick, who
Samples of -the Harriet Hubbard
BAPTIST CHURCH
city, has sold her moving picture has been engaged for the past 20 Ayer perfume slid toiiet preparations
Episcopal church notices: At St.
franchise in Waldoboro to Sol Hayes, years in the work of shampooing, will 'be distributed March 18 at the
who will operate the theatre in con •chiropody, etc., hy appointment at -Rockland Auto Show.
Peter’s Sunday—‘Holy communion al
The South Thomaston town meet 7.39 a, m.; morning prayer and ser
nection with his Boothbay Harbor the homes, is away for the purpose of
studying and observation of the latest
and Wiscasset houses.
The annual election of officers will ing has been changed from March 9 mon at 10-30. school ■ following. At
Thomaston—School at 6.39,
with
methods used in her line of work, take place at the Monday night to March 16.
Knox Lodge ot Odd Fellows is to especially treatment of the hair. meeting of -the Elks. The session
J. W. -Smith has sold his house on
celebrate its 50th anniversary Aug. Shortly after her return she will will be -preceded by the usual supper Belvidere street to Bamuel Johnson, Lenten service at Thomaston Tues
day at 2 p. m. at the church Guild
5. and the necessary committees will open a beauty parlor at her attractive at 6.45.
who will occupy it.
following. Wednesday service at St.
be appointed at the first meeting In new bungalow at 15 Grove street,
Peter’s at'7.30 p. nt. Thursday, St.
A handsome Maine Products win
April. These will be composed of Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. G. E- Mann of
dow is that of the Burpee Furniture Waterville and Mr. and Mrs. L. K. Peter’s Guild at rectory, 2. 39 p. m.
the elective officers, two from each
A rattling good time Ir Mttteduled Co. which proves that Pine Tree
Friday, Holy communion at St Pe
ward and one from each town in
Blackington of Camden have been ter’s at 7.30 a. m. Service and ad
which the lodge is represented. An for next Tuesday night afTemple craftsmen are inferior -to none when in this city during the last illness ot; a
ress"-tt "Vo ti. m
outdoor celebrfttion is being favored— hall when the R. & R. Relief Asso it comes to -the manufacture of high Miss Phyllis Nelson.
ciation of the Rockland, Rockport grade furniture.
l>. m.
probably at Oakland Park.
• • • •
Lime Corporation has a benefit dance
The Brook’s latest improvement
and entertainment. Three first line
Sunday
morning
at the Pratt MeAssistant Engineer Wilbur Bisbee was revealed yesterday when the
“I want to express my appreciation attractions have been secured in the
| moria M. E. Church the subject of
of the manner in which the food and Shepherd entertainers nnd the fine wended his feeble way to Central Fire temporary front was removed from the sermon will be “The Unknown
candies were handled during the food musical talent of Miss Gladys Jones Station yesterday and received a roy the W. A. Kennedy store. A plate'
The musical program will
fair and at Monday night's dance,” and Carleton Porter. Marston’s or al welcome. It was his first trip glass front with recessed entrance 4nelude the anthem, ."All in All."
said Dr. G- E. Parsons, district health chestra will provide the music with abroad after a three weeks' hospital was disclosed, the interior being steel n,(,s8ler by the Seni«r choil-. Trnor
course following the Chemical 1 spill. panelled, walls an4 ceiling. Complete Hol() hy Wm Milligan an<l anthem,
officer. “The committee promptly ears after the dance.
new equipment will replace that ”]{eapers are Needed,” with solo by
took out a food handlers’ license and
co-operated with the health depart
E. B. Hastings & Co. are showing damaged during the recent fire
The Courier-Gazette’ received a
M iss Ruth Koster of the Junior
ment by seeing that the eatables most congenial call yesterday from In their horth window a fine assort
choir.
The subject for the evenin
were carefully protected, t want one of Its -occasional and valued con ment of Black & Gay Canners, well
Rev. C- A. Knickerbocker
-preaches
icker -preaches .ervlce wU1 lx> "Christian Defensive."
the Community Fair Association to tributors, George K. Marshall of West known kid Glove Brand of canned tomorrow morning on “What Is Resesslon
,be flpened )>y praise
know that its efforts were duly ap» •Somerville, Mass. His fuTl name Is goods from their several factories. llgion?” the opening su-bject in a service conducted by Otho L. Hatch
pfcciated.”
sermons. The and the Senior chair will sing the
George Kilborn Marshall, but even in Two errors can be found in this win series of practical
his home town of St. George he dow. The first woman who discov other subjects and dates • will be anthem “Saved by Grace," Stebbins,
is Christianity.”
Miss llelen E. Meservey,, who is ■would scarcely be recognized under ers them will be given a pair of ?2 March 15, "What
with duets and male quartet. There
March 22, "What
is the Church?” will also be the anthem, “Pass it
at the Bon-Air Vanderbilt Hotel in any other name than "Rib.” When kid gloves.
March 29, ’’What
is Uni^ersalism?” On,” Burton, by the junior choir.
Augusta, Gu„ for tlte winter, sends he was a lad in school there were 90
/
---F. P. Richardson, a Boston trave- April 5, "Jesus’ Place in History." Miss Bertha McIntosh? chorister.
Tbe Courier-Gazette r. copy of Tour many Georges that the teacher de
ist Topics which Is devoted to the cided to make use of his middle name ing salesman who looks so much like April 12. Easter—“The Culmina Sunday school at 12 with classes for
social festivities of "The City of Kilborn, His comrades soon cut it the late Buffalo Bill that he was tion.” These toffies will be treated all ages. Epworth League at 6.15.
Winter Sunshine.”
“I have en down to “Kib” and “Kib" -he has been often mistaken for him, has been a ln a broad and liberal manner.
Prayer meeting Tuesday evening at
guest at the Thorndike Hote this Z?
joyed reading the travel letters of -ever sines.
7.30.
week. Mr. Richardson had met -the
• • ♦ »
Rockland folks who are away from
1924
1855
home”, writes -Miss Meservey. "The
Sunday morning at the First Bap
S. Nila Spear, who Is rusticating in famous scout and showman on many
weather down here during February Florida thia Winter, sends to a mem occasion and hud been entertained -by
tist church, the pastor. Rev. B I’.
was beautiful. The trees and shrubs ber of The Courier-Gazette staff i him.
Browne, will apeak at 10.30 on “The
are lovely and green add the many copy of the Lake Worth Herald, the
Great Discovery." The choir will
E.
A.
GLIDDEN
&
CO.
varieties of flowers are all in bloom. entire front page of which Is devot
The Central Fire Station crew lupl
sing “1 Waited For The Lord." MenWALDOBORO, ME.
1 also enjoy the singing of the many ed to the Midwinter Champfonship
yarcl
delessohn and Mrs. Lillian Joyce and
species of birds we hear every morn Tournament and convention of the Thursday afternoon when a spark
Mrs. Rachel Browne will sing “For
ing. 1 expect t<f lertve here the lat 'National Horseshoe Pitchers' Asso from -the chimney of Odd Fellows
ever With The Lord." Gounod. Sun
BORN
ter part of April for my home in ciation of America. It Is easy to pic block ignited the shingles of the old
day school at the close of the morn
.Shorten—-‘Beverly, Mass , Feb 28, to Mr
Spruce Head."
ture Nilo on the side-lines, for horse armory which now houses Americus and Mrs. James H. Shorten of Warren, a ing service. At 3 p. m. there will be
No great daughter.
a rehearsal of the men’s chorus.
shoe pftchlng la one of the prime di Hook & Ladder truck.
difficulty was experienced In sub-,
Stejdienaon—-Portland. •March 4, at St. Children’s Happy Hour at 4 |). m. and
versions
of
this
dflerveseent
young
Come nnd “Get Acquainted with
duing the blaze which had burned a. Barnabas Hospital, to Dr. and Mrs. Milton ('. Young People’s Christian Endeavor
Madge” at the Universalist church, man, who often puts himself against hole through the roof and did some Stephenson, a daughter, Janette Stewart
the
dhamplon
of
Word
7,
Everslage—Rockland, Feb. —, to Mr at 5.45 in charge of Miss Effie Perk
March 12.—adv’.
small interior damages.
ins. At 7.15 the pastor's subject wfl!
and Mrs. Bernard Everslage.
be “The Great Invitation.”
R. K.
Belfast Journal: "Donald Spear of
MARRIED
Green will sing a solo and the cjtoir
The Portland Express Thursday
the telephone linemen’s crew was in
—(Boston. Feb 11. Silas will sing “Come Unto Me.” Heyser.
"The X.Sleeper-Kagleston
jured Monday while at work on a had this Interesting item:
Sleeper anil texle L. Katfieston.
IJhere will also be three live dolls at
The slogan for all true
schooner
William
Bisbee,
command

pole on Belmont atvenue near the fair
thSt service. On 'Monday night there
DIED
grounds. A rope was attarhed to the ed by Capt. Edward Merritt of South
Klansmen it and must ba,
will be a deacons’ meeting at the
Portland,
put
in
here
yesterday
Tor
Perry
—
West
Somerville.
Masa
.
-March
4.
pole and was on the street, when a
The subject for the
America first and America
T. Perry. Remains will be brought parsonage.
passing cor ooltght the rope nnd shelter on her way from New York Waller
to
Rockport
for
interment.
prayer meeting on Tuesday evening
forever.
threw Mr. 'Spear to the ground, a for Boothbay Harbor, she being coal
'Nelson—Rockland, March 5, Phyllis 11 . lit 7.30 will be “Texts That Have
distance df -16 feet. He received In laden. The schooner anchored for daughter of Mr and IMrs Ezekiel Nelson,
16 years. 11 months. 5 days Funeral Won Souls." On Wednesday even
—Ku Klux Kl«n. jury’to one of his arms ond one foot. the night in Hussey Sotlnd, and it aged
Sunday at 2.30 p m. in Congregational ing there will be a cottage prayer
He Is confined to his home." The wns quickly rumored about that she church.
meeting at the home of Mr. und Mrs.
IBurpee—Rockland. March 6. Annie E.. wid
same issue of the 'Belfast paper an was a rum runner. The report com
of E<lgar A. Burpee, aged 93 years. 6 George Brewster, 43 Rankin street.
nounced 'that Eugene "R. Spear In ing to the attention of the master of ow
• ♦ « *
the customs boarding boat Chicopee, months,. 19 days. Funeral Monday after
jured tnte of hlR'hknds while at Islesnoon at 2 o'clock from the Bplseopal church.
Morning worship at Littlefield Me
at
Portland
pier,
a
hurried
call
was
boro.
•Proctor—Rockland. March 4. Barbara A.
made by that craft to the anchored daughter of Mr. and Mrs -Maurice Proctor, morial church Is at 10.30 and Pastor
Stuart's subject will lie “How We
vessel,
but
It
ts
needless
to
say
noth-.
aged
3 months. 12 days.
A year or so ago, a bo/^)f twentySmall—Perth Amboy. N J., March 5. May Know the Presence of the Holy
Ing contraband was found on board."
Capt.
Richard
B.
Small,
aged
48
years,
I
one had a novel published. -Within a
The choir will render the
months. 4 daya. Funeral at 2 p. m. In Rock Spirit.”
month, the country was going wild
i anthem “O Paradise." Bible school is
port Monday.
ubout the new book. “Wlfjfif ihe
Thomas—Rockport, March 3, Ralph E at noon and the lesson subject is
Thomas, aged 41 years, 9 months, 5 dav.x.
Centaur," an# about the new' author,
Savior on the Cross." C. E. comes at
Funeral Bunday nt 2 p. ni
Hume. For here was.* pas
Nowell—-Sanford, Maine, Feb. 19, Mrs. 3.15 and the evening service at 7.15
We are offering the most Cyril
sionate story of the you ng .'genera
'Samuel J. Nowell, aged 99 years
Is arranged by the missionary com
Morse—Worcester, Mass., F,-h —, Amasa mittee. The topics will lie subject
:omplete line of rebuilt tion,-written by one of them; a story
—At—
'Morse of South Warren
Jewish Missionary Meeting,'
ind guaranteed cars ever, of love and gaiety that sxvept all be
Uarey—t’amden, March 5. Beniamin Carey, "A
Watts Hall
fore It by sheer sincerity and power.
aged 99 years, 9 months, 15 days. Fuer.il hymn, “All Hail the Power of Jesus
shown in this locality.
services Sunday at 3 p in., 22 Cross street Name," scripture reading, reading
And now comes the screen version,
THOMASTON
Bills—Rockport, March 7, Albert 0. Bills,
directed by King Vidor! And every
"Who are the Jews?” singing by the
aged 84 years.
A visit to our salesrooms one agrees he has surpassed himself
Stowell—Rockland. March 6, Edith Keene, heralds, reading, "A Tumult Call to
daughter of file late Herbert and Sara Stow Action in Behalf of Israel," hymn
“Wife of the Centaur.” The
where these cars tore being with
ell, aged 19 years. 3 nroniis. 27 days. Fu
sensational qualities have been pre
"Onward Christian Soldiers," readBunday at 4.15 from 118 Camden St
shown and a trip through served, hut they are handled so deft Dean’s Augmented Orch. neral
IBryant—Comden. March 9. Margaret E ' Ing, “A Jew'lsh Rabbi Converted,"
Knowlton is back with his
widow of Wilbur Bryant aged 38 years, in benediction. The last cottage prayer
that everyone will* be pleased, and
our up to date repair shop ly
months, 9 days.
Wonderful Saxophone
thrilled. The picture will be shown
meetings of the season will lie held
where these cars are put in at Strand Theatre next Monday and 'Cars to Rockland after the Dance
on Friday evening in district I at the
CARD OF THANKS
Tuesday.
I wish to thsnk the Rockland A Roekpori | home of Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Barter,
condition will be very in
Lime Company; also the nurses for their Adams street, and district 3, at the
kindness during my Illness at tlie Knox Gen home Of Mr. and Mrs- Aaron Maxey
teresting and educational
eral Hospital.
Mrs. Ross Carlette, 83 South Main street. at the Highlands. District 2 place
to anyone about to pur
Rnckland
•
will be announced.
Evangelistic
chase a car of any kind.
services open March 15 and last over
A comedy "Getting
Acquainted two Sundays. 'Mr. Stuart is repeat
1924 Star Touring $375.
With Madge" is to be given by the ing the series of lectures recently
Y.P.C.E. Thursday March 12, in the given In hid church here at Rockport
(Perfect condition)
this week and next. The attendance
Universalist vestry.
and interest shown is very gratify
1924 Essex Coach $525.
ing.
(Good condition throughout)
—And—
A comprehensive study of the Eng
1923 Hudson Coach $775.
NEW COOK BOOK
lish language In America, the result
(Perfect condition)
In order to supply an increasing
to be the first "Dictionary of Ameri
demand, a second edition of the
can English,’ will be undertaken by
MANY OTHERS TO CHOOSi
the University of Chicago. The pro
Congregational Cook Book is now
FROM
being prepared. Because of the
posed undertaking will include <
varied and continuous appeal we
study of American dialects and their
TERMS IF DESIREO
hesitate personally to solicit local
source* and the effect of Immigration
advertising. Should, however, any upon 'the language. The work will
—At the—
of our friends oare to advertise
involve vast research by a large staff
with ua, we should bo very grateful
and will require at least 10 years for
for communication to that effect completion.—School Life.
addressed to any one of the follow
ing committee: Miss C. A. Little
I am prepared to assist in making
710 MAIN ST.
TEL. 896
field, Mrs. A. H. Jones, Mrs. H. B. out income tax returns. Robert Col
ROCKLAND
sfia Fales and Mrs C. O. Perry.
lins, 375 Main street- Tel. 77. 27-tf

Plain and Fur Trimmed
We have reduced the prices on these below listed coats to the lowest
price possible in the hope that sdmeone who really needs this type

of garment might be attracted.
MAIL AND TELEPHONE ORDERS FILLED

Reindeer Suede Cloth, muskrat fur collar nnd full's and edged, misses size ............... 385.00
75.99
?5.00
Rust Brown, wolverine collar nnd ciifTs, and bordar, misses slzfe ...............................
Saddle Brown, viatka squirrel collar, size 40.............. ...... -....................... ...... -..................... 95.00

*42.50

......................................

55.00

32.50

Brown Velour, muskrat collar and cuffs, misses size .................-..........-.......................

45.00

25 JX)

Green Kryma Cloth, fur edge collar and cuffs, size 38 ..................................................

55.00

32.50

Black Hylo Cloth, black fur collar, size 18 ............... . ...................................................T—.......

658)0

25.00

Black Bolivia Cloth, black mouffion collar, size’38 ................................................. -.....

45.00

25.00

Brown Polo Cloth, -brown "cohey collar, size 46 ..............................................................

29.50

18.50

Black Polo Cloth, black coney collar, size 43 .............. ........................... ...-.............................

29.50

18.50

Black Zobeline, fur collar, size 43 .... ........................................................................ ........—.........

35.00

22.50

Brown Zibeline, fur collar, size 45 ....................................... -..................................................-.....

35.00

22.50

Gray Polalre, plaid lined, silverette collar, size 36................................ t....... ......................

29.50

18.50

35.00

22.50

Brown Bk.cked Polalre, eoney fur trimmed, size 40 .......................................................

55.00

32.50

Bluek Kersey Cloth, belted model, size 45 .......... . ................................................. ...................-

25.00

12.60

Black Velour Cloth, belted model, size 43 ............................................................... -..................

35.00

17.50

Rust Kry-nua Cloth, size 18)4 .................................................... . ...........................-........................

39.50

25.00

Rust Chinchilla, crepe lined, misses size ............................ ........................................................-

50.00

32.50

Navy Chinchilla, gray and blue facings and cuffs, size 18 ................................................

50.00

32.50

Green Block Kryma Cloth, size 18 ............................... .v..................-............................................

39.50

25.00

Heather Chinchilla, Prince of Wales model, misses size ............................. -......................

45.00

25.00

Reindeer, fleecy material, edge fur collar and cuffs, size 40

Black Blocked Polaire Cloth, sizes 43 and 47 ................... ........................................... .........

- DANCE

Monday Night,Mar. 9

49.50

47.50

Marvclla Cloth Coats, black, brown and navy, sizes 38 and 36, exceptional values,
15.00

priced at ,t............................... .................................................................................................................................

Navy Chinchilla, Prince of Wales model, size 18 ...............................................................

45.00

25.00

Gray Camels Hair, Prince of Wales model, misses size .....................................................

55.00

35.00

*

Other bargains in Coats not listed

MAIL AND TELEPHONE ORDERS FILLED
STREET FLOOR

STREET FLOOR

Fueler’ Cobb-Davis

MAINE MADE MATRESSES
—AT THE—

KNOX COUNTY HEADQUARTERS FOR QUALITY
MATTRESSES
This store has for years past been building a
sterling reputation on tbe mattress specialty. We
buy in carload lots and move our big stock rapidly,
so are able to give exceedingly attractive prices.
For the reason that we want only the best we handle
the H. L. Day & Son product of Bangor and for

:: Memorials ::

De
pendability

42.50

Saddle Brown, wolverine collar and cuffs, misses size ........ . .................................. -.....

KNOW MAINE PRODUCTS WEEK
We are offering truly startling values in this sterling
product of Maine factories

Finest Full Silk Floss Mattresses, handsome tick, full rolled
edge,, ventilated ................................... ...........................................

$1 £2

Fine Cotton Felt Mattresses.............................................................
Fancy Tick—Full Rolled Edge—One or Two Pieces

$ 1 /"I Ctfl
lVIaOU

lwaWM

All Cotton Mattresses........................................................................... $*T QC
Strong and Comfortable—Fancy Tick
• a^O
Pillows—Dsyson’s Best, per pair........................................................$2

25

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
L. MARCUS

313-319 MAIN STREET

TEL 745-J

ROCKLAND

MAIL ORDERS FILLED

v

FREE DELIVERY

ROCKLAND

AUTOMOBILE

RADIO SHOW

MARCH 18, 19, 20, 21

SNOW-HUDSON,

INC.

ARCADE

-

WALTER T. PERRY
Walter T. Perry died at the home
of his sister, Mrs. Alfred A. Rich
ards, 55 Llherty avenue, West Som
erville, Mass, Wednesday, after a
very short illness. He was the son
of Thomas and Julia (Spear) Perry
and was horn in Rockport.
Prayers will be said at 3 p m to
day at a funeral home in Som
erville; burial at Am»bury Hill,
l|o<kport. One other sister, Mrs.
John S. Keane of Jacksonville, Fla.,
survive** him.

Look in the Corner Drue Store
window and see some of the 157 va
rieties of St. Clair & Allen’s Mainemade Candy. For sale everywhere.—
adv.
27-29

SIMON K. HART
: Manufacturer of : :

Cemetery Work
: : And Dealer in : :

Native & Scotch Granite
Marble Shelves, Etc.
Telephone 911-M
ROCKLAND,

MAINE

Cor. Brick and Pleasant Sts.
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Every-Other-Day

I

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD ”
freshments served after which "Mat
Eastcfti Standard Time
I
rimony" was discussed very heatedly.
Speaks To Young
*
Trains Leave Rocklano for
Air. and Mrs. Amos Rivers moved
Sunday morning at the church the
Aupasta, A 17.00a. m., t7 30a.ro.. tJ-lOp. m.’
io
County Agent and Home from Ash Point Monday to live with
Girls
It.niKor.AS7 00a. in . t7.30a.nt . H 10 p.m. ,
pastor delivered a line discourse and
their daughter, Mrs. Fred Curtis.
Boston. AS? Oll.i m . (7.30a. ir.. tl.IOp.in. i
through the kindness of Mrs. Horace
Demonstration
Meetings
Brunswick. A57.OOa.ni., t?.30a m.. tl.10p.m.,
Mr. Rivers and Mr. Curtis are in very
15
14
Clark and Frank Stanton the room
♦5.30
p. in.
..
poor health.
Lewiston.
A 17.00a. m., 17.30a. in., 11 • 10 p. ni.
For March.
was sufficiently Atrkened so that 60
Does any one remember an old
New York. tl.10p.m.
Doctor’s Prescription
pictures of Mexico were shown also.
Portland. A|7.00 a. m., t7.30a.m., tl.10p.tn,
saying of Aliss S. I,. Hall, who was
County Agent Wentworth's sched
Monday
night. For-get-me-not
♦5.30 p. m.
..
Internal and External
postmistress here many years? She
Waterville. A 87.00 a.m., (7.30a.m., tl. 10p.m.
chapter, O. E. S.. observed its 19th ule for the balance if this month
100 Years of Success
Woolwich. A 17.00a^n., |7.30a.in.; tl.’Op.ra.,
[23
used to say about this time—“Three
anniversary. A birthday cake and follows;
|5.3O p. m.
good tpesses of clams In the rfloiftli of
other refreshments were served and
10* Friendship, poultry manage March and you won't have so many
t Daily,except Sunday.
130
31
A Passengers provide own ierriagc Bath to \V ool27
29
26
ment.
a fine program presented.
levers."
wich.
Tuesday Mrs. J M. Bartlett enter
11* Bremen, poultry management.
D. C. DOUGLASS,
M. L. HARRIS,
tained a party of ladies at a rug
12* W Aina, poultry management.
32
9-28-24 V. P. & Gen'l Mgr. Geu'l Passenger Agt
WALDOBORO
13
Aina, Boys' Club.
bee.
Wednesday night 50 members of
14
West Rockport, poultry man
Vinalhaven and Rockland
Miss Leila Brooks has been at home
Wessaweskeag Grange held their age, ment
Jefferson, poultry monogement 'from Whitinsville, Mass
regular weekly meeting and initiated
J
Steamboat Co.
40
Harold R. Smith and Henry P. Ma
Merit alone explains its
four members in the 3rd and 4th de
19 Waldoboro, poultry
manage
son attended Probate Court in Wis
grees. The Harvest feast was eaten ment and hoys’ Club.
The direct route between
leadership of more than a
ROCKLAND. VINALHAVEN. NORTH HA
in the newly finished dining hall.
20 Warren, poultry' management casset Tuesday.
47
century as the greatest of all
VEN. STONINGTON AND SWAN’S
The costume party given by the
Everyone was exclaiming at the at and club work.
family remedies. 25 and 50c.
ISLAND
21
Simonton, Boys’ Heifer Club. Executive committee of the Young
tractive appearance of the room with
51
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
People's Society of Christian En
Its new finish and light fixtures.
26*• Xoblehoro, dairy meeting
(Subject to change without notice)
deavor was a great success. There
Certainly one cannot detect a great
27*• Camden dairy meeting.
IN EFFECT 5.30 A. M. WEDNESDAY, OCT.
were 38 present and a variety o^
lack of public spirit here when he
8. 1924.
knows that all the labor excepting
* O. M- Wilbur, Poultry Specialist, beautiful and unique costumes worn.
Leaves Swan’s Island dally except Snndayi
61
Miss J.ucille Benner was awarded the
Mr. Graves’ has been given. G- B. to be present.
at 5.39 A M
for Stonington, North Haven,
Vinalhaven and Rockland.
R. F. Talbot, Dairy Specialist, to prize for girls und Raymond Curfew
Butler set a very fine example for
Returning leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M.
for boys. The C. E. Society present
those who have not been able to help be present.
for Vinalhaven, North Haven, Stonington and
* • • •
ed Rev. Guy MoQaidee with a birth
otherwise by presenting the Grange
Swan's Island
B. If. STINSON.
LIBERTY
This • month's meetings of the day present of a fine Masonic chatNh
with $5 to help defray the expenses
7fc
General Agent.
71
75
of finishing the lower hall. Prob Home Demonstration Department in in appreciation of his work. The
Rockland. Maine. Oct 6. 1924.
next event on the program of this
Miss Arabel Sukeforth visited Miss ably there are many who will be glad clude:
77
Moreta Iveigher Saturday.
to help out with cash if they cannot
13 Appleton, corsetry; 19, Bristol, active group of young people will be
MRS. MADGE HAINES
James Jones is hauling lumber to in any other way. Any amount, eith vegetable cookery; 10, Bunker Hill, a St. Patrick's Day supper to be
Syracuse,
N. Y.—“In my young girl
the Turner Mill.
er small or large, will be gladly ac good manners; 10. Camden, selection given in the Baptist vestry March 17.
(©, 1925, Westers Newspaper Union.)
The annual roll call of Good I.uck hood, Dr. Pierce's Favurite Prescrip
Prof. H. A. Fuller was a recent cepted.
Next Wednesday night of clothing children’s clothes: 6, East
Apply Vicks at bedtime,
Horizontal.
Vertical.
business caller on K. R. Sukeforth.
promises to be a seven-reel thriller of Union, vegetable cookery ; 18, Friend Rebekah Lodge was held in the Odd tion was given to me as a tonic and
1— Extent
rubbing it well in. Then
1—.Set at fane
nervine and to help me in my develop
Fellows
hall
Tuesday
evening.
A
John
Bight
has
closed
his
restau

a
program
for
the
following
commit

ship,
corsetry:
11,
Hope,
meal
plan

2— Behold
6— Ceremonial Teasel
ment into womanhixid. I had taken
spread on thickly and
large
representation
of
members
was
rant
until
April.
tee
will
stage
a
mock
wedding:
G.
B.
ning:
18,
Jefferson,
house
furnish

3
—
Plot
of
ground
7— Pale
•
cover with hot flannel.
125—'Foundation
4— Minute particles
Mrs. S. T. Overlook is knitting Butler. E. A. Rowell. Lotta Crowley, ings; 27. Xorth Waldoboro, selection present. In addition to the roll call other medicines to bring about the nat
ural
functions
but
it
was
not
until
Dr.
5— Employ
IS—Like
stockings.
Arrange bed-clothes so
Mrs. Hooper and Edna Rackliff. Xuff of clothing; 24, South Thomaston, an entertaining program was pre
Pierce's Favorite Prescription was
6— Conjunction
14— An animal
Arthur Overlook and son (Robert sed. Previous to the wedding the millinery; 26, Union, millinery.
sented followed by refreshments.
vapors will be inhaled.
8—To make an oath
15— Walk through water
given
to
me
that
I
bad
the
results
• • * *
were in Rockland recently with a following program will also bh pre
The Susannah Wesley Society was
0—Headgear
16— Part of tke foot
desired. I Would never hesitate in rec
load
of
potatoes.
entertained
by
Mrs.
Eudora
Miller
sented: Story, Albert Davis; vocal
10— Editor (abbr.)
The farm management meetings
18—Auricular organ
ommending the 'Prescription' to any
11— A Roman emperor
Potatoes at 50 cents; eggs at 30; solo, Edna Rackliffe: reading. Lotta have been well attended and good in Monday evening with 28 members
210— Allow
young girl who is anemic or unde
17—Consumes
21—Comparable to
butter at 35 a pound; grain at nearly Crowley; reading. Mrs. Gilchrest: terest shown says the Farm Bureau and guests present. Miss Faye Keene
veloped, for I have n^ver known it to
10—Height of
23— Article nacd on the doorstep
13 a l>ag—must be quite encouraging piano solo. Mrs. Ella Watts. Mprch Xews. Among the labor-saving de and Mrs. Amos Oliver contributed to fail if taken according to directions
20—A malleable metal
24— A beverage
apo ub
to the farmer.
18 Maine Xight will he observed and vices exhibited with the lantern the program with music and Mrs. S. on the bottle wrapper. ■
22—Look
25— Accomplish
—Ml's. Madge
Ov«r J7 Million Jart Uuod Yoarly
W. R. Overlook was here recently. some fine numbers have been prom slides were: the handy gate, feed H. Weston and Mrs.iR. L. Sheaff with
25—To color
26— A direction of tke compass
Haines, 1249 S. State St.
27— Preposition
S. T. Overlook lately visited his ised.
28—Ruler (abbr.)
cart, clod crusher and corn picking recitations. As is the custom at ev
Girls, health brings tieauty. Do not
28— After sunset
80— Military force
sister. Mrs. Euphemia Geyer.
Mrs. A. F. Sleeper has just com- sled, which met with the approval of ery fourth meeting of the society, fail to take Dr. Pierce’s Favorite Pre
20—Extend
82— Caress
John
Light
is
taking
account
of
!
pj
e
ted
weaving
eight
very
attractive
refreshments
were
served.
all
and
many
farmers
are
going
to
scription
in liquid or tablets. Send 10c
31— A physician (abbr.)
83— Cut apart
stock.
j rugs for Mrs. Inez Dyer. The ruga copy them this coming year.
32— Article used In serving food
to Dr. Pierce’s in Buffalo, N. Y, for
k'oung woman lust Introduced
John Overlock is sick with a bad were of all wool filling,
34—A species of corundum
Through the use of labor saving
to society
The Women's Club met at the home trial pkg., and write for free advice.
85—Entrance
88—Myself
cold.
Helena Mae Mahoney entertained devices more work can be accom
of
Mrs. Sarah C. Kenner Tuesday af
37
—
Consecrated
•Upon
Mr. and Mrs. S. T. Overlook were the little girls sewing club last Sat plished which means a greater labor
THE APPLE MARKET
ternoon. Seldom has a more pleas
41— Slang for courage
40—Next to tbe last but twe
married 53 years ago the 3d of urday.
income.
This
was
brought
out
in
42— A woody plant
47—A limited time
ing paper been read before the club
March;
have
one
daughter;
six
Mrs.
Harold
Harlow
returned
home
the
discussion
of
farm
accounts
in
43— A measure of type
48 - A New England state (abbr.)
We have added to our service
than the book review of "When Market Very Quiet For This Fruit.—
grandchildren; lfi great grandchil from Sllsby Maternity Hospital In the work unit per man.
41 Contraction of mother
Correlative ot either
Potatoes Easy; Turnips Are Sell
equipment a complete
North Winds Blow” by Mrs. Annie
45— The highest point
dren and one great great grandchild. Rockland Sunday. She has .a fine
50—DiMtlnguished aviators
In connection with price trends Thompson. Written by a lover of
ing Slowly
46— Years between 12 nnd 20
61— Before
BATTERY STORAGE AND
Arthur Overlook has cut quite a baby girl named Elizabeth Helen.
the question of high priced protein Maine scenery and reviewed by one
52— A blow
62— Meaning the same
lot
of
telephone
poles
and
cedar
In
spite
of
very
inclement
weather
REPAIRING OUTFIT
feed was of interest to many A few who appreciates the life of the Great
Boston, March 4.
53— A farinaceous gruln
65—Encountered
fence posts this winter.
District Superintendent Rev Leonard farmers are going to try out alfalfa Outdoors in every season, the paper
54— Carried by post
Conceal
The market has been very quiet
Where we can take care of your
Lewis
Light
is
chopping
for
A.
q
March
arrived
here
and
delivered
57—Infuriated
this coming year while others are In radiated the lure and the call of the today on account of the cold weather.
68—To binder speech
battery needs.
60— Repasts
60— End of a prayer
Rokes.
a fine address in the church Thurs- creasing their clover by using lime.
lakes and woods of tbe Pine Tree Most of ttle receipts of fresli packed
61— Manner
61— Personal pronoun
WE HAVE IN STOCK AT ALL
daj- night which was attended by a Many are planning to sow oats and
are
of
ordinary
quality
and
prices
State. Mrs. Potter read a brilliant
65— Follow Instructions
62— Moved swiftly
good
number.
Following
Mr.
March's
Canada
field
peas.
/
TIMES
NEW BATTERIES AND
are
very
easy.
In
fact,
very
few
of
SOUTH
WARREN
66
—
A
deep
bole
63— Rind
article by Alice Amos Winter entit
discourse the Quarterly Conference
From the summary of the farm ac led, "Is America Finding her Soul?" the arrivals are good enough to bling
104—Thus
67— Point nt
A FULL LINE OF
REPAIR
68— A young goat
k
-Soft food for Infants
Moses Orne of East Friendship was meeting was held. Next Sunday counts, the value of good cows and The club voted to give a Silver Tea our outside quotations.
PARTS
70—A secretion
107—Request
Potatoes are easy at prices quot
t recent guest of his son, M. P- there will be two preaching services hens showed in the labor returns. for the benefit of the library Thurs
72—A southwestern stnte (nbbr.)
00—A term In racing
By adding this equipment to our
conducted by the pastor, Rev. Her Hay yield per acre was also a guide
Orne.
day, Mar 19. At the close of the ed and furnips are also slow selling
76—Sun god (Egyptian)
71—Give forth
service station we have the most
man
Winchcnbaugh.
In
the
evening
ih
selection
of
profitable
farms.
In
’Friendship parties have been unBarrels
Boxer
73— Disarranged type
meeting Mrs, Benner served ice
complete and up-to-date eervice
the
discussion
of
individual
accounts
3
Hl
to
1.30
1.23
to
2
00
loading
and
hauling
to
Friendship
a
a
special
attraction
will
tie
'cello
solos
Baldwins
No.
1
...
74— Within
cream and fancy cookies. Those
station this side of Boston.
75— Attraction
-carload of baled shavings.
j by Harvey Hooper with l.oth piano the leaks could easily be found. As present w"ere Mesdames Mayo, Pot Baldwins linclass'd 2 30 to 3.30 J3 to 1.23
Odd Varieties ........ 2 30 to 3 30 .73 to 1 23
Solution will appear In next Issue.
|77—Short letters
Mrs Lnura Copeland is having two and organ accompaniment. The Suu- a result of these accounts over fifty ter, Ashley, White, Vlles, Gay, Hovey, Tolntan
We do everything
2.30
to
4.00
Sweets
........
-Furious
. 2.30to3',o
steel ceilings put in her house.
da>' school is being largely attended men are going to keep a record of Smith, Miller. Benner and Miss Clark. Greenings ........ ..
but paint your car
-A short written composition
Some of our poultry men have their I and Mrs. Crowley is endeavoring to their business this coming year. The meeting of next week will be SM S ....................... 2.30 to 3.00
Starks ......................... 2.30 to 3.30
incubators'filled while others are ! make it so interesting that every With this number a good summary held with Mrs. Eugenia M. Waltz.
Ben Davis .............. 2.00 to 3 00
! child will want to attend and as the can be made of the farming condi
Potatoes, loo tis. ... 1.20 to 1 23
Solution to Thursday’, Puzzle
waiting for warmer weather.
The
Susannah
Wesley
Society
will
WHEELER'S BAY
Turnips,
100 lbs.
1.00 tn 1 23
weather
becomes
more
favorable
it
tions
in
the
county.
Miss Zetta Jordan returned to
present the pleasing little play, "The
Kingman & Hearty, Inc.
i
is
hoped
her
aihbition
may
be
real

I^abor distribution through the year Rummage Donation” in the Metho
Brunswick Monday after spending
"The House Built on the Apple.”
Miss Alfreda Barnes. who has em the winter with her sister, Mrs. ized for where else can our youth was another point of interest to ev dist vestry next Monday evening.
587 MAIN ST.
TEL. 333
lay a better foundation than in the ery farmer. A properly arranged
ployment iu Rockland, spent the Charles Woodcock.
ROCKLAND, ME.
The cast is well chosen and each of
study
of
the
Bible?
plan of work for the year will be a
This place was quite well repre
weekend at home.
11-S-tf
the nine parts is taken to perfection.
Mr. and Mrs. Julian Snow are at great help to a farmer.
Lester Elwell has gone to Connec sented at town meeting Monday, but
In addition to this an amusing dia
Another series of farm managethe women were conspicuous by home after being absent all winter.
ticut where he has employment.
logue “The Weekly Banner” will be
Miss Ruth Morse from Thomaston, ment meetings will be held next year
Agnes Barnes of Portland recently their absence. It it not the duty and
given. Music will be furnished by an
privilege of every voter to attend was the guest Monday of her aunt,1 and it is hoped that more interest orchestra made up of Nelson Thomp
spent a few days at home.
Mrs. Miriam Sellers.
will be created in the different com
Floyd Barnes spent the weekend in thf'se annual meetings?
son. violin. Carl Longren, saxaphone
S. P. Wadsworth moved his family munities in order to make these the
NjEi§lTj0Aj
Miss Frances Jones of Thomaston
Thomaston with friends.
and household goods to Clark Island best of all meetings for the year. with Mrs. Thompson at the piano.
All the Latest Song Hits
was
a
recent
guest
of
her
aunt,
MrsThe jirices will be jdults. 25c, child
A large number front this place at
Wednesday.
The program arranged will not only
Mrs.
Proctor
Reports
Great
ren
10c.
This
is
to
be
given
for
a
tended the town meeting at St. Cora Jones.
A large number of messages of apply to farm accounts hut to all
There was no meeting of the
George and found it very interesting.
Benefit by Taking Lydia
appreciation of the regularity in re branches of farming. So let’s pre worthy cause.
Miss Marion Mossman of Thom Grange last week on account of the porting the doings of this little town
The Willing Workers class in the
pare now to attend these meetings
Specials
weather.
E. Pinkham’s Vegeta
aston
spent
a
few
days
with
Mr.
and
Baptist
Sabbath
School
gave
a
sur

OB
One often reads of smart elderly have reached the correspondent. another season.
prise
party
to
their
teacher,
Miss
Mrs. George Barnes and family lost
ble
Compound
N|S
people.
This
neighborhood
can Xow, turn about is fair JMay- We
week.
Helen Jones. Monday evening. Those
stay at homes are just as pleased to
ST. GEORGE
Mrs. Clifford Dennison entertained boast of several Among ' them is learn of the doings and welfare of
present were Misses Emma Boggs,
Sharpsburg, Pa. — “I recommend
eight women at a tacking bee at her Mrs. Henry Looke who in addition to our friends who are out-of-town.
Frances Hassner, Abbie Boggs. Dor Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Com
Hiram Jones, is sick.
othy Davis, Ida Black, Gladys Bailey
home last Wednesday. A good time her housework has this winter drawn Why not include some items about
pound to all suffer
APPLETON RIDGE
MUSIC DEPARTMENT
A number in this place had the and Blanche Gross. The evening was
was enjoyed with a lunch of ice patterns of and hooked two large what you and yours are doing. A
ing women. I have
rugs whose beauty it would be hard
125Stf
cream and cake.
pleasure
of
listening
to
the
Presi

passed
in
playing
games
after
which
taken four bottles
recent
letter
states
that
Mrs.
Mabel
aXunch of sandwiches, cakes, cookies
of it and I feel 100
Mr. and Mrs. L- N. Sprowl and chil
Mrs. Rich is sick, attended by Dr. to equal. She also made a quilt that Brown Felch has a fine position in a dent's inaugural address by radio.
would be the envy of many a young
per cent better. I
dren Louise and Lee of Searsmont Bartlett.
Gyrus Hilt has entered the employ und punch was served.
bank in Whitinsville, Mass., where
was dizzy and weak
With James Kirkwood and Anna
Mrs. George Barnes and son Floyd woman.
of John Mehan & Son. Clark Island.
and Mrs. Lizzie Black of Belfast were
she lives with her people.
with no appetite,
were in Rockland Thursday.
Mrs. Lilia Hocking who has been Q. Nillson beading the cast for Ethel
Sunday guests at A. L. Sprowl’s.
no ambition and
J. S. Allard and son Harry are fin
Mrs. Hazel Perry and daughter
CENTURY CERTIFIED EDITION
Two wild geese were seen flying confined to the house with 'rheuma Dell's popular story "The Top of the
withatired feeling
spent the weekend with her aunt, ishing up a house at Smalleytown.
World” a record breaking audience
Th. F.moui Sheet Muele you ••• adver
north Thursday nu.ruing. Everybody tism is able to be out again.
all
the
time.*
I
had
Circle supper next Thursday.
is predicted at the Star Theatre to
Mrs. Edna Huntley in Hope.
tised in all the leading maiulhM.
hopes their judgment is sound.
aches
and
pains
all
/
A. G. Pitman, A. H. Moody. Russell
(Another social for the Gilchrest night. Here is a picture of tremen
Over 220 selections—<.ad f.r
Mrs. Scott Kittredge is making
over
my
body
and
EAST
APPLETON
.
sotaloBus
Baldwin and L. N. Moody attended
rapid progress in her music this win Memorial Fund was held Wednesday dous appeal. An excellent supporting
had
the
headache
MAINE MUSIC CO., Rockland, Mo.
the Searsmont town meeting Monday.
cast
is
booked
with
the
two
stars
and
night
in
the
Grange
hall
and
$8.80
ter. She is studying arduously and
a good deal. Isaw
Charles Graham is working for P.
George Ames’ and family listened
4—
the townspeople will welcome the was cleared. The following program the picture is directed by George your advertisement in the‘Pittsburgh
Melford.
z
D- Perry.
was
given
in
a
very
creditable
man

in to the inaugural of Calvin Cool
time they can again listen to her
Press’ and thought it might help me.
FRANK H. INGRAHAM
Elmer Sprague is the guest of rel idge and also reports from the re
ner; Piano solo, Delia Ewell; charac
splendid singing.
I have been greatly benefited by its
atives in Massachusetts.
cent earthquake.
Attorney and Counselor at
use and highly recommend it for all
Miss Miriam Crockett whose se ter song. Alfred Hocking and Emma
WARREN
-44. C. Stanley is working for James
dancing, Ada Jenkins;
Mrs. Robert Gushee and family
ailments of women.” — Mrs. J. II.
rious spinal operation has kept her Kinney;
Law
Robbins in his mill at Ghent. Sears were in Union Wednesday.
moving
pictures;
vocal
trio,
Marie
confined to the bed for several
Masters Lewis and Arnold Robin Procter, Box 1, East Liberty Sta
mont.
431 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, MAINE
Recent callers upon George Ames
months, has so far recovered as to Hilt, Ina Kinney and Marianne Gil son have been guests of their grand tion, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Hazel Perry with Mrs. Sarah Full were fcdson Mitchell. Lyndon John
Such letters prove the great merit Telepsbncs—Office 468; House 693-R
be able to walk about the house chrest; tableau “The Sandman” J. parents, Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Young
er and son Frank, attended the Wal son. Dr. H. H. Plumer, "Walter L.
A. Gilchrest as the Sandman, Mari at Pleasantville the past week.
of the Vegetable Compound. These
quite a bit.
do County Pomona Grange held in Sykes, Alvah Ames and Mrs. Leslie
anne
Gilchrest
the
soloist
a
nd
the
womenjenow
by experience thebenefit
W. A. JOHNSTON, KEG. PHO.
Work has been in progress on the
The Mayflower Club was recentlj'
Belfast Tuesday.
Hall.
I dining room and kitchen of the sleepy children, Cora Hilt. Granville entertained bj- Mrs. Laura Ktarrett they have received. Their lettersshow JOHNSTON’S DRUG STORE
The W. W.s met with Adna Pitman
a
aincere
desire
to
help
other
women
Kinney,
Charlotte
Caddy
and
Austin
Quite a number from this place
j Grange hall for the past two weeks
in celebration of the birthday of
COMPLETE DRUG AND SUNDRY
at the village Tuesday afternoop with went to Union Friday evening to the
suffering from like ailments. Let
i and a great improvement is the re- Kinney; vocal duet, Albert Thomas Miss Annie Htarrett. Miss Starrett
LINE.
SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
14 present. The work was on squares Senior play.
and Dorothy Thomas; piano solo, was the recipient of gifts of money these experiences help you—now.
PRESCRIPTIONS.
KODAKS.
DE
.
-If
I sult> They ate being finished in
In
a
recent
canvass
of
women
pur

for
quilts.
Refreshments were
VELOPING,
PRINTING AND EN
Spring has indeed come. Birds
11 yOU cannot get rid Ot your j waliboard panelling and are already Madolin Thomas; vocal duet, Alfred and an especially fine birthday cake. chasers, 98 out of every 100 report
LARGING.
served. 'Next meeting will be with singing, show nearly gone, balmy air,
cough or cold—if in spite of what ’ presenting a very neat appearance, Hocking and Emma Kinney- Refresh
Miss Helen Robinson of South beneficial results by taking Lydia E.
Mrs. Elizabeth Sprowl, March, 17.
ments of assorted sandwiches and
bursting buds on trees, spring cat you are doing for it, it still hangs '
370 Main Street, Rockland
Keea have been 'he order of the coffee were on sale by Emma Gil Warren has been visiting Mr. and Pinkham’sVegetableCompound. Sold
alogs nearly all arrived. Xow for
•
day f°r the past few weeks in the
Mrs. Earle Robinson.
by
druggists
everywhere.
Oil
your
are
in
very
real
danger.
,
Keag
anf)
aU
have
(vp]y
Not Medicine, Not Osteopathy
chrest, Annie Klr.ney, Elsie Thomas
planting time.
iRev. and Mrs. C. D. Paul were din
I Ilf longer you nave this irrit.lt- j (OOt })Ut (he liveliest swarm the win- and Henry Robinson. Mrs. Henry ner guests of Rev and Mrs. H. M.
C.M.
WHEELER,D.CPLC
ing cough or long Standing cold, i ter has seen for many a day swarmed Robinson and Madolin Thomas as Purrington on Thursday evening in
NORTH WARREN
sisted
at
the
piano
during
the
games
Chiropractor
the more your resisting power is ! into "Newt” Morgan’s wood yard
celebration of Mrs. Purrington’s
400 Main Street, - - - Rockland
The little daughters of Mrs. Fred
lowered and the greater need for Wednesday morning with sawing Quimby and Mrs. Harold Solberg birthday.
Graduate Palmer School of Chlrepraetle
Everybody is glad there were no
r
i
•
I machine, axes and brawny arms, the
Mrs. Charles Starrett entertained
Office Hours;
Watch your child closely when he
i strongest propellfhg power being the are reported quite ill.
Mondavi. Wednesdays, Fridays. 10-12; 2-l|
gets a “cold" and begins to cough. more days in February for none a wholesome iood tonic.
Wednesday in honor of the birthday
7-8.
Tuesdays,
Thursdays, 10-12; 2-5;
Many a case of croup and serious Ill knew what might have happened.
You will find' the strength giv- spirit of good-neighborliness amt
of Mrs. Pearl Oakes.fformerly Liz
Saturdays, 10-12. Tel. 886
ness has been turned aside with a few We had rain, snow, wind, thunder
SPRUCE HEAD
zie Jones of Pleasantville.) Refresh
ing power to get rid of that cold : brotherly love. In jig time a pile of
doses of that fins old medicine.
Kemp's Balsam.
Act promptly. and lightning, eclipses aud last lint
" 1
. .
°
twelve cords of wood was transments were served and much enjoy
or cough in
Don’t bo discouraged because ordinary not least an earthquake.
DR. T. L McBEATH
! formed as by magic into a manu
Those having radios enjoyed the ment felt In Ihe presentation of many
cough syrups fail to help—stick to
George Erickson who has been
factured pile which gladdened the inauguration, getting it very clearly useful gifts to the guest of honor.
Kemp's Balsam. Just a few doses
Osteopathic
Physician
' heart of 'Newt to an inexpressible H. F. York had as guests H. R. Wal Those present Included Mrs. Pearl
tiring the relief you are looking for. staying at Mrs. post’s the past two
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
Only 30 cents at all stores.
months, lias returned to Massachu
! extent. A swarm of about 30 busy dron and F. W. Cook.
Oakes. Miss Martha Jones, Mrs.
Ttleph.fl. 136
setts.
bees without a drone. I can't express
Miss C. H. Robinson was a guest Sherbourne Kalloch, Mrs. George
38 UNION ST.. ROCKLANO. ME.
f
A few from this place attended
' it more adequately than to quote of Mrs. H. F. York Thursday and cn Starrett, Misses Jennie Starrett, An
Graauate of American School of
town meeting. Why don't all the It soothes and heals the breathing i from Him who notes even the spar- joyed listening in on the radio. Khe nie Starrett and the hostess -Mrs.
. Osteopathy
people attend town meeting and use
i •
tv •
..
j I row’s fall: “Inasmuch as ve have also called on several other friends. Charles Starrett.
R unt0 the leas, <)f tt]ese my
their influence and vote same as passages, drives off impurities and k
It Is the first time Miss Robinson
The Women's Missionary Society
those who live in ihe village. There actually rc-buil(ls wasted strength.. brethren, ye have done it unto me.
has lieen out since Dec. 18, on ac will meet Tuesday- afternoon at the
H. M. deROCHEMONT
is no necessity for everything to ben Over 69 years of success.
|
Mrs 1. n. m.
count of the ice and snow.
Baptist parsonage. Mrs. Mansfield
efit the village if tlie outside citizens
106 PLEASANT STREET
'L. "C. Elwell who has lieen ill for Robinson will have charge of the
COMPARISONS
'would turn out and vole
several days is now better and out
program.
'Clifford Mank and his aunt, Mrs.
'Mrs. S. L. Simmons is again out
Sunday morning at the Baptist
Diamonds and charcoal arc
PLUMBING HEATING
Packard, were in Waldoboro this
after being confined to the house by church the liastor, Rev. H. M- Pur
Be Better Looking—Take
essentially
carbon
yet,their
values
TEL. 244-W
week.
illness three weeks.
rington, will speak on the subject
Olive Tablets
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Mank visited
llT-tf
•Lionel Carr has been ill for a week "Food and Clothes," and in the ev and usefulness are as far apart
“The High-Priced Chocolates Dr. Bartlett of Rockland was called ening on "Intercession." The Y.P.C. as the poles. So it is with
his brother Charles SltlifMy.
If your skin is yellow—complexion
Mrs. Hattie Rines and baby visit
Thursday.
E. convenes at fl p. m. subject "The
ARTHUR L. ORNE
pallid—tongue coated—appetite poor—
in the Low-Priced Box ”
ed Mrs. Alma Jameson recently.
Little Kenneth, son of Mr. and Master’s Method of Winning Follow
you have a bad taste in your mouth—
Mrs. Willis Moody is visiting her
Mrs. Earle Drinkwater, has been ers.”
Insurance
a lazy, no-good feeling—you should
mother. Mrs. Norman t'astner.
quite ill for several days- Dr. Fro
At Warren Congregational church
take Olive Tablets.
Successor
to A. J. Erskine ft Co.
Donald
Mank
is
visiting
his
sistor
hock of Rockland was called.
the pastor, Rev. C. D. Paul, will
Dr. Edwards’ Olive Tablets—a sub
Many imagine that all oils arc
Lottie Harvey and little daughter speak Sunday morning on "The Out
417 MAIN ST. --- - ROCKLAND
stitute for calomel—were prepared by in t'niou this week.
About 20 White Oak Grangers vis
were recent guests of her niece, Mrs reach of the Gospel,” and in the ev similar, but when the usefulness
Dr. Edwards after 17 years of study.
Dr.Ed wards’OliveTabletsare a purely ited Seven Tree Grange recently. A
W. E. Dennison.
ening on “Some Rugged Aspects of of cod-liver oil is compared with
E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
Nearly everyone here felt the the Oospel.” Plans are under way
vegetable compound mixed witholiveoil. line time was in order.
GOLD
STRIPE
earthquake Saturday evening. At for a series of Lenten vesper services all other fats, the difference in
You will know them by their olive color.
Office Hourt: I to 3 and 7 t. • P. M.
To have a clear, pink skin, bright eyes,
first many thought It a heavy auto to be held at 4 o’clock in the after value is as far apart as common
CHOCOLATES
Resident, until 9 A. M. and by App.litm.i*
no pimples, a feeling of buoyancy like
truck.
noon. The first will be held on the charcoal and diamonds.
This Helps Eye Strain
Teltphon. 164
childhood days you must get at the cause.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Giles and daugh afternoon of March 15.
Simple camphor, hydrastis, witch?
THOMASTON. ME.
Scott’s Emulsion is codDr. Edwards’ Olive Tablets act on
ter Christine were called to Booththe liver and bowels like calomel—yet hazel, etc as mixed in Lavoptik eye
bay Wednesday by the illness of
Look in the Corner Drug Store liver oil made pleasantly
full fwund
wash, strengthens eyes and helps
have no dangerous after effects.
A. C. MOORE
Mr. Giles’ father, Mr. Scott.
window and see some of the 157 va available to build up those
any
ease
weak,
strained
or
sore
eyes.
They start the bile and overcome conThe Community Circle met with rieties of St. Clair .& Allen's MaineLavoptik
acts
very
quickly.
Alumi

Btipation. Take one or two nightly and
Piano Tuner
Mrs. Annie Burton Wednesday after made Candy. For sale everywhere.— who are rundown or weak.
note the pleasing results. Millions of num eye cup free. C. H. Moor & Co.
Scott & Bowtie, Bloomfield, N. J.
noon. Patchwork was made and re adv.
27-29
WITH THE MAINE MUSIC CO.
Druggists,
322
Main
St.
boxes are sold annually at lac and 30c.

SOUTH THOMASTON

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

WITH THE FARMER

Colds
Johnson’s,
Anodyne

t i n i m e r. t

Coughs

iRONCHITIS

VICKS
wV
R

FORD OWNERS
ATTENTION

KNOX COUNTY
MOTOR SALES CO.

ACHES AND PAINS
ALL -----OVER BODY
«

ana

| SHEET MUSIC

20c and 25c

15 Cents
V. F. Studley Inc.

3

SHEET MUSIC 15c

Goughs and Golds
That “Hang on"

When Children Cough
Act Quickly

For that Cough
• KEMP’S BALSAM

HAVE CMJ CHEEKS

JovWs

60c

Scott’s Emulsion

Every-Other-Day
Estate of Lyman S. Fogler
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Estate of Adel C. Manson

Eictata af Marion Beverage

Estate of Charles E. Bicknell

AT THE CAPITOL

cat eel, Gov. Brewster ia understood,

KNOX COUNTY—In Court ot' Probate held
STATE OF MAINE
STATE OF MAINE
NOTICE
to be opposed to la-11 such measures,
at Rockland on the 17th day of February A. KNOX 88.
To the Honorable, the Judge of the Pro
The subscriber hereby gives noice that on
and most of those delegations which
D. 1925
At a, probate Court held at Rockland in bate Court in and for the County of Knox:— February 17, 1925, she was duly appointed
John W Fogler. Administrator on the es and for said County of Knox, on tlie 17th
have to do with any such Dills, are
Respectfully represents, James L. Whit administratrix of the estate of Charles E.
tate of Lyman S. Fogler, late of Hope, In said day of February in tlie year of our Lord, more oP Chicago, State of Illinois; that he Bicknell, late of Rockland, in the County of
inclined to feel -that it is best to do
County, deceased, having presented his first one thousand nine hundred and twenty;flve is administrator of the Estate of iMarlon Knox, deceased, and on tills date was qual
the killing of them in the House ar.d
A certain Instrument, purporting” to be Beverage, late of North Haven, in said Knox ified to fill said trust by giving bond as the
and Anal account of administration of said
the last Will and Testament of Adel C. Man- County, deceased. Intestate, and that he de law directs.
estate for allowance :
Senate rather than to force the gov
Ordered, That notice thereof be given .three son. late of Vlnalhaven in said County, hav sires to pay to tlie town of North Haven
All persons having demands against the
ernor to be executor.
weeks sueresslvelv, in The Courier-Gazette ing been presented for probate, and applica In said county, the town having tlie burial estate, are desired to present tlie same for
• • • •
By a tremendously one-sided vote,
published In Rockland In said County, that tion having been made that no twmd be re place therein, containing tbe lot In which settlement, and all indebted thereto are ro
all persons Interested may attend at a Pro quired of tlie executor named in tlie will.
the House, Thursday, voted to ac
Cummings of Portland would de
the body of said Marion Beverage is buried, qulred to make payment homedlately to
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to a reasonable sum of money for the perpetual
bate Court to he held at Rockland, on the
ALFREDA B SMJTH.
cept the report of the committee of prive the commissioner of inland
17th day of March next, and show cause, If all persons interested, by causing a copy of care of said lot and the monument thereon,
Rocklan'd, Maine
Commerce, ofi the Harriman bill, fisheries and game of hny power he
any they have, why the said account should this Order to be published three weeks suc- to wit: Two hundred dollars
February 17, 1925.
Feb 28 McL. 7-14
providing that no municipality shall now holds to restrict fishing on any
not be allowed.
cewrivg'.)' in The Courier-Gazette, a newspa
Wherefore he prays that this honorable
HDWARD K GOULD. Judge.
per pubHshed at Rockland, In said County, court shall determine after notice to all par
use daylight saving time. The com of the rivers, stream*, lakes or ponds
Estate of Edna Banks Murch
We are convinced that we have been feeding too much pro
A true Copy—Attest:
that they may appear at a Probate Court ties In interest, to whom the same shall be
NOTICE
mittee’s report is, ought to pass in of the State and would place such
26-8-32
HENRY H. PAYSON. Register. to be held at Rockland in and for salt! Coun paid and the amount thereof.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on a new draft. The new draft elimi restricting powers entirely
tein
in the past, and that the right roughages and either of
in
the
ty,
on the 17th day of March A. D.. 1D2"».
Dated Feb. 17, 1925.
February 17. 1925. he was duly appointed
Estate of Betsy J. Tolman
at nine o'clock in the forenoon, and show
JAME8 L. WHITMORE.
administrator of the estate of Edna Banks nates the i>enalty of a $500 tine and hands of the Legislature. He pre
KNOX COUNTY. In Court of Probate held cause. If any they have, why tlie prayer of
these two rations will put you in the money making column.
Murch, lute of Vlnalhaven, in tlie County leaves lhe enforcement of the law, sented a measure with such intent
at Rockland on the 20th day of February, the petitioner should not be granted.
of Knox, deceased, and on this date was in the equity court.
KNOX COUNTY —
A D. 1925.
today.
Two wonderful rations. A trial is all we ask.
EDWARD K GOULD, Judge of Probate.
In Probate Court, held at Rockland, on tlie qualified to fill said trust be giving bond as
.Hattie E. Tolman, Executrix on the es A true Copy—Attest:
« * • *
Winn of Lisbon would .permit
17t1i
day
of
February
the
law
directs.
tate of Betsy J. Tolman, late of Vinalhaven, 26-8-32
HENRY H. PAYSON. Register.
Follow directions and save much money.
When
the
act
to
increase
the
sala

towns
to
be
divided
into
polling
dis

Oil
the
petition
aforesaid,
Ordered.
That
All
persons
Having
demands
against
the
in said County, deceased, having presented
notice be given, by publishing a copy of estate, are desired to present the same for ries of the Cumberland County com tricts for the election of municipal
her first and final account of administration
Estate
of
Nancy
J.
Long
said
petition,
with
tliis
order
thereon,
once
settlement,
and
all
indebted
thereto
are
re

of said estate for allowance:
You never saw calves and young stock grow if you have
missioners came off the table Wed officers. Hie act of today extends to
STATE OF MAINE
a week for three weeks successively, prior to quired to make payment Immediately to
Ordered, That- notice thereof be given,
nesday* morning, it was indefinitely towns the provisions of the law of not fed Universal Ration.
D* H GLIDDEN.
the third Tuesday of (March next, In Tlie
three weeks successively, in The Courier- KNOX 88.
At a ixrobate Court held at Rockland in Courier-Gazette a newspaper printed in
Vinalhaven, Maine. postponed, on motion of Hale of 1921 permitting division into not
Gazette, published in Rockland In said
Tcbruary 17. 1925.
Feb 28 Meh. 7-11
County, that all persons Interested may at-/ and for said County of Knox, on the 17th Rockland that all persons Interested may at
more than three polling places, when
Economy Feed produces a wonderful flow of milk, fully
Portland.
day
of
February
in
tlie
year
of
our
Lord,
one
tend
at
a
Court
of
Probate
then
to
be
held
tend at a Probate Court to lx> held at Rock
In nuiking this motion. Mr. HaJe they have accepted the provisions of
in Rockland, and show cause, if any, why
land. on the 17th day of March next, and thousand nine hundred and twenty-live
Estate of Frank B. Storey
nourishes
the cow and produces another calf of fine constitution.
A
certain
Instrument,
purporting
to
be
the
the
prayer
of
said
petition
should
not
be
eaid that while the Cumberland the 1921 law relative to the election
show cause, If any they have, why the said
NOTICE
last will and Testament of Nancy J. Lang, granted
account should not he allowed.
Tlie subscriber hereby gives notice that on county delegation (believed there was of town officers by secret ballot.
late of 8t George, in said County, having
EDWARD K. GOULD, Judge.
Economy
February 17, 1923, she was duly appointed
EDWARD K GOULD, Judge.
Universal
Antholne of Cumberland Thursday
been presented for probate, and application A true Copy—Attest:
administratrix of the estate of Frank B merit in the measure they also felt
A true Copy—Attest:
Feed
Ration
having
been
made
that
no
bond
be
icquired
26-8 32
HENRY n. PAYSON,* Register. Storey, late of Rockland. In the County of it was not in accordance with the presented his act relative to amateur
26-8-32
HJiNRY II. PAYSON. Register.
of tlie executor named In the will
Knox, deceased, and on this date was qual economy program, now being prac boxing matches. The act permits a
More
milk at
Estate of Susan G, Webber
Ordered, tliat no:«ce thereof he given to
More growth at
Estate af A. Roes Weeks
ified to fill said trust by giving bond as the
<1 ecision in amateur contests, defined
ticed in that county.
KNOX COUNTY. In Court of Probate held all prsona Interested, by causing a copy of
STATE OF MAINE
law directs.
less
cost.
less
cost.
at Rockland on the 17th day of February, A. thia Order to be published three* weeks suc To the Honorable, the Judge of the Probate
It is believed at the State House as between boxers, who have never
AU persons Jiaving demands against the
D. 1923.
cessively In Tlie Courier Gazette, a newspa
estate, are desired to present the star-i
Court, in and for the County of Knox
that this was the first step in a gen taken cash prizes in boxing contests
N. It. Eastman. Administrator on the es per published at Rockland in said County,
Kv iwtfully represents Frank L. Weeks, of settlement. and all Indebted thereto are re oral dodging of salary increasing or any other athletic events- Such
tate of Susan G Webber. late of Warren In that they may appear at a Probate Court to Rock and. County of Knox and State of quired to make payment lmnulia-tely to
bald County, deceased, having presented his be lield at Rockland In and for said County, Maine, Conservator of A. Ross Weeks, of
bills. As has been previously indJ contests may not be conducted for
MAGGIE B STOREY.
first and final account of administration of on tho 17th day of March A D, 1925 at nine said Rockland.
Rockland, Maine.
pecuniary gain fo the promoter, but
said estate, for allowance :
ock In tlie forenoonc, and show cause, if
STATE OF MAINE
That said A Ross Weeks is the owner of
February 17, 1925.
Feb 28 Meh. 7-14
admission may be charged w hen the
Ordered. That notice thereof be given, any they have, why the prayer of the pc
certain Real Estate, situated in Rockland in
County of Knox, ss.
three weeks successive’y, In The Courier- titioner should not be granted.
Supreme Judicial Court, In Equity, receipts may go to the treasury of
said County, and described as follows, viz:
Estate of Ulmer B. Dyer
Gazette, published in Rockland in said
EDWARD K GOULD, Judge of Probate
the organization or some public
Julia Emma McIntosh and Earle McIntosh
A certain lot or parcel of land, situated in
NOTICE
County, that all (wrsoiis interested may at A true Copy—Attest :
vs.
said Rockland, and bounded and described
charity. Weight limits are changed
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on
tend at a Probate Court to be held at Rock 26-8-32
HENRY H. PAYSON, Register. as follows: Beginning at stake and stones
Frank
H
McIntosh
Fehniarv 17, 1925, she was duly appointed
land, on the seventeenth day of March next,
To The Supreme Judicial Court, In Equity to the following figures: Five pounds
on southerly side of Limerock street and on administratrix of the estate of Ulmer B.
and show cause. If any they have, why the
Julia Emma McIntosh and Earle McIntosh, in all classes under welterweights;
Estate of William F. Upham
westerly Hide of Highland street; thence 8 Over, late of Vlnalhaven. in the County of
said account should not be allowed
18 deg. 30 min. W. by the westerly side of Knox, deceased, and on tills date was qual both of Rockland, in tlie County of Knox seven pounds in welterweight class.
STAT3 OF MAINE
EDWARD K. GOULD. Judge.
and
State of Maine, complain against Frank 10 pounds in middleweight class. 12
said
Highland
Street,
37
rotis
12
links
to
KNOX 88
ified to fill said trust by giving bond as tlie
A true Copy—Attest :
H. McIntosh, whose residence is unknown to
At a probate Court held at Rockland in stake and stones: thence N. 71 deg. 30 min
law directs.
26-8-32
HENRY H. PAYSON. Register. and
your
complainants and who is believed by pounds in light heavyweight class
for said < ounty of Knox, on tlie seven W. 20 rods 13 links to stake and stones at
All persons having demand* against the
teenth day of February in the year of out land of David Winslow; thence N. 20 deg. estate, arc desired to present the same for them to be dead, or hls heirs or legal retire and no limit in heavyweight class.
Estate of Watson V. Barton
KNOX COUNTY.—4n Court of Probate held Lord, one tiiousand nine hundred and twen- 30 min. East, by said Winslow’s land 29 settlement, and all Indebted thereto are re sentatives, and say:
The law permitting accredited
First:—That Theodore B. McIntosh, late of
rods 18 links to stake and stones at Lim quired to make payment immdiatly to
y-flvo.
at Rockland on tlie 17th day of February, A
Rockland, deceased, died on the twenty- committees of political parties to af
BELLE DYER.
A certain Instrument, purporting to be erock St.: thence N 89 deg. E by said
D 1925.
Vinalhaven, Maine. ninth day of August, A. D. 1893 seized and fix to the American flag names of
James E. Barton. Administrator on the es the last will and Testament of William F. Limerock Street, 21 rods 14 links K» bounds
February 17, 1925.
Feb 28 Mdi. 7-14__ possessed of the following described real es candidates would be repealed by an
tate of Watson V. Barton, late of Vinalhaven Upham, la e of Ito kport. In said County, first mentioned, containing 4\4 acres.
Jlev. Albert Henderson of Green
tate situated In Rockland and bounded and
Also an undivided half-part of a certain
In said County, deceased, having presented having been presen ed for probate, and apEstate of Clara A. Creighton
described as follows, to wit; Beginning at act to be introduced in lhe legisla ville, R. I., has accepted the call as
hls first account of adiihi'st ration of said pllcatiou hay jig b.’en made tliat no bond be parcel of land situated In said Rockland and
NOTICE
the south easterly comer of -the Theodore B ture this week by Decker of Milo,
required of ‘iv »\»cutor named in the will. bounded as follows to wit: Beginning at
estate for allowance:
The sikbscrlber hereby gives notice tliat on McIntosh’s house lot on the easterly line of The i>ermission is incorporated in a pastor of Union church, and will be
Ordered, tliat nni’C thereof be given to stake and stones at tlie northerly side of February
Ordered, That notice thereof be given,
17.
1925
he
was
duly
appointed
ad

three weeks successively, hi The Courier- all persons in.e e «eJ. by causing a co|iy of Park street and west side of Highland ministrator of the estate of Clara A. Creigh the Henry McIntosh farm, and running north law which provides a fine of from five gin his duties the second Sunday In
3% degrees East 112 feet to land of John
street; thence north 78 deg. 30 min. W. by
Gazette, published in Rockland iu said Coun thJs Order to be published three weeks sue
ton. late of Thomaston. In the County of
ty, that all persons interested may attend cesslvely in The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper said Park street 371 feet to stake and stones; Knox, deceased, without bond as the law T. Berry formerly; thence south 88 degrees dollars to 450 for attaching advertis May, which is Mothers’ Day. Tbe
W?at
148 feet by land of said John T Berry ing matter to the flag. The law also field needs a real live man and Mr.
thence
N.
75
deg.
W.
by
said
Park
street
786
at a Probate Court to be held at Rockland, published at Rock and. in said County, that
»’ -cts. and on this date was qualified to fill and 389 feet by land formerly of William A.
on the seventeenth day of March next, and they may appear at a Probate Court to be fe<4 to the east side of a reserved road at
permits -the attachment of names of Henderson is one that will do good
:
1
trust.
Farnsworth
to stake and stones; thence
show cause, if any they have, why Uic said held at Rockland in aud for said Coun«v, on stake and stones; thence north 25 deg 30 min.
1 persons having demands against tlie soutnerly at right angles with last line 112 military organizations. “I was sur work in town. His salary is $2,000
by said reserved road 455 ft. to land of David
the seventeenth day of March, A. D , 1925, at
account should not be allowed.
e
e. arc desired to present tlie same for
Mr. Henderson’s family
EDWARD K. GOl’LD, Judge
nine o’clock in the forenoon, and show Winslow; thence 8. 65 deg. 15 min E. by’ settlement, and all indebted thereto aro re feet to stake and stones; thence nortli 88 prised. on examination of the law, to per year.
degrees East parallel with the north line of find that men who are candidates for consists of his wife, son and daugh
caiuv, if any they have, why the prayer of said land 328 feet to stake and stones; thence quired to make payment immediately to
A true Copy—Attest:
tlie
McIntosh
farm,
389
feet
to
the
southwest

S. 74% deg. E by said Winslow's land 440
26-8-32
HENRY H. PAYSON. Register. the petitioner should not be granted.
JOHN CREIGHTON
political office may have their names ter.
feet to stake and stones; thence No. 21
WWARD K fiOULI). Judge of Probate.
Thomaston, Maine. erly corner of said Theodore B. McIntosh affixed .to the flag for dis-play pur
Estate of Annie Sullivan
Palm Sunday, April 5, Rev. Mr.
house lot; thence by said house lot easterly
deg E. by said land 185 feet to land of G.
A true Copy—Attest:
___
Peel
fine!
Feb. 17. 1925.
Feb 28. March 7-14 to point of beginning.
KNOX COUNTY. In Court of Probate held 26-8-32
W
Brown
:
thence
8.
70
deg
E.
by
said
poses,” said Representative Decker, Kennedy of Augusta, secretary of
HKNRY II. PAYSON. Register.
.
Let “Cascarets”
«t Rockland on tho 24th day of February, A
Second-. —That the said Theodore B. Me
Brown’s land 340 feet to Highland street;
Estate of Vedie I. Williams
“It is advertising, pure and simple. New England Sabbath Day Alliance,
clean your bowD . 1925.
Intt>sli died intestate, August 29, 1895. leaving
thence S 22 deg. 30 min. W. by said High
NOTICE
Estate of Hiram P. Stone
Janies J. Sullivan. Executor of the will
as his only heirs at law, two sons. Theodore Such a law is not in line with the and also a noted lecturer, will preach
land street to the place of beginning, with
The subscriber hereby gives notice that
—'
■ els and stimu*
STATE OF MAKE
of Annie Sullivan, lae of Rockport, in said KNOX 88.
February 17. 1925. he was duly appointed 8. M'-lntosli and Frank H. McIntosh ; that tlie educational campaign relating to the at Union Church. His subject /will
the buildings thereon.
.
_
'' =. late your liver.
County, deceased, having presented his first
Also an undivided half part of another administrator of the estate of Vedie I Wil said Theodore S McIntosh was tlie husband
At a Probate Court held at Rockland in
No griping ot
and final account of administration of said and for said County of Knox, on tlie 23rd certain other parcel of land situated In said llajivs. late of St. George, in tlie County of and father respectively, of plaintiffs; that use of the flag which is lieing con be “America for the Americans.”
On Easter Sunday, Rev. Robert E. C," <=•
estate for allowance :
overacting. Milday of February, in the year of our Lord, Rockland, described as follows, to wit: Be Knox, deceased, without bond as the law the said Frank H McIntosh left Rockland ducted by the American Legion."
Ordered, Thai notice thereof be given, three one thousand, nine hundred and twenty-five ginning at a bolt land mark on N. side of directs, and on this date was qualified to fill in 1870 for the west; tliat he married, within
The committee on salaries and fees Laite of Bangor will fill the pulpit
w’eek.i successively, in The Courier-Gazette,
a few years of his departure from Rockland will shortly report to the Legislature and De Valois Commandery, K. T,
A petition asking for the appointment of Park Street and at 8. W. corner of T imer said trust.
CsSwomen, and
a newspaper published 1n Rockland, in said Leon B Stone, av adndnistrator on the es street, so called; thence running N. westerly
AU persons having demands against tlie but secured a divorce from hls wife within a
unfavorably on the bill seeking in will attend the morning service at
=^'-_
children take
County, that all persons interested may at tate of Hiram P. Stone, late of North Ha by said Park street twenty seven rods to estate, are desired to present the same for short time theresfter; that there were
tend at a Probate Court to he hel l at Rock ven. in said County, having been p-esented McKinney’s land : thence N easterly by Mc settlement, and all Indebted thereto are re children born to that marriage. The said crease of $2,000 per year in the pay 11.30 o’clock.
==■-'
this harmless
land, on tlie seventeenth day of March, next, and application having been made that no Kinney’s land and land of White, neventy quired to make payment Immediately to
Frank H. McIntosh never returned to Rock of -the State commissioner of educa
= ?
laxativeNext Sunday evening John Whitand show cause, if any tliey h.v\ why the bond be required of said administrator
JOHN R. WILLIAMS.
eight rod* to land of Mrs. Benner; thence S
land hut plaintiffs heard from him directly tion. The (bill had asked that the
ington will preach at Union church. cathartic.It doesn’t sicken you like
said account should i.ot be allowed.
8t George, Maine and indirectly from places in California
Oidered, That noMce thereof be given to easterly by land of Benner and White, nine
EDWARD K. GOULD. Judge
i pills, oils, calomel and snlts. Tastes
Feb. 17, 1925.
Feb 28. March 7-14 Oregon and Idaho, up to the first of Septem present compensation of $5,000 be There will be special music.
teen rods to westerly side of Uliner street;
all persons interested, by causing a copy
A true Copy—Att eart :
ber, 1905, since which time they have heard raised to $7,000. It is understood that
this Order fo be published three weeks suc- thence southwesterly by said I’lmer street
The Physical Culture Club met nice—acts wonderful. 10c, 25c and
Estate of Nathan B. Allen
26-8-32
HENRY H. PAYSON. Register. cesslve’y in The Courier-Gazette, a newspa seventy rods to place of beginning, contain
nothing from him or regarding him, although the committee voted unanimously
Tuesday evening at the vestry with 50c boxes—any drugstore.
NOTICE
they have made dLigent search to ascertain
per pub’ished at Rockland hi said County ing fourteen acres, more or less.
Estate of Susan G. Webber
Tlie subscriber hereby gives notice tliat on his whereabouts; and for the past twenty again nt it
David Duncan supervisor.
That there h not sufficient personal estate
tliat they may appear at a Probate Court tt
STATE OF FMAINK
17. 1925, he was duly appointed years they have believed him to be dead and
be held at Rockland in and for said County for tlie payment of debts of said ward, ex- February
Alex Smith is in Portland for
KNOX HS
administrator e. t a. of tlie estate of Nathan
At a Probate Court held at Rock’an 1 in on the 17th day of March, A I) , 1925, at l>enses of aa’.e and conservatorship, and for B Alhtt. late of Rockland, in the Count) of that hls brother, Tlieodore S. McIntosh was
treatment at the Maine General Hos
nine o’clock in the forenoon, and show cause, the siqiport of the said ward, and to provide Knox, deceased, and on this date was quali hls sole heir-at-law.
and for said County of Knox, on the sev
pital.
reasonable sum in anticipation of accru
Third :—Tliat the said Theodore 8. Mcln
if any tliey have, why tiie prayer of tlie pe
enteenth day of February. A. D. 1925.
JUDICIARY
ing evp“nses; that It would be for the ben- fied to fill said trust by giving bond as the tosh during his lifetime, lived on the home
Virgil C. Smith, a senior and broth
N. B. flfctfimn. Acluir having presented his titioner should not b? granted.
The Committee on Judiciary will give
law (directs.
flt
of
said
ward
that
said
real
estate
should
stead
left
by
hls
father,
the
said
Tlieodore
EDWARD
K.
GOULD.
Judge
of
Probate.
petition that the actual market value of so
All persons having demands against the B. (McIntosh, and for the past twenty years, public hearing In Its room* at the State er Louie, a Sophomore, students at
sold and tlie proceeds placed at Interest.
A true Copy—Attest :
liMtoli of the estate of Susan G. Webber, late
House,
in
Augusta,
on
the University of {Maine, were en
Wherefore your petitioner prays that he estate, are desired to present the same for believing his brother, the said Frank H Me
HENRY H. PAYSON. Register
of Warren, in said County of Knox, ns is 2G-S-32
WEDNESDAY, March 11. 1925. 2 p m. on
may be licensed to seil and convey said Real settlement, and ail indebted thereto arc re Iniosh to uic dead, has claimed title to the the following
tered on the Dean’s list for the last
subject to the payment of the State Inlier
qulred
to
make
payment
immediately
to
Estate
at
public
or
private
sale
for
the
pur

said
homestead
property
left
by
his
said
Estate of Frederick * •’ pley
Dance Tax. the persons Interested in tlie sue
S. D No. 122 An Act Providing for the half of the first semester. Both are
AMORY B. ALLEN.
pose aforesaid.
father
and
continued
In
uninterrupted
posses
STATE OF MAINE
cession thereto, and tlie amount of the tax
attesting
of
Records
of
City
and
Town
Clerks
Rockland, Maine
taking mechanical engineering.
Dated at Rockland this seventeenth day of
slan thereof from Sejrtember 1905 to Janu
KNOX SS.
«
thereon may he determined by the Ju ige
Feb. 17, 1925.
Feb 28. March 7-11 arj 2ft, 1921, being more than four yeaVs, by Volume,
The net proceeds from the men’s
At a Probate Court he’d at RocKiand in February, 1925.
>S. D. No 123 An Act relative to Incit
Probate:
I'BANK
L
WEEKS,
Conservator.
when he died-leaving a widow and one son ing. inducing or persuading another to com supper held recently at Union church
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
Id for said County of Knox, on the 17tb
Ordered, Tliat notice thereof 4* given te
To mothers who hesitate to give
who are the plaintiffs in this bill, and who mit crime.
Whereas. Lsaac W. Stlnsoti by hls n»rt
day of February, iu tho year of our Lord
the Slate Assessors and all persons interest
vestry, was $102 to 'be used for cur their liablct strong medicine we wish
gage deed dated June 6, 1919, and recorded claim title to the above described real estate
ed In the succession to said property. tv one thousand, nine hundred and twenty- *kxox rorxTV.—
H D No. 74. An Act. relating 1o fees for
to state emphatically that "Allen’s
In Protiate Court, held at Rockland, on in Knox Registry of Deeds, Book 180. Page by descent.
causing a copy of this Order t > be published five
the registration of vehicles relating to the rent expenses of tbe church.
Fourth
That plaintiffs now have an op
A petition for tlie confirmation of Wcst- the 18th day of February, 1925.
434. conveyed to Security Trust Company a
once a week, three weeks successively hi The
James Benbow and John Ross have Lung Healer Is us harmless as honey.
transportation of school children.
28-30
portunlty
to
sell
said
property
but
arc
un
bra
B.
Wentworth.
Tiustee
under
tlie
will
of
certain
parcel
of
real
estate
situated
in
■On the petition aforesaid. Ordered. That
Courier-!.azette. a newspaper published at
H D No. 4. An Act Providing for die returned from a live weeks trip to A child of five once drank a whole
Frederick A. Ripley, late of Hope, having no*Ice be given, by publishing a copy of Owl’s Head, formerly South Thomaston, in able to give a good title thereto, because of Regulation of Certain Advertising Signs.
Rockland, in said County, that they may ap
said petition, with this order thereon, once the County of Knox and State of Maine aud their inability to prove tlie death of said
been presented
pear a* a Probate Court to he held at lto.k
H. D No 259 An Act relative to the ap Montreal and Milford, Mass. They hottie without harm. It contains no
Frank H McIntosh.
Ordered. That notice thereof l«e given to a week for tliree weeks Ruccessively, prior to bounded and described as follows:
land, in and for said County, "u ihe sev
pointment of administrators, guardians, con are now at the home of Mr. and Mrs. J narcotic and less than one per cent
Beginning at the northeast corner of the
Wherefore, your complainants pray:
enteenth day or March, A D. 1325. at nine a’l persons interested, by causing a eopv of the third Tuesday of March next. In Tlie
se-vators and receivers.
Horace Bray.
alcohol.
,
First:—That this Honorable Court will es
hls Order thereon to be pubiished tliree
’ourier-Gaaette, a newspaper published in Dyer lot, formerly the Bridges lot: thence
o’clock in the forenoon atiC-he heard in ref
H. D. iNo. 254 An Ad relating to liens
Mr. and Mrs. H W. Fi field have re
crence to the determination of slid tax or weeks successively in The Courier-Gaz/fte. Rock’and. that all persons interested may north three and one-half degrees west, sev tablish tlie validity, nature and extent of for personal services In harvesting potatoes
DOSAGE FOR CHILDREN
any question that may arise in reference a newspaper published at Rockland, in said attend at a Court of ITobate then to be enty-five (75) feet on the west line of the plaintiffs’ title to said property.
-H. D No. 253 An Act relieving the State turned from a two weeks’ visit with
Second:—And that your plaintiffs may have of the necessity of alleging and proving the relatives in Portland.
County, that they tuay appear at a Probate he’d in Rockland, and t?1iow cause, if any, road to land of Leister Snow : thence south
1- 4 teaspoonful
thereto.
1 to 2 years,
seventy
and
one
half
degrees
west
one
hun

such
other
and
further
relief
as
the
nature
Court
to
lx*
held
at
Rockland,
In
and
for
why the prayer of said petition should not
EDWARD K GOULD, Judge of Probate
non-existence of a Federal permit in pro
1 -2 tcaspoonful
3 to 4 years,
•Mrs. James Webster and Mrs. Ba
dred and seventy-five (173) feet to tlie land of the case may require.
said County, on tlie 17th day of March, A. be granted.
ceedings for punishment for unlawful trans
A true Copy—Attest:
2- 3 teaspoonful
5 to 7 years,
formerly of Ebenezer Arey; thence south
(signed) JULIA EMMA Mc.INTOSH
EDWARD K. GOULD. Judge.
26-8-32
HENRY H. PAYSON. Register. D 1925 at nine o’clock In tlie forenoon, and
portation of liquor and for forfeiture of ve sil Webster were in Rockland Wed
twenty-six degrees East on said Arey line,
EARLE M MclNTOSH
show cause^Jf any they have why the prayer A (rue Copy—-Attest:
1 teaspoonful
8 to 12 years,
hides, boats, etc
nesday.
Estate of Alanson L. Wall
of the petitioner should not be granted
6-8-32
HENRY H. PAYSON. Register. sixty feet (60 ft.) to the said Dyer lot; (Signed) WALTER H. BUTLER,
H. D. No 212 An Act relating to warning
13 to 16 years, 1 1-2 teaspoonfuls
8TATE OF MAINE
The
Ladies
of
Bed
Men
gave
a
sup

thence north seventy-eight (78) and one- Solicitor for Plaintiffs.
EDWARD K. GOULD. Judge of ITobate.
dgr.s at grade crossings
KNOX 88.
half (%) degrees east one hundred and fifty
Eitate of Wilbur A. Waterman
A true Copy—Attest:
H. I). No. 225 An Act relative to tbe ’Mi- per and dance at Red Men’s hall
These are approximate doses, att
At a Prohate Court, held at Rockland in 86-8-32
five feet to the first named bound, contain
NOTICE
HENRY H. PAYSON. Register.
role of women committed to the reformatory Friday evening.
STATE OF MAINE
overdose wil! do no harm, but will
and for said Ctounty of Knox, on tlie sev
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on ing 105.30 square feel more or less
for
women.
County
of
Knox,
ss.
Marguerite Chapter held its reg he a needless waste.
.enteenth day of February, in tlie year of our
January 6, 1925. he was duly appointed ad
And Whereas, tlie condition of said niort
Estate ef Woodbury M. Purington
An Initiated primary bill.
23-30
Feb. 25. 1925.
Lord one thousand, nine hundred and twen
ministrator of the estate of Wilbur A. Wa gage has been broken,
STATE OF MAINE
THURSDAY, March 12. 1925 2 p m. on ular meeting Monday evening.
Then personally appeared Julia Emma
ty-five:
Now
Tlierefore,
by
reason
of
the
breach
of
terman, late of Ai>pleton, in the County of
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Booth and
Made in Lynn by
of Knox, ss.
McIntosh and Earle McIntosh and made oath the following:
A petition asking for the appointment of County
At a Probate Court he'd at Rockland, Knox, deceased, and on February 17, was the condition thereof, It claims a foreclosure that they have read the above hill and know
H P. No. 731 An Act In Relation to Stale son Horace who have been guests of
Josephine p. Stone as administratrix on the in und for said County of Knox, on the sev qualified to fill said trust by giving bond of said mortgage.
Funds
for
charity
patients
in
public
and
pri

the
contents
thereof,
that
the
same
h
tme
estate of Alanson L Wall, late of Thomas
relatives in town, have returned to
Dated at Rockland, Maine, February to their own knowledge except the matter vate hospitals.
as the law directs.
enteenth day of February, A. D. 1925.
ton. In said Countv, lure mg been presented.
All persons having demands against the 19, 1925.
Frank H. Ingraham, public admlnJstra?
S. D. No. 12-5 An Act to create a Slu'e Portland.
stated to be on information and belief and
Sold in Rockland by the Kittredge
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to of the estate of Woodbury M Purington. late estate, are desired to present the same for
SECURITY TRUST COMAPNY
(Piled up and then broken down in Plia rmacy.
that, as to those matters, tliey believe them Athletic Commission for tlie Supervision and
all persons Interested, by causing a copy of of said Rockland, deceased, having present
by Elmer C. Davis.
settlement, and all Indebted thereto are re
reguatlon of boxing and wrestling.
to be true.
this order to be published three weeks sue
the
sands
on
Bimini
’
s
Shore,
hardly
a
Treasurer.
23829
quired
to
uiakc
payment
immediately
to
ed a petition praying for a reduction of the
H. D No 226 An Act to amend Chapter
Before me,
ceaolvel.v in The Courier-Gazette, a newspa I>enal sum of Ilia bond In said capacity.
EDWARD C. PAYSON.
(Seal ) thirty-eight of the Public Laws of 1921. re shell remains of the schooner Har
per published at Rockland, in said County
STATE OF MAINE
Rockland, Maine.
Ordered. That all |*r»ons Interested be
lating
t*r Absentee voters.
vester, which was wrecked recently,
(Signed)
WALTER
H.
BUTLER.
that they may appear at a Probata Court to be notified that a hearing will be given on said
KNOX u.
February 17. 1925.
Feb 28 Meh. 7-14
S. D No. 129 An Act relating to tlie Ilk according to word brought from Ba
Notary Jhibllc.
held at Rockland in and for said County, on petition at a Probate Court to lie held at
To the Honorable Justice of the Supreme
blllty
of
owners
of
automobiles.
Estate of Edwin D. Wiley
the seventeenth day <4 March, A. D. D:t"
Judicial Court, next to be held at Rockland,
said Ko< kland, in and for said Uouirty.
S D. No. 134 An Act relating to the ap hama Islands. Most of the cargo of
at nine o'clock In the forenc n, and show the seventeenth day of March, A D , 1925, at
NOTICE
STATE OF MAINE
within and for said County of Knox, on the
pointment of election clerks at polling places. lumber which the Harvester carried,
The subscriluT hereby gives notice tliat on first Tuesday of April, 1925
County of Knox, ss.
cfuse, if any tliey nave, w.:y the prayer
nine o’clock in the forenoon, by causing
H. D. No 224 An Act to amend Section
tlie petitioner should not bi grimed.
Supreme Judicial Court in Equity 127 of Chapter 87 af the Revised Statutes has been salvaged and sold by the
'Katherine A. Scheer, of said Rockland,
copy of this order to be published, three February 17. 1925 he was duly a pointed ex
EDWARD K GOULD. Judge or Probate.
of the laet will and testament of respectfully represents and gives this Hon
Julia Emma McIntosh and Earle McIntosh
weeks successively, In The Courier-Gazette, ecutor
relating to affidavits of plaintiffs being re owners. (None of the crew were in
Edwin
D
WGey.
late
of
8t.
George.
In
the
A true Copy—Attest:
orable
Court
to
be
informed
that
she
was
,
vs.
a newspaper published In Rockland, -afore
ceived as prinia facie evidence,
jured in the storm, which wrecked the
26-8-32
HENRY H. PAYSON, Register said, that they may then and there ap|*car County of Knox, deceased, without bond as lawfully married to Louis Scheer on the
Frank McIntosh
H. D. No. 242 An Art relating to admis Harvester and they were carrld to
Ordered : That notice of the pending of the sion to the bar
and allow cause. If any they have, why the the will directs, and on this date was qual tliirtleth day of Novenilvcr 1917. at Portland, I
29-30
Esate of Alton C. Robbins
to fill said trust
Maine; that subsequent to their said mar within action be given to the defendagit named
The Harvester, was bullt
prayer of the iKdltloner .Jiould lud be ified
FRIDAY. Manli 13, 1925, 2 p. in. on the (NtUftau.
NOTICE
All persons having demands against the riage they lived together as husband and therein by posting on the premises therein
for»X.’apt. Elisha S. Roberts, of this
following::
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on granted
estate,
are
desired
to
present
the
same
for
wife
at
said
Portland
until
til*
month
of
described
an
attested
copy
of
the
within
bill
EDWARD K fJOULD, Judge of Probate.
S. D. No. 110 An Art to Licorporate Dcx
February 17. 1925. she wu duly appointed
town in 1884 at Jonesboro and was
settlement, and ail indebted thereto are re May, 1920; that your libellant has always and this order of notice thereon at least
executrix of the last will and testament of A true Copy- Attest:
ment immediately to
conducted herself toward Hct said husband thirty days prior to the seventh day of April, ter P Cooper to develop and utilize tlie power launched August 28 of that year.
HENRY H. PAYSON. Register. quired to make pa)ARTHUR
of
tlie
tides
in
tlie
Bay
of
Fundy
and
wa

Alton C. Robbins, late or Appleton In tho 26-8-32
E. KELLER.
as a faithful, true and affectionate wife; 1925, and publishing an attested copy of
Mr Roberts, one of tbe owners, was
29-31
County of Knox, deceased, without bond as
Woodfords, Maine. but that her said husband in the said month said bill and this order of notice thereon once ters adjacent thereto.
Estate ef Newton H. Perry
FREDERICK W. HINCKLEY, Chairman captain for 31 years, and carried
the will directs, and on tills date was qual
of May, 1920, deserted your libellant with a week for three succeeding weeks In the
February 17. 1925.
Feb 28 Meh. 7-14
STATE OF MAINE
HERBERT E. HOLMES. Secretary
ifled to'HU said trust
out lawful cause and went to parts unknown, Kockland Courier-Gazette, a newsimper puhfreight between Vinalhaven and Bos
Estate *f Sarah F. Laadbetter
All persons having demands against the To the Honorable, the Judge of the Prolmte
which desertion has been continued down to Rockland Courier-G-azete, a newspaper ’pubLEGAL AFFAIRS
ton. The Harvester was sold to
NOTICE
Court, in and for the County of Knox :
estate, are desired to present the same for
the present date. Wherefore, your libellant lished In said County of Knox, the Iasi
The
Committee
on
Legal
Affairs
will
give
The
subscribers
hereby
give
notice
tliat
on
Respectfully
represents
Leroy
D.
Perry
settlement, and all indebted thereto are re
John Duke of Deer Isle in 1916, and
charges her said husband with utter deser
Administrator of the estate of Newton H February 17. 1925 they were duly appointed tion continued for three consecutive years publication to b>* fourteen days prior to said public hearing in ita rooms at the State later was sold to Capt. James Web
qulred to make payment hulked lately to
Perry, late of Rockland, in said County de executors of the last will and tes-tament of next prior to the filing of Gils libel. Your seventh day of April, 1925, and that said House in Augusta, on
ADDIE ROBBINS.
THURSDAY, March 12. 1925, 2 p m. on ster, who did wrecking down on
Appleton, Maine. .•cased, intestate, that said Newton H. Perry Sarah F Leadbetter. late of North Haven in libellant further avers that the residence of defendant appear before our Supreme Judi
There is a sweet con
at the time of ills decease was the owner of the County of Knox, deceased, without bond her said husband is unknown to your libel cial Court at Rockland In said County of the following:
Florida 'Keys. She was then syld to
February 17. 1925.
Feb 28 Meh .-14
tent in a day’s work well
S. I*. 177. S. D. 70 An Act to be known
certain Real Estate sl-tnate<l in Rockland, as the vvi'.l directs, and on this date was lant, and cannot be ascertained by reasonable Knox on said seventh day of April at. ten
Bahama Isle,
o'clock in the forenoon and make answer to as the Children’s Act relating to children parties at Nassau,
Estate of Horace W. Welt
bounded and described as follows, viz: Be qualified to fill said trust.
diligence
done—and what happi
NOTICE
All persons having demands against the
ginning at an iron bolt on the easterly side
Wherefore, your libellant prays tliat the said bill of complaint as required by law or who arc now or may hereafter become de where the schooner was wrecked.
within
such
time
as
the
Court
may
order.
pendent,
neglected
or
delinquent;
to
estab
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on line of a reserve for a street running south
ness it gives one to know
estate, are desired to present the same for bonds of matrimony now existing between her
March 3rd. 1925. t
lusli a special equity Juvenile Court to provide
February 17. 1925. he was duly appointed erly from Clark Avenue to Dunton Avenue settlement, and ail indebted thereto are re and her said husband may be ’dissolved by
that he is preparing well
for the treatment, control, maintenance, adop
(Signed) 8C0TT WIIA4O.N,
executor of the last will and testament of and at tlie northwest corner of lot No. 9 sold quired to make paynsnt immediately <o
divorce and as In duty bound will ever pray
Chlff Juslce Supreme Judicial Court tirwi and guardianship of the person of said
Horace \V. Welt, late of Thomaston, in the by Walker & Roae to E. W. Allen, December
HOLLIS M. LEADBETTER.
for the future. Most for
Dated at said Rockland, this nineteenth
County of Knox, deceased, without bond as 4. 1901, and recorded in Book 120, page 374
A true copy of bill and order of court children.
North Haven. day of February, 1925.
Miss
Ruth
Arrington
of
Appleton
thereon.
tunes
are started through
8.
P.
20ft.
S
D.
83.
An
Act
relating
to
the will directs, and on tills date was qual Knox Registry of Deeds as per plan mode
and
\
KATHERINE A. SCHEER
(Seal)
absentee voting and providing method of closed a very successful^ term at the
ified to fill said trust..
CARRIE B. PAGE.
for Walker & Rose by 0. H Tripp, C. E . in
the medium of a bank ac
voting by a person who is phywlcally infirm Stone School Feb. 20 with a fine treat.
All persons having demands against the 1893.
Attest:
(MILTON M. GR1FTIN
Vinalhaven, Maine.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this
29835
Clerk
estate, are desired to present the same for
or disabled.
count.
February 17. 1925.
Feb 28 Meh. 7-14
Thence northwesterly on the easterly side
nineteenth day of February, 1925.
The W.U.TU. met Feb. 24 with
settlement, and all Indebted thereto arc re line of said reserve 64.5 feet to the south
iS. P. 201. 8. D. 77. An Act relating
EDWARD C. PAYSON
Estate of Julia Crabtree
the registration of voters and providing moth
quired to make payment immediately to
Mrs.
Bessie
Carroll.
Luncheon
was
' Estate of Edna S. Partsr
erl.v line of Clark Avenue;
Justice of the Peace.
FRED E. WELT
NOTICE
od of registration by a person who is phy
NOTICE
z
Thence easterly on the southerly side line
served after the business meeting.
(Seal)
4% INTEREST PAID
Auburn. Maine of said Clark Avenue 75 feet to the nortlvTlie subscriber hereby gives notice that on sically infirm or disabled.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that
STATE OF MAINE
February
2ft,
1923
he
was
duly
appointed
February 17. 1925.
I'tb 28 Me*;. 7-14
H. P. 721. An Art to amend and extend Election of officers will bo held at
i February 17. 1925, he was duly appointed KNOX, ss
west corner of lot No 3, sold to A. 8. Buz
Cooservaor
of
the
estate
of
Julia
CrabtreeNtf
an
Act
entitled
“
An
Act
to
incorporate
the
the
next
meeting.
executor
of
the
last,
will
and
testament
of
zell, December 31, 1892.
Clerk’s Office, Supreme Judicial Court, in Rockland In the County of Knox, and
Estate of Emma Wentworth
Odd Fellows’ Home of Maine.
28-30
Thence iu a southeasterly direction by the Edna 8. Porter, late of Rockland in the
■Gertrude Butler is visiting her sis
Vacation
STATE OF MAINE
February 28, 1925 was qualified to fill said
line of said Buzzell lot 64.5 to the northeast County of Knox, deceased, without bond as
Rockland, Feb. 20. A. I) 1925
W. & R. & INT. WATERS
ter Eva.
KNOX. 88
tho will dire< ts. and on this date was qual
SAVINGS ACCOUNTS
corner of s«Jd Allen I<rt:
Upon tlie foregoing Libel, Ordered. Tliat trust by giving bond as tlie law directs.
The Committee on Ways and Bridges and
At a Probate Court held at Kockland in
All persons having demands against the
ified to till said trust.
Thence in a westerly direction to said Al
the Libellant give notice to said Louis Scheer
Waters will give a public hearing in
land for said County of Knox on the 26th len lot 75 feet to the place of beginning, being
All i>ersons having demands against the to appear before our Supreme Judicial Court, estate, are desired to present the same for Interior
Its rooms at tlie State House, in Augusta,
day of February, In the year of owr Lord lot No. 4 on said Tripp plan
AS A PREVENTATIVE OF
estate, are desired to present the same for to be holden at Rockland, within and for the settement, and all indebted thereto are re
on
one thousand, nine hundred and twenty-five.
settlement, and all Indebted thereto are re County of Knox, on tlie First Tuesday of quired to make payment Immediately to
t8ee abstract of will of (’. M Walker, de
WEDNESDAY, March 11. 1925, at 1.30
QRIPPE
A petition asking for the appointment of vising real estate, recorded in Book 133 quired to make payment Immediately to me April A. D 1925, by publishing an attested
AKA P. ST. CLAIR.
p. in. on the following;
Wilder A Sellers as administrator on the page 570 of said Knox Registry.
Rockland. Maine.
or to Homer E. Robinson of Rockland, my le copy of said Libel, and this order thereon,
Keep the bowels open and take
S.
I».
287
8.
D
116
An
Art
to
provide
for
February
38,
1925
Meh.
7-14-21
estate of Emma Wentworth, late of Rockport, That the debts of the deceased as
gally appointed Agent in Maine.
three weeks successively in the Courier-Ga
building a bridge across the Kennebec. Riv
in said County, having been presented.
WILLIS K. PORTER.
zette, a newspaper printed In Rockland In
nearly as can be ascertained,
er between the City of Bath aud the town
Estate of Grace V. Ripley
Ordered. Tliat notice thereof be given to
Glendale, California. our County of Knox, the last publication to
amount to............................................. $ 306 00
of Woolwich.
28-30
NOTICE
all persons interested, by causing a copy of And the expenses of sale and admin
February 17. 1925.
Fob 28 Mm 7-14
be thirty days at least prior to said first
The subscriber hereby gives notice lhat on HOMER II DUNBAR, Sec. Ways and Bridges
this order to he published tliree weeks sucTuesday of April next, tliat lie may there February 25, 1925, he waa duly appointed ARTHUR A ( RAFTS. «ec. Ulterior Waters
istration to .......................................
100.00
ccotdvely In The Courier-Gazette, a newspa Tliat the value of the Personal estate
Estate ef Edward A. Sidelinger
and then in our said court appear and show administrator of the estate of Grace V. Rip
on rising and retiring.
per published at Rockland in said County, is ...........................................;.................. 100.00
STATE OF MAINE
CONDENSED STATEMENT
cause, if any he have, why tlie prayer of
ley late of Rockland In the County of Knox,
that they may aiq»ear at a ITobate Court,
COMMERCIAL CASUALTY INSURANCE
said libellant should not be granted
Wherefor your petitioner prays that he KNOX SS
NORWAY MEDICINE CO.
deceased,
and
on
this
date
was
qualified
to
to be held at Rockland in and tor said Coun may be licensed to sell and convey the whole
At a probate Court held at Rockland in
COMPANY
CHARLFX J. DUNN
ty, on the seventeenth day of March, A D of said Real Estate at Private sale for the and for said County of Knox, on the eight
Justice of the Supreme Judicial Court fill said trust by giving bond as the law di
ASSETS DEC 31, 1924
1925 at nine o’clock in the forenoon, and show payment of said debts, legacies and expenses eenth day of February. In the year of eur
.$ 370,,00ft Oft
A true copy of the Libel and Order of the rects.
Real Estate
All persons having demands against the Mortgage Loans ..................
cause, If any they have, why the prayer pf of sale and of administration.
. 2,317.250 00
Lord, one thousand, nine hundred and twen Court thereon.
estate, are desired to present the same for Collateral Loans ..............
Attest:
the petitioner should not be granted.
ty-five
40,000 0ft
Dated this 11th day of February^ A.
settlement, and all indebted thereto are re Stocks and Banda ............
EDWARD K. GOULD, Judge of Probate.
23820.
3HLTON M. GRIFFIN. Clerk
A jvet.ltion asking for the appointment of
. . 4,470,839 73
1925.
quired to make payment immdiatoly to
A true copy—Attest:
Claude
L.
Sidelinger
as
administrator
on
the
('aah
In
Office
and
Bank
..
.
391,483
M9
LEROY D. PERRY. Adnrr.
HARRY A RIPLEY.
HENRY II. PAYSON, Register.
estate of Edward A. Sidelinger, late of
. 1,429,492 75
Agent’s Balances Z..........
RECEIVER'S NOTICE
Rockland,
Maine.
26830
Washington in said County, having been
Interest
and
Rents
..........
65,278
86
February 21st,1925
February 25, 1925.
Meh. 7-14-21
KNOX COUNTY —
presented and application having been made Knox, ss.
All other Assets ..............
87,28ft 75
In Probate Court, held at Rockland, oh the that no bond be required of said administra
Estate of Austin L. Kirk
Estate of Ellen K. Vose
The undersigned, having been duly ap
NOTICE
17th day of February
tor
Gross Assets ..................
.$9,171,625 98
pointed by the Honorable Scott Wilson,
NOTICE
On the petition aforesaid. Ordered, That
T*he subscriber hereby gives notice tliat on
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to Justice of the Supreme Judicial Court, Re
.
146,708 79
Deduct items not admitted
The subscriber hereby gvies notice that
February 17, 1925. he was duly appointed notice be given, by publishing a copy of all persons interested, by causing a copy of ceiver of the Glenniere Maine Realty Com February 17,1925, ahe was duly appointed
executor of the last will and testament qf said petition, with this order thereon, one
this Order to be published three weeks suc pany, hereby gives public notice agreeable to administratrix of the estate of Ellen K. Voee
Admitted Assets ....................$9,024,917 19'
Austin L. Kirk, la-te of Warren, in the County a week for three weeks successively, prior cessively in The Courier-Gazette, a newspa the order of the said Justice, that July 1st. late of Thomaston, in the County of Knox,
LIAB1L1TIW DEC. 31. 1924
»of Knox, deceased, and on Feb. 26, 1925 to ttlie third Tuesday of March next, in The per published at Rockland in said County, 1925, is the time limited and fixed, in deceased, and on March 2 1925, was qualified Net Unpaid Losses ....................$2,011,164 89
was qualified to fill said trust by giving bond Courier-Gazet/e, a newspaper published in that tliey may appear at a Probate Court which all cialnis against said corporation o fill said trust by giving bond as the law Unearned Premiums ................. 3,422,349 92
WATCHMAKER AND JEWELER
afl the law directs
Rockland, that all persons interested may to be held at Rockland, in and for said shall be presented, and all parties having directs.
All other Liabilities ................... 691.402 38«
WALL PAPER
All persons having demands against the attend at a Court of Probate then to be County on tlie seventeenth day of March A. D. any claims against said corporation shall,
breeze
/
Tues&Sat-tf
All persons having demands against the Cash Capital ............................... 1,500,000 00
estate, are desired to present the same for held in Rockland, and show cause, if any 1925, at nine o’clock in the forenoon, and on or before said date, present the same in estate, are desired to present the same for Surplus over all Liabilities .. 1,400,000 00
please
settlement, and all indebted thereto are re why tlie prayer of said petition should not show cause, If any they have, why the prayer writing, supported, by an affidavit to the Re settlement, and all indebted thereto are re
ELECTRIC LAMPS AND
quired to make payment immediately to
be granted.
of the petitioner should not be granted.
Total Liabilities and Surplus .$9,024,917 19
celver at his office 423 Main Street, Rock quired to make payment immediately to
SUPPLIES
N. B EASTMAN,
EDWARD K GOULD, Judge.
EDWARD K. GOULD. Budge of Probate.
•Note:—Includes Additional Voluntary Re
land, Maine.
ETHEL V. GROVER.
Warren, Maine. A true Copy—Attest;
THOMASTON, MAINE
A true Copy—Attest:
serve for Workmens Comp Lome* of $191,- Mate
Thomaston, Maine.
WALTBB H BUTLER.
Feb. 26, 1625.
Feb. 28, Meh. 7-14
Mar*t> 1925.
Meh. 7-14-21
26 8-32
HENRY H. PAYSON, Register. 26 8 32
HENRY H. PAYSON, Register.
976,79.
29835
£3-8-29
Receiver,
TaA8-tt

Ore you making' money
orjust making milk ?

Salary Increases Said To Be
Doomed—Other Legisla
tive Matters.

Perhaps your trouble is in your feed cost. If so, and
you have not tried these two wonderful feeds, you may
still hope for success.

“Cascarets" 10c
if Constipated,
Dizzy, Bilious

For Baby’s Cough

LEGISLATIVE NOTICES

ALLEN’S LUNG
HEALER

Is Wonderfully Effective

H. J. ALLEN CO., Druggists

SWEET

CONTENT

NORTH UNION

10E

BROWN’S RELIEF

Kockland
National
Bank

WIRELESS SUPPLIES

fviqina

to meet a Demand- not a Price

W. P. STRONG

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-GaZe&e, Saturday, March 7, 1925.
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CAMDEN WILL VOTE

THOMASTON

In Everybody’s Column

ROCKPORT

Advertisements In this column not to ex
WllUam Whitney has been con
Second Sunday in Lent, services
On Matters of Importance*1 fined
ceed three lines Inserted once for 25 cents,
to hia home by illness for sev
at St. John's Episcopal church:
3 tiHies for 50 cents. Additional lines &
cents each for one time, 10 cents for three
Evening prayer with music and ser
Monday—Town Manager eral days.
times. Six words make a line.
Mr. and Mrs. C. Fred Knight have
mon by the rector. Rev. J. B. Pitcher
Is One.
moved this week into 'the upper
of Rockland at 7.30. The church school
part of E. C. Merriam's house on
Lost and Found
meets at 6.30. Special I.enten ser
ARE YOU GETTING REAL PAINT SERVICE?
West street.
s
vices will he held in the parish room
LOST—Ford delivery with plate No. X10321.
With 76 articles in ’he warrant nnd xDr. Granville Shibles of Westbrook
on Tuesdays at 2 o'clock during Lent,
Motor No. 8892271 taken from front of my
We Are Experts In Painting Of All Kinds
followed by the Guild meeting.
several of them as highly seasoned was In town recetlny.
house on Park street, March 5 at noon.
Monday, March 16, Is town meeting
Miss Helen Carr entertained the
DAVID RUBENSTEIN.
20*31
as hot tamales, Camden town meet
day.
Sewing Club Friday evening at her
Let Us Look Your Job Over and Give You Prices
ing next Monday promises to be
Such
as
the
famous
Heywood-Wakefield
line
of
Kenneh
Knight
and
Jacob
Newhert
home.
Wanted
about the warmest proposition the (have bought Sullivan's confectionery
The Baptist Indies circle at their
Carriages
and
Strollers
means
something.
We
do
WANTED
—
Orange
male eat 6 to 12 months
We
Know
That
Will
Please
You
store
in
Cntnden
located
in
the
Tib

voters of that town have faced for
meeting Wednesday elected the fol
old
Must be solid color, no white. Tel.
betts block.
lowing officers: Mrs. Louise Brown,
203-W Rockland a: once. DELIA YORK. Ill
it
by
quantity
buying
and
careful
merchandising.
many a day.
WE DO PAINTING ANYWHERE IN MAINE
Pleasant street.
20-31
Sir. and Mrs. Howard Dunbar. Mrs.
president; Mrs. Susie Newhert, vice
At the very outset will come the Gladys Hall of Rockland, Mrs. K. M.
We have on our floors a choice of
retary: Mrs. Blanche Pease, treasur
WANTED—Tenement of 4 or
r(»oma with
discussion over the town manager Dunbar and Miss Helene Dunbar
bath, centrally located. TEL. 1028-M.
er- They will serve one of their fa
27-29
THIRTY-FIVE MODELS
plan, which is said to h.-.e many were guests at “Orchard Grill" Wed
mous suppers March 24.
WANTED—P.ow boru or yacht tender 9 to
Mrs. 1. V. Mayo of Boothbay, is
staunch adherents, as evidenced in nesday evening at 6 o'clock dinner.
TELEPHONE 129-11.
THOMASTON, ME.
12 feet. Must he llrat dass condition and
The Senior Class. R. H. S„ will
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Francis
the several Board of Trade discus
29S38
cheap. JOHN O. STEVBNS, Burpee Furni
Tillson.
ture Co., Rockland.
22*tf
sions. The plan seems to be to serve a .town meeting dinner at the
Mrs. Edward Andrews and son left
choose a board of selectmen of three, Methodist vestry, March 16.
WANTED—Long-haired
kittens.
State
Fred Eddy of Camden ha? bought
Wednesday for Plainfield where her
age, color and sex.
(food prices. THE
five or seven members, Who would
the
W.
F.
Dillingham
house
on
High
MAINE
PKT
SHOPS,
Belfast,
Maine.
20
31
husband is in charge of a store.
also act as assessors and overseers
Mr. and Mrs. Ward Grafton went
of the poor and who would appoint street, which he will occupy in the
near future.
For Sale
to Portland Wednesday to visit Mrs.
THE BRIDGE COST
THE BUSY GRANGERS a town manager.
At the Methodist church next Sun
Grafton’s brother, Walter WinchenThere is mnch interest over the
FOR SALE—Wooil «iawhig uutfli, inmtilitp,
day morning the pastor. Rev. J. N.
hach.
mounted on wheels, 2)4 h, q. Ini Harvester
u t‘o £“1
Palmer, will take for his subject,
eiizine. JOHN f JONES, Owl's Head. 2:i-31
Miss Eliza Whitney is in Dorches Estimate of Engineer Wad- What Patrons of Husbandry
"Daily
Imitations
of
Godliness."
Mr.
ter, Mass., visiting Mrs. Berlha
FOR SALE—3 fift. silent sidesmen cases,
dell For the New Survey
Are Doing the Country vote to Instruct the selectmen to ap Heistad will sing a solo. Evening
fine condition. 468 Main street or 44 Ran
Prince York.
point a commissioner and Article 9
kin street. Tel. 202-W W. A KENNEDY,
service
as
usual.
Alfred Matthews has returned from
Over.
Is Three Million Dollars.
is to see If the town will elect a com
Rockland
W-.T1
Capt. and Mrs. Ernest Torrey and
a visit to Washington, D. C.
missioner by ballot.
FOR SALE or TO LET—A seventy acre farm
Mrs.
Caeililia
Caln
entertained
the
Miss Harriet Williams is in Bos
The estimated cost of a combina
Tiie Grange is heading up a vigor
.bordered on lake. Good l»ui;dlngs
AMAN
Camden also has its schoolhouse
members of the boys' basketball
DA E. MAHONEY, 64 Elm street, Camden.
ton on businesstion highway and railroad bridge ous movement among the farmers In problem, and this will be discussed team. Thursday evening at their
______________________________
29*31
Arcanna Lodge. No. 103, K. of P.. is
Pennsylvania for equalization of when Article 39 is reached.
This
home on 1’nion street at a 6 o'clock
FOR SALE—Or will exchange for aittlque
having a revival of interest. The over the Kennebec river between taxes, and Grange leaders took an reads:
furniture fine collection or furniture Includ
dinner. The invited guests were
Rank of Page was worked on three Bath and Woolwich on thezfiew site active part in a stirring hearing on
"To see what action the town will
ing (lining room set, bric-a-brac and pictures,
Principal
nnd
Mrs.
Hale,
Miss
Vir

candidates
Wednesday
evening. surveyed the last two days under the subject recently given before a take relative to enlarging its school
COBli A DAVIS, Rockland.
»-30
Other applications have been re the direction ol Dr. J. A. L. Waddell legislative committee, with State room capacity to relieve the present ginia Bean. Mrs. Bertha Thurston.
FOR
SALE
—
House
and
lot
56
Grace
street;
ceived.
Master P. H. Dewey and State Sec classroom congestion and furnikh ad Miss Avis Cox and Milford Payson.
House and
acre or' land, 186 Camden St.,
A cooked food sale is on this after of New York, is in the vicinity ol retary Fred Brenckman pleading the equate modern conveniences for the The dining room was tastily deco
Itoekland; 5% acre field directly across the
rated in the school colors—red. white
street from 186 Camden street running
$3,000,000. The exact figures were farmers' cause.
noon at the Baptist vestry.
grades; the kind of buildings it will
through to Waldo Avenue. Nice house lots in
The Community Brotherhood will not available Thursday, but it was
Of all the ills which affect agri have and where located: the amount and blue, with the letters It. H S.
both streets TEL 289-W, Rockland; 238-11,
meet in the Congregational church said the cost would be slightly less culture in Pennsylvania, excessive of money it will raise for this purpose over the door. The menu consisted
Camden.
28-tf
of
salmon
and
lobster
salad,
mashed
on Wednesday with a chicken pie
and discriminatory taxation was de and how the same shall be raised."
FOR SALE—Two men’s suits, one size 48,
than
the
lowest
crossing,
about
250
potato, squash, turnip, hot biscuits,
supper at 6.30. Charles E. Lord, su
one 50. Also overcoat tor sprfcig wear Call
dared the worst, with $226,000,000
One plan is to remodel the Elm
THE (OURFER-GAZETTE for Information.
perintendent of schools, will be the feet south of the latest survey, be taxes annually levied against real street building into a six-room struc chocolate pudding with whipped
________________________ ___ _________ 28 -1 f
speaker. The date was changed front cause tbe river is slightly narrower at estate in Pehnsylvartia. The con ture and erei t tin eight-rooin build cream, fancy cookies, cake, coffee
Mr. and Mrs. Charles
FOR SALE—Two house lots in one. A strip
Tuesday to accommodate the special the new location which has been tention was made that farmers get ing on Knowlton street, which, it Is and fruit.
,
of
land 176x83 feet facing on two of the best
Gardner sent a t>ox which when op
surveyed at the request of the Maine the worst of it at every turn and
masonic meeting.
streets In the city, one minute from the car
said, could he done for $30,000. The ened was found to contain a cake
The ladies of the Congregaitonal Cent ra 1 'Ya i 1 roa <1 o file ia Is.
line
Price very reasonable If sold at once.
that the latter’s burden has reached original plan called for a 12-room
and a poem, written by Mrs. Gard
Dr. Waddell and his men left Bath the point where further increase
L W BENNER, Real Estate, 2 North Main
church are preparing for an Easter
building on Knowlton street.
St^> Rockland
28-30
ner.
The
cake
was
cut
by
Captain
Thursday
Having
made
a
complete
sale of household linens, nitrons and
cannot be endured.
The Grunge
The Australian ballot system of
FOR SALE—Power boat “Eaglet.” of Eagle
cooked food for April 2. In the even survey of the new proposed site since representatives demanded that the voting will again be used. The fol Bartlett. After dinner speeches anil
Island, 24 feet long, very bulky. 12 4i. p. 4
ing there will be a novel entertain their arrival Tuesday morning and legislature readjust the taxing sys lowing names appear on the speci Witty remarks were made and cheers
cycle Lamb motor, $300. EKLANI) QUINN*.
were given after which a social hour
the estimate was made up Thursday tem of the state so that many classes
Eagle, Maine.
25-37
ment.
men ballot:
was enjoyed.
(On Monday evening, next, at 7.15, morning.
FOR SALE—One baby’s white enameled bed
of property not now hearing a just
Selectmen, assessors and overseers
A
telegram
wns
received
Thursday
Dr.
Waddell
says
the
new
location
with sides removable; also one silk floss mat
Rev. J W. Strout will deliver his
share of the burden shall begin to of poor (vote for three, five or seven!
tress to fit It; one full size white enameled
second lecture on "Browning, the Poet is admirable from an engineering do so. thereby lessening the load Elkanah K. Boynton, Zelma M. Dwin- announcing the death of Richard
bed with brass trimmings with spring and
Brown
Small
which
occurred
in
point
of
view,
with
the
lower
level
of the Soul” in the auditorium of the
silk floss mattress; one dark oak baby’s
upon the farmers' shoulders. An al. Andrew V. Elmore. Oscar H. Em
high chair, one baby’s reed rocking chair,
Congregational church. The lecture of the bridge for the railroad begin amendment to the state constitution ery, T. Jenness French, Philip li Perth Amboy N. J. He was found
dead on the barge "Blue Flower" of
one baby’s reed toilet chair, one french bevel
ning at a point on the Bath shore is .also sought permitting the grading
will be free and all are invited.
'OU
wfll
find
just
the
proper
Thomas
and
Frank
J.
Willey:
town
plate parlor mirror, one dark oak medicine
which
he
was
captain,
und
his
■Miss I-oLs Hallowell is spending a about 250 feet north of the present of inheritance taxes, while an in clerk, John L. Tewksbury; town
ealilnet with mirror door, one 3% foot white
death was caused by suffocation.
railroad ferry dock, and the highway come tax for the state is demanded.
enameleil bed, one lounge, velour upholster
vacation in New York.
treasurer.
J.
Hale
Hodgman;
auditor,
model
for
your
baby
in
our
large
He
was
48
years
of
age
and
was
the
ing, and two painted Inside doors with locks,
John Alden of Boston has been approach beginning on Front street
Many other organizations backed John L. Tewksbury: school commit
knobs and hinges all fitted, size 2 ft. 8 in
down for a day or two on business just south of the corner of Lambard up the Grange contentions and dur tee. ^laria C. Emery; tax collector, son of the late Capt. Herbert A. and
x 6 ft. 8 in. Phone Rockland 339-W or 649-R
Annie L. Small of Rockport, his
stock of the season’s newest car
connected with the building of boats street and swinging around King ing the coming months the subject Frank P. Alexander.
28*30
death followed that of his mother by
Tavern to meet the bridge on the up of tax equalization is to be thor
for him by C. A. Morse & Son.
FOR SALE—Thoroughbred collie pups,
just six months. He has followed
riages, sulkies and strollers.
IMiss Letitia Creighton is visiting per deck on the Mafne Central wharf oughly discussed in the Pennsyl
beautifully marked red and white, splendid
the sea the greater part of his life.
for cattle and pets Price $5 for males here.
in the family of her brother in Steel line.
MORSE’S ADVICE
vania Granges, of which there are
FRANK WATTS, Union, Star Route.
He had many friends who will 'earn
Every carriage on our floor is
ton, Pa.
----- mote than 900. with an active dues25*30
with regret of his untimely death.
The old fashioned dances in the K. Bramble Bush Town Meeting." The paving membership of nearly 100,000.
FOR SALE—All kinds of hard wood at rea“
Don
’
t
Be
Merely
Listen

He
was
a
member
of
St.
Paul's
Ixxlge
of
hall are proving popular.
doubly guaranteed by our reputation
smabk- prices. MIKKO LOFMAN, It. F I),
evening subject will *be “Earth
No. 82. F. & A- M„ Rockport, Key
City.
Tel 263-11.
24*29
Republican caucus Monday night
The beginning of Juvenile Grange
ers In," Says Former Rock stone
quakes.”
Chapter.
Camden
and
King
next, at Watts hall at 7.30 o'clock.
FOR SALE—A 6-h. p
gasoline engine,
as
merchants
and
by
The Cellar Players presented *‘A work in Maryland has just been
Hiram
Council,
Rockland.
He
is
mounted
with
saw,
table
and
belt.
Ready
for
The Parent-Teacher Association
land Insurance Man.
Pair of Sixes” in the Opera House made, with the organization of Juve
use WALTER BENNER, Rockland, It F D.
survived by a sister, Mrs. Frank
were much pleased with the success
nile,
No.
1.
which
starts
with
a
good
Tel
609-M
24-29
Thursday and Friday evenings to
which assures you of
Colby of Rockport. Remains will be
of the meeting last Tuesday evening
large audiences.
It was a farce charter list and with so much Inter
..FOR SALE—Fresh cider, made every day.
brought here for interment.
which was in charge of the Beta Ap- comedy in three acts and by far the es-t manifested in that part of the
The current issue of Mutual Under
Drop a postal card and 1 will deliver. J.
News has been received of the
genuine Heywood-Wakefield quality,
pha Society. The entertainment was
H SIMO.\T(>N, Rockland.
23-tf
state
that
the
institution
of
several
most ambitious undertaking ever at
writer has the following appreciative death of Mrs. Samuel J. Nowell
very interesting. The program was
FOR SALE—To settle an estate, several
tempted by local amateurs. The per other Juveniles is expected iiefore sketch of Walter W. Morse, a former which occurred at her home in San
backed by 99 years of manufactur
marked by variety, and a high order
used upright pianos, good condition. L. F.
formances would do credit to pre- the winter season is over. Many
CHASE. 45 Middle street Tel. 665-2
of talent. The crockery shower was
Rockland insurance man who has ford, Feh. 19, after a 'thi'ee months’
fessionals. It was full of amusing Grange halls are owned in Maryland
illness.
She
is
survived
by
her
hus

abundant. The Association appreci
FOR SALE—Milk farm of 90 acres In
ing experience. Prices are such that
situations and humorous lines and with ample opportunity for the de climbed fast and high in that import band. who was a former principal
South Thomaston; will carry 20 head of
ates the kindness of the Beta Alpha
.,
the audience was in an uproar of velopment of work among the child ant branch of business.
cattle ; 1500 to 2,000 cords of wood and some
of
Rockport
High
School.
Mrs.
Society and thanks them for- their
every mother can afford one.
timber; buildings in good repair
Sold on
laughter the greater part of the ren, and the leaders in the Order in
Nowell made many friends during
good terms. Call on R. IT. S.YOW, South
help
time. The play was well cast, each that state are very enthusiastic over
When W. W. Morse, of Portland her stay tn Rockport who will be
Thomaston
28*30
Harold Robinson has bought the
the
prospects.
seeming to fill his part with excep
Maine, was elected vice president of saddened to learn of her death. She
FOR SALE—Farms, cottages, summer prop
John Ackerman house at the Wes'
Meanwhile large Juvenile Grange the Eastern Casualty Insurance Com
tional ability. The stage settings
was
68
years
of
age.
erties. hotels, stores, real estate of every de
End.
were new and made an excellent gains are reported in New York. New- pany of Boston, he wrote all repre
scription
ORRIN J. DICKEY, Belfast. Me.
March 11 has hcen set as the date
Word has come to Thomaston of
Michigan. sentatives reviewing the history of
________ ___________________________ 20-31
background for the attractive fur Jersey, Ohio. Illinois,
for the Senior play, “A P.unch of
the death of Amasa Morse in Wor
nishings which were loaned by A. S. Kansas and Oklahoma, and several the Eastern and outlining the plnns Fun," n comedy in three acts, in
FOR SALE—Plenty of nice English hay.
cester, Mass. Mr. Morse was a resi
Price $9.99 a ton. JAMES H. SIMONTON,
Prince. Much credit is due Mrs. H. other states, which heretofore have for the future. Mr. Morse, deter stead of March 13 as previously an
ROCKLAND
MAINE
dent of South Warren, and for many
West
Rockport.
lB-tf
attempted to organize the mined to make 1924 the biggest year
M. Rankin for their excellent ar not
nounced. It will he presented In Un
years worked at sailmaking for Dunn
FOR SALE—Second hand—3 upright pi
rangement. Music was furnished by Grange children, are taking steps to in the histery of the company, sought ion hall. The cast is rehearsing daily
& Elliot of this town.
anos, 1 Brunswick cabinet machine, 1 Edi
the following members of the High do so at an early date. The gain in the co-operation of every representa under the direction of Miss Cox and
son cabinet machine, 2 mandolins, 1 banjo.
Mrs. A. D. Davis is among those
School Orchestra, Sylvia Hangman New York state during 1924 was tive. It is a significant fact that fiot Principal Hale. The cast is as fol
V. F. STUDLEY, Inc., Music Department.
confined to the house by illness.
Elsie Glark
Marshall.
Genevieve country and several new Juveniles only the field representatives and lows: Rev. Stephen Grandon, I).D .
18-tf
The inspection of Orient Lodge, F.
greater
than
in
any
other
part
of
the
Jones, Clifford Burkett, Charles
collectors, but branch office employes rector of St. Pauls. Milford A. PayFOR SALE—Player Plano Q. R. S. music
& A. M., will be held Tuesday even
of institution.
rolls, wide range of choice.
While they last
Hooper Herrick, Harvey Rossiter. .are now in process
and those in the home office showed son; Mary, his wife, "flustered on oc« * « •
ing, when William MurpITy D.D.G.M.
onlr 25 cents each V. F. STUDLEY, INC..
Llewellyn Diplock. The ushers Were
renewed
Interest
with
the
result
casiotm."
Grace
XI.
Butterfield:
Mar

Music
Department.
9-tf
of the iith Masonic district, will make
The Granges in King county, that the premium income for 1921
six young ladies who were most at
tha, his sister, a trifle warped. Mil
his official visit. Supper will be
FOR SALE—Double tenement house at 5.
Washington,
have
recently
joined
tractive In black dresses with white
exceeded that of any previous year. dred V. Heald; Christina, a Swede
Lisle St.
Apply to MRS. F. H. SANBORN,
served at 6.30 by Ladies of Grace
aprons and caps. Between actR an forces in issuing a proclamation Closer cooperation in claim adjust maid stuck on the movies, Catherine
80 Pleasant St. Tel. 903-W.
5-tf
For Men and Women
Chapter, O E. S.
vigorously
opposing
any
more
recSold Before April
other group of young people also in
ments and lapse reduction, help In L. Kaler: Raymond Hunting, a live
FOR SALE—Residence of the late Capt.
The Beta Alpha Club will meet at
i
lamation
or
land
irrigation
projects
Charles K. Ha.ll, Middle St Heights.
AR
uniform sold home made candy cu
agency building and an unusually wire. Huse
Tibbetts; Vera Matherthe Baptist vestry Monday evening.
THUR L. ORNE$ 417 Main St.. Rockland.
First.
rving it about in bright colored bas in the Northwest, until the time ar- successful agency convention were son. a baseball fan. Isaltelle B. Perry;
27-tf
Rev. P. J. Clifford will give the
ives
when
the
need
of
more
agricul

kets- A substantial sum was real
features of the year. In the annual- Nina Lee, a stage aspirant, Rita 11.
second of his Sunday night talks at
FOR SALE—9-room nouse; hot water heat,
ized from this feature.
Planning tural land is clearly demonstrated. contest previous records were shat Packard; Cecily Moorland, the man
Lot in Rockland
cement cellar; modern improvements; large
the Methodist church tomorrow, his
These
Granges
have
also
issued
a
the attractive 8 page program and
tered. The company feels that it Is dolin girl. Marion E. Upham: Sylvia
garden.
New grocery business well stocked
subject being "He Cut it With a Pen
Manufactured by
Comer Main and Winter M G. GURNEY. 3 Park St . Camden. 1-tf
securing the advertising for it was warning to Eastern farmers not to now better qualified than In the past Stewart, the daniffng' girl, Mary E.
knife.” The orchestra which is mak
be
deceived
into
buying
irrigated
FOR SALE—Mouse at Atlantic, (Swan’s
the work of Marcus Chandler.
to make 1925 another record breaker. Erann; Lynn Lockwood, the man, UTILITY SLEEVE CO. Rockland
ing tine progress under Dr. I. E. Luce
Streets, 45x106
Island,) 6 rooms, oak flnMh, well-built; sightly
Miss Frances Porter is the guest la*nd in the Northwest, through the
Mr. Morse recently wrote a signi "who takes off his-------," Francis I’.
location close by shore.
Garage and out
will play and the male quartet will
extravagant
and
alluring
advertising
All'Sizes On Sale At
of relatives in Mansfield, Mass.
ficant statement showing his insight Dow; Alice Hunting, the entertain
buildings, water In house
Acre and half
ADDRESS:
sing.
of land.
Fine place for summer home.
At
Invitations are out for luncheon of land promoters
into human nature and agency condi ing girl, Doris I). Ballard. Murray J. F. GREGORY SONS COMPANY
The speaker at the Wesley Forum
Backing up this educational cama bargain.
Address DR. I. B GAGE, At1* ELM ST„ THOMASTON, ME.
and auction ut Green Gables Friday.
tions. It has attracted considerable Kent, a college playwright, Alton H.
lanttc. Ms
K7*tf
Monday will be Rev. O. W. Stuart,
>
paign.
the
Washington
Granges
are
The hostesses will be Mrs. Wilson D.
attention and its truth will
attest Crane; "Tacks" Mulford, a football
pastor of the Littlefield Memorial
themselves
$5.00
per
Barron, Mrs. Walter P. Conley, Mrs. assessing
ed by other agency managers. He star, William A. Bartlett; Mrs. Selina
Miscellaneous
Baptist church, Rockland. Mr. Stuart
Grange to raise a fund for advertise
Daniel J. Dickens. Mrs. Frank E.
said: "In personally meeting our rep Blair, a pest in the parish, Corinna
will discuss the relation of the church
ments in eastern papers, '‘explain
NOTICE—This is to notfiy all persons tiiat
resentatives ami reviewing their rec M. Xlarrlner. There will be special
Morrow, Mrs. Allie O. Pillsjffiry,
To Let
after this date I shall be responsible for no
to the community life. The public
ing the situation in Washington, to
SALE OF
Mrs. John I.. Tewksbury.
ords one wonders at the difference In ties between the acts, under the di
bills cooracted by my wife, Sylvia McCassupper will be at 6.00, not limited as
the end that no more farmers shall
TO
LET
—
Main
street.
Garage
for
dealer
lin. ISAAC McCASLIN. March. 6. 1925.
their accomplishments. On the sur rection of Miss Angie Welt.
some have supposed, to Forum mem
j be lured into this state to lose mon
2 floors 30x75. C M. BLAKK’S WALL PA
’IP.*6o
• • • •
face there is liftie to account for the
PER
STORE.
29
tf
bersWARREN
ey until such time as the number of
CROSLEY NO. 51. 2 TUBE receiving set
big
difference
in
results
accomplished
Ralph
E.
Thomas
farmers are no greater than are
TO LET—4*wo modern flats. C. M. BLAKE with two genuine RCA WD 12 tubes. Set and
We
have
20
or
more
but
the
difference
Is
this:
some
men
iRalph
E.
Thomas,
son
of
the
late
WALL
PAPER
STORE,
Tel.
466M
29-tf
tubes
guaranteed . $18 50 to you postpaid.
The Saturday picture in Glover * necessary to produce what food can
are satisfied to make only a few sal* John Harvey and Mercy H. Thomas
Mail orders to A. D BAKER RADIO CO.. 37
CAMDEN
hail, Harry Carey in "Soft Shoes,” is i be used.’’
Used
Machines
that
must
TO
LET
—
7
-room
tenement,
37
Vfe
Limerock
Park street, Brockton, Massachusetts. 28-30
a week and to 'listen in' on hard time died Thursday at the home of her
* « * «
one of the most unique of the screen
street, for rent April 1 . Bath and lights.
be sold to make room.
PAPERHANGING AND PAINTING? Fur
Apply MR8. COPPING, 39 Limerock St
dramas of the nay—a colorful tale
An interesting Grange project in stories or to anything that may prove slster.Mrs- Roland F. Crockett on
such
work phone 349-M or cal at 16 Pleasant
The stage is all set for the big
27-29
of San Francisco’s underworld. The ! Washington is the completion of a discouraging The man who makes Artisbury Hill, after an illness which
SINGER,
late model from |8 to $35
street,
Rockland. C. C JOHNSTON.
Food Fair of March 19-21. The
good
sells
himself
on
the
proposition
extended
over
a
period
of
about
28*40
screen story was written by Hunt joint arrangement
between
the
NEW HOME ............................... $18
TO LET—Two furnished rooms for fight
Camden Alhetlc Club will sponsor
and
realizes
the
benefit
to
he
derived
yedf.
For
about
five
weekF
he
has
the united churches of
housekeeping; suitable for two. Cali or inSTANDARD ...................................$15
MAMMOTH HYACINTHS—In bloom 35c
the show which will take place in the Strontberg and Harvey Cates from an Grange and
from
a
policy.
He
knows
that
In
his
iheen
confined
to
his
bed,
and
has
re
qtdre
after
6
p.
m.
14
BROAD
-STREET.
Tel.
each. Gladioli bulbs, mixed colors. 50e.
establishing a radio
WHITE ......................................... $20
Opera House. The baby show will idea suggested by Carey himself Olympia, in
9O7M.
27*29
dozen. C. M. THOMAS, Maverick Hq. Tel.
The cast includes Lillian Rich, lead broadcasting station, from which work he is first lienefitting mankind Ceived the t-enderest care of devoted
PORTABLE SINGER ELEC
225-M.___________________________ 27-29
be a feature attraction. At the re
and
incidentally
making
more
money
brothers
and
sisters.
Tiie
faithful
TO LET—Small tenement on Union street.
during its sessions, the proceedings
TRIC
MACHINE
...................
$35
ing
woman
opposite
Carey,
Francis
cent Community Fair baby show in
I AM REPAIRING CARS at 17 Pacific Hr'
Inquire or MRS. C. F SIMMONS. 21 Middle
ministrations of Mrs. Crockett with
■ of the state legislature will be broad for himself.”
Ford,
well-known
serial
"villain,"
All
machinea
mechanically
at
SC
6-rf city, or at your own parage. IjOUEN YOUNG
Rockland 109 babies were present.
It is Mr. Morse's ombitidn to have Whom he has made his home for a
John Steppling and So-Jin, the Chin easted in detail, enabling citizens
Rock’and, Maine.
»27*32
good
as
new
and
guaranteed
as
A silent policeman has been placed ese Prince of "The Thief of Bagdad-” everywhere to get first-hand infor all Eastern Casualty representatives numbers of years have done much
TO LET—Furnished room. 10 PLEA8good as new.
WET AND DRY WASHINGB-Done in first
ANT STREEBT
26*31.
at the corner of Washington and Me An "Our Gang" comedy reel is includ mation what their representatives thoroughly conversant with funds to lessen the suffering to which he
class manner (’ailed for and delivered
To take advantage of this sale
chanic streets. This four way point ed in the program.
27-32
TO LET—Furnished front room, all mod ALFRED CHURCH. Tel 273-1.
are saying and doing at the state mentals and also capable of actuallj was subject. The death Qf Mr.
you must call at the SINGER
putting
the
company's
policies
on
the
Thomas
has
brought
universal
sor

has been very dangerous In times
ern
conveniences
at
39
GROVE
STREET.
capitol. The farmers especially will
BUILDINGS BUILT, altered or repaired.
STORE See MR. HERRICK as
Tel.# 182-3.
25-30
market.
With
this
end
in
view
an
past.
row
to
the
community.
He
was
horn
Painting and paper hanging, ceilings whitened
"listen in" with keen interest on the
we ha\/W no saleemen out on thia
L. C. FIELDS. 19 McLOUD ST.
TO LET—Store now occupied by Edward ▼el. 538-3.
The Friday Club held a lunch
discussion of many of the issues educational campaign among the in Rockport, May 12, 1884, and has
24-tf
sale.
O
’
B.
Gonla
Will
be
vacated
about
April
spent
his
life
in
his
native
town
and
salesmen is being considered. One of
eon yesterday at the home of Mrs.
which
vitally
affect
their
welfare,
THE
lat. Apply to MRS. B. B. SMITH, at the
PALMER ENGINES—The most reliable
20 PER CENT DISCOUNT ON
Fred Gould.
and will have occasion to check up Mr. Morse's pet aversions is a rut. won -the love and respect of all with
C. E Biekncll office.
20tf
engine for the fisherman Prices greatly re
ALL NEW GOODS DURING
BURROUGHS SIMPLIanother practical benefit which has He does not propose to stand still whom he came in contact. For many
duced
Large stock, immediate delivery.
The Masonic Assembly will be
Tb LET—Tenement at 194 North Main St, Place order early. Catalogue free
ygars he has been employed at the
THIS SALE
but
intends
to
have
the
Eastern
IMlmer
lteen
brought
to
their
doors,
through
held Thursday.
all modern conveniences.
P. L. HAVENER. Bros, Portland, Me., or GEORGE W. EL
. FIED ACCOUNTING
iMegunticook
GolC
Club,
where
he
To)
the leadership of the Grange organi Casualty participate tn tlth great pe
WELL, Vinalhaven, Me.
21-32
The class ifi “Home Hygiene and
rendered
faithful
service.
He
was
a
riod of prosperity which ffias already
SINGER
PLAN
zation.
Care of the Sick” met last night at
LET ME QUOTE PRICES TO YOU on Dia
member of St. Paul’s Lodge, No>82.
started throughout the country.
• « * •
Eggs and Chicks
A Double Entry Set of Records
SEWING
MACHINE CO.
mond Tires and Tulles, Weed Chains and
Che High School building.
F. & A. M., Harbor Light Chapter,
More
Granges
in
the
country
the
Spark
Plugs; also five used cars from $85
Kept By a Burroughs Bookkeeping
H. L. HERRICK, Mgr.
The regular meeting of the Par
O. E. S. and the Veteran Firemen
up o $300.
JOSEPH E
CLOUGH, 174
coming season than ever iiefore will
Machine.
Pleasant
St., Rockland.
Salesman for Knox
TEL.
477-M.
ROCKLAND
Association,
Rockport,
Keystone
ent-Teacher Association will he held
undertake definite community Bern
Motor
Sales.
C.
14-tT
This
plan
does
away
with
cum

27-29
Chapter, Camden ahd King Hiram
in the Y. M. C. A. at 7.30 p. m. Tues
ice projects and several State
As far as
bersome day books, journals, cash
RADIO BATTERIES—FOR $1.25 we will
Council, (Rockland. He is survived
day. Rev. IL I. Holt will be the
Granges
will
offer
prizes
to
those
pick up your battery, l#ave a loan and de
books and pen and ink ledgers.
by three sisters and three brothers:
speaker.
liver yours back to you fully charged.
subordinates which do the most
It
eliminates trial
balance
Mrs.
Sidney
Andrews,
West
Rock

HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC, Rockland.
Tel.
Camden stores nave not been back
beneficial Improvement work for the
troubles and income tax scramble.
721-M
Exlde Service Station.
12-tf
port, Mrs- Huse Richards and Mrs.
ward in stressing Maine Products
home locality
It provides a merchant with
Roland F. Crockett of this town,
MACHINE HEMSTITCHING. picot edge,
Week, "through the medium of the
daily information which will en
covered buttons, plaiting. PHYLLIS TOL
Frank and Fred Thomas of Camde/i
display window.
A lively topic of discussion among
MAN
MORSE. 359 Main St. Tel. 868 M
able him to increase turnover and
and Ernest of Benna Vista, Fla.
are concerned the K. &
Mt. Battle Lodge wiil confer the
the Granges of the country Is the
1-tf
profits and to decrease waste and
Funeral
.services
will
be
held
Sun

first degree on a class of ten candi
/
practicability of community-owned
TRUCKING. MOVING AND
ERRANDS
HIGH BREED R. I. RED COCKERELS rnr
W. dealer in ybur town
expenses.
day
afternoon
at
2
o
’
clock
at
the
dates Tuesday night.
done
promptly.
Go
anywhere.
C.
0
HARhrt'vdlng purposes
Eilra line birds. HR
farm machinery. Farmers’ opinions
Cut down on your bookkeeping time
Member
residence of Roland F. Crockett,
ADKN
Tel. 156-M or 629-.1.
|.,f
SHERMAN. Tel. 398-W.
29»lt.
is one of the best friends
Camden Lodge. K. of I’., will go to
on the question differ widely, with
and use this time tor advertising
Amsbury Hill, Rev. .1. N. Palmer of
Consolidated
Stock
Exchange
Rockland to work the Rank of
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at
the majority not favorable to such
R. I. R. AND WHITE WYANDOTTE
and other sales building jobs.
you
and
your
poultry
■the Methodist church officiating. In
Main 8t Mail
of /few York
Hatching Errs. $1 IHI per n.ttlng $»!.<»« per the Rqckland Hair Store
Knight on four candidates Thurs
ownership.
orders'solicited.
HELEN C. RHODES
TEAR OFF AND MAH,:
terment will be in Mountain street
100. W. A PAUL. Kwkpnrl. Tel. 87-3.
• * * *
can possibly have.
day.
litf
87-3.
28*30
cemetery’, Camden.
STOCKS .nd BONDS
"The Master nnd Judas” will be
Granges in Wisconsin nrc joining
SNOWMAN. TEL. 672-R does all kinds of
•
Burroughs
Adding
Machine
Co.
*
Write
for
our
184
page
8.C.R.I.
RED
HATCHING
EGGS
AT
$4
A
the first of a series of Lenten topics
in a state-wide agitation in favor of
Trucking ami Moving
11
Publishers of the
• 53 Exchange St., Portland, Me. *
English schools empley about 36,000
wttlnp. or $20 a 100. Pinecrest-Orchard
to Ire discussed by Rev. E. M. Hol
a 100-day session limit for the state
free catalog—and his
sloek. E,er.v cockerel that 1 am twine its
• Gentlemen—Without obllgat- *
“
uncertified
”
teachers
and
about
13.WEEKLY
FINANCIAL
DIGEST
man at the Baptist church. Follow
legislature and the movement
Used Cars
dam has a record 193 and better State
• ing myself in any way 1 would •
000 “supplementary” tehchers. These
name, if you do not
which is sent free to
ing this the Bible Bchoe! will present
tested fot while dtarrtioea. L C. MORTON.
rapidly gainihg force.
LIGHT BUICK SIX, lotiTln^. At a R.od
• like further Information about •
teachers
do
not
receive
as
high
sal

Friendship,
Maine
27-38
W
investors
upon
request
H
a pageant "Twelve Months of Serv
know who he is.
trade
Tel. 393M. FRBPEIUCK IVALTZ,
• the Burroughs simplified aO- •
ary as teachers who hold certificates.
25tf
ice in Religious Education."
,
BABY CHIX—Wyllle'a S. C. Reda raised 165 Broadway.
• counting plan.
They
may
do
any
work
expected
of
Know
the
tremendous
pull

fOSTATlSTMET BOSTON
on free ranee, trap nested and bred for type
Rev. H 1. Holt will continue his
1921 AMERICAN 8IX, J,tat overhauled and
KENDALL&WHITNEY a regularly certified teacher, but
•
Name
.........................................
*
aad
color
State
accredited
for
white
diarr

In
flrst
class
condition
—
tlrea
»rartlrally
new
"l>,<sn Maine" sermons at the Coning power of Courier-Gazette S&T-29-tf Portland, Me. (425) they can not become principals.—
hoea
Price 22 cents each, postpiid. SaTe —A bargain If sold at once. BERT ANGEL.
• Address .......................................... *
tion.Yl church loittorrow morn
arrival guaranteed
P H. WYLLIE. Thom
Gray
Gull
Restaurant,
Llnterosk
St,
Rodk*
School Life.
ads.
Aston, Ke., Rt. 1. Tel. 199-6.
13*29-70
ing. speaking on the subject, ‘ The
land.
H4.tf

STOP!

LOOK!

TWENTY PER CENT

USTEN!

OFF THE PRICE OF A
NATIONALLY ADVERTISED PRODUCT

PRESCOTT, THE PAINTER

Baby’s Carriage

Y!

A Quality Seal

on Every Wheel

V. F. STUDLEY INC.

KEEP KLEEN KUFFS

FOR SALE

IF
11

USED MACHINES

POULTRY
SUPPLIES

I cp.Dow&ca I

I
1

I
J

Social Circles
In addition to personal notes recordlnf de
partures and arrivals, this departure es
pecially desires information of social hap
penings, parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent
by mall or telephone will be gladly received.
TELEPHONE ............................................^,771
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Every-Other-Day
SAME CHAPMAN OF OLD
ipfflTiKhM

Maine Festival Director Visit* the Local Chorus and Chats
With CourferGazette Reporter.

EDUCATIONAL CLUB
j Heard About Prison Reform,
Legislation and Matrimony
Last Night.

Good preferred stocks
are finding their way
into many “strong boxes

The Woman's Educational Club
Director William R. Chapman ant opera houses in Italy. Lom did not have Its usual large attend
breezed into town ’on Thursday bardo was 14 months Overseas with ance last night, but the meeting was
Miss Heen De Costa of the Sllshy
afternoon's train, with his optimism the ,A. E. F. as a member of the 78th , full of interest, and the women
Hospital staff is having a vacation
Division, and arranged many con- learned a great deal about that mnot the least dampened by the down certs for his buddies. His operatic stitutlon
In Bar Harbor.'
is now so much in
pour and every bit as enthusiastic repertory includes
the
principal the publIc eye_the Maine state
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Jowes left yes over Festival prospects as he was tenor roles in ‘Tosca,’ Cavalleria Rus- Prison.
terday, over the road, for Boston. on the occasion of his flrst^vlsit to IJcana, Carmen,' ‘Pagliacci, ‘Andrea
q-be medium of information was
Mr. Jones will ibe in attendance at Rockland 29 yearwago. Saddened by a^erv^r ^!>„
an^
Forza prjson Commissioner Charles S.
the Apperson exhibit during the Bos- the loss of such old friends as “Uncle del Destlno’. ’
Hichborn of Augusta, whose work In
Jimmy" Wight and Dr. T. E. Tibbetts
tort Auto Show.
A concert of this importance could behalf of prison reform, has given
he nevertheless knew that Rocjtland scarcely lie a success without the bjm a widespread reputation. Mr.
Mildred Smith Elwell, waitress at would ijave its customary cbrdial eminent director, himself, at the jjichborn comes over to the prison
greeting
7 for him, and that a hos piano, and much of the pleasure de- evel.y Sunday, and has made a per
Hotel Rockland, returned to her
home at Wessaweskeag Inn, South pitable Rockland home would Unop used from the concert will he af- I soni,i study of the conditions at
Thomaston Thursday afternoon, and ened to him. And such certainly forded by the fact that he is the ac- Thomaston. At the close of his adwas surprised to find that a feast proved to be the case. Mr. Chsipman companist.
dress he was asked many questions
had been pretiared in honor of her was the guest of Edward F. Bfrrry,
The concert program will he made which he frankly answered
birthday. The tables were decorated Grove street during his stay.
up of popular and interesting numbers
Miss Mabel Harding conducted the
with carnations, and -presented a
He found a responsive spirit on with tickets ,at ipopular prices. As opening exercises last night. Mrs.
most tempting picture when Mrs. the part of Wight Philharmonic So usual the concert will be given under Etbe, IIamljn, Mrs. Lucy Robinson,
Smith .presently served a chicken ciety, which now. as it always has the auspices of Wight Philharmonic I yjrs.Lucy Gross, Mrs. Lena DeRochedinner of the brand for which the been, Is one of his favorite organi Society which will benefit therefrom. mon( and Mrs. Flora Mank were ad
t Inn is so justly famous. Friends zations.
What about the next Festival? rrcitted to membership, and seven
/from Itoekland joined in the cele"We’re going to give a marvelous asked the reporter.
Not a single one of the five selected
Last week one of our representatives
names were proposed. Mrs. Grace
Dbrntion, and the eight members of concert in your city March 19,” Di
The director rose to his feet with Armstrong and Miss Clara Spaulding
called
upon
one
of
the
trustees
to
tell
him
bonds could equal the yield, safety of
the party spent a merry afternoon rector Chapman told a Cou,rier-Ga- a magnificent gesture.
made helpful criticism of the previ
with feasting and vocal and instru zettegreporter, who had waylaid him
“The biggest you ever heard of, ous meeting.
about the advantages of Central Maine Power
Mrs.' Jennie Dickey
principle and marketability of the Pre
coming from the train. “Our series said he. "I shall bring down eight will officiate in that cipaclty at the
mental nfusic.
Company Preferred Stock as an investment.
of Maine concerts wiil open in Kko'
the most sensational artists con next meeting.
ferred Stock of Central Maine Power
John J. Spillane has gone to his began the 16th, and will he about 20 nected with the Metropolitan-Opera
•
Only 12 members had indulged in
home in Portsmouth, N. H.
in number. I had many applications House.
Company. —
the quarter-hour reading since the
The question came down to comparison
which I was unable'to fill, and dim-1 "My ! My ! When I get to think- last meeting. Miss Myra Linnekin
Notices hove been received by tbe culty in securing suitable halls has ing about it I wonder what we are subst.,tuted fol. Mrs Mahe, Stevens
between the man’s present bond investments
With this past record, and with securi
Rockland members relating to tbe greatly handicapped the itinerary?’
coming to. I remember when we I jn
Civics lesson, and the memand C. M. P. Preferred.
Kora Temple's annual ladies’ night
On this .toUr Miss Muriel H. Wil used to think that-a Festival costing bers are now confident that they
ties of good public utility companies in gen
I
to be hekl at City Hal), Portland, son, the charming young coloratura $5000 was a magnificent affair, but kpow hfW
m.lkp their wi„s
eral becoming recognized as second only to
Wednesday
evening, March
11. soprano, will moke her debut before do you know that the three F estiCongressional doings in Washing•Fifteen years ago, had he purchased this
There will be two banquets and a a Maine audience. “Her voice is vals in Maine this year will cost I top an(j i,egjKiative doings in Augovernment bondsd in safety, it is easy to
Company's preferred stock, instead of the
third if necessary- On the following more like Alma Gluck's, when I first close to $36,000. Isn't that tremen- RUsta were interestingly described by
see why the 7% Preferred Stock of Central
night will l>e the .pilgrimage to brought her to the Maine Festivals dous? President Coolidge can prac Miss Ethel Howard and Mrs. Grace
bonds, he would have enjoyed a higher net
Mecca, when a large number of can than any young singer I have heard tice economy, but there’s no economy forth a lively discussion. The men's
Maine Power Company is finding its way into
interest'yield over the entire 15 years; his
didates will he shown the way.
in many a long day," said Mr. Chap-, on opera stars.
Armstrong, respectively.
the strong boxes of conservative investors.
man. 'fthe was tho soloist at the 1 "Yes. I've been coming to Rock
principle would have heen more intact; and
The problem of matrimony called
Cardis have been received an Rubinstein Club concert' in New land 29 years. Where’s the 'time side will he told-at the next meeting.
if today he needed to cash in on his invest
nouncing the marriage of Silas N- York last month and an audience of gone. It has just simply flown. And
Mr- Hichborn said In part:
Why don’t you send in the coupon so
Bleeper and Essie L. Bagleston 2000 acclaimed her the best singer what a wonderful array of artists,
ment
he would find the marketability of his
"You are too youiffB to know, if yon
that we may mail you more information
which took place in Boston, Feh. 11. heard in New York this year.
from Madame Mordica up to the cane to know, that I was once a rest
C. M. P. Preferred better than most of his
about this Company and its security;
"I am also bringing a young dra present time. I saw Lillian Nordica dent of your good city.
Mr. nnd Mrs. Howard B. Smith of matic tenor by the name of Gulseppe in New York the other day. She
bonds.
no obligations whatever.
,
"I came here a mere slip of a boy,
Wilmington, llela. have been guests Lombardo. He comes from ,the home was one of our first stars. What
with nothing in my purse.—with but
this week of Mr. and Mr®. I. Leslie of Caruso, and his voice is marvel wonderful reunion it will be when little in my head,—and in my heart
Cross, and other relatives following ously like Caruso's. AH- his vocal we are all on the other side !
only a love of righteousness, that
a visit With Mr. and Mrs. Fred A. trainipg has heen in America bt|t he
"Dear old Rdckland 1 I always love my sainted mother gave me. And
Parker in Boston and Mr. and Mrs. has studied with Italian masters} and to come to your city, hut I feel sad when I was called trt go elsewhere I
The price is $107.50. The yield is 6%% net.
Charles Walsh in North Cambridge. his coaching for opera was under the when I think of the changes that wrapped up in my lioyish heart
Mr- Smith is engineer on the I’enn- tutelage of Salvatore Fucito, coach have taken place. And when I think love for this .people, which has re
. sylvania Huilroad, running Y*cm for Enrico Caruso and Giovanni of your city I think of that wonder mained warm and vigorous for more
S’hiladeliSiia to Washington.
Martinelli. He has heen engageif for ful young lady who came from it— than 40 years !
the role of Don Jose in Bizet’s ‘Car Alice Shaw Farber possessed of such
"It is with genuine pleasure, there
Attention ie called to the Mas men,’ with Geraldine Farrar’s own remarkable musical ability that she fora, that I come back, to tell you
Central Maine
querade dance at the Country Club comixtny. He has n4«o had many im can transpose any music at sight and
in a simple way, something of what
Power (Jo.,
March 19. Have you planned your portant offers from the more import- read anjfhing at sight."
has )>e«n taking place, at your very
Augusta. Me.
costume?
door, in an effort to solve, so far ns
Please send tne more in
this State i« concerned, one of the
Miss Adelaide Shepherd was given
formation about your com
FOR KNOX ACADEMY
PARSONS WENT BIG
most complex problems of modern
a surprise Thursday evening, when
pany and its securities. I un
life,—yea, nt the World’s life, since
the S. S. Club, wltX* guests, called
derstand that this places me un
Fish
and
Game
Commissiontime
began,
Shown Why It
at her home at 5 Hall street, to cele Reasons
der no obligations whatever.
address was not
Mr
brate her birthday and to give her
Should Receive $8300 er Made a Hit—The Swit 1 alone
a plea for the "under dog."
a happy send off. Miss Shepherd
Name
it was a call to service; it was an
19 Years of Steady Dividends
leaves on the 7.30 a. m. train. Satur
From the State.
zerland of America.
appeal to Society to do its duty in
day, for Portsmouth, N. H , where she
Address
the elimination of conditions that
, will enter the Portsmouth Hospital
A genuine treat was in store for the
Norman W. Lermond appeared at
lead to crime.
Training school for nurses. During a legislative hearing in Augusta 150 sport lovers- who attended the
“Leave out," he said, “leave out, if
C-G-3-7-2& Address
the evening supper was served, and a last Thursday In the interest of meeting of the Knox County Fish
you will all Christian .precepts—all
pleasant evening was spent. Miss Knox Academy ot Arts and Sciences, and Game Association, held las^.
leve of God or man—and come down
Shephej'd received many pretty, and which is asking an appropriation of ight at the Elks Club. First came a
to the simple basis of self-protection
$8300 in the furtherance ot its im delicious roast beef supper, all on one Can you afford to do anything else?"
useful gifts.
j
portant work. Mr. Lermond wa,s ably plate, but done to a turn, served
Mr. Hichborn, while urging that
Mrs. Clarence Thomas and daugh supported by Rev. Henry E. Ilun- pronto by a snappy corps of waiters
our first duty is to prevent crime,
at a Boston Symphony concert in American musical life. He is an ar
BOSTON SYMPHONY CONCERT
ter Margaret have been confined to nack of Augusta, Dr. A, O. .Thpjpas,
ho knew, the differeoce.. between
‘disagrees with those who do not be
this state, and to hear the great con tist of imagination, fire and drama
their home for over a week with ton- State superintendent of schools, and class and comfort. This was fol
lieve that reformation can be accom
ductor whose name has lteen on all tic intensity; he is likewise a leader
siiitis. They are being cared for by Representative Wing of Auburn, who lowed by a half hour smoke talk and
Knox County Music Lovers Can Hear lips this winter, and who has brought of the greutest exaction and the mbst
plished.
Mrs. Thomas' sister. Miss Ruth introduced the resolve.
reception with President E. S. Bird,
He has a pictur
Probably not with all; we don't
the Boston Symphony back to a absolute control.
It On March 25.
Simpson of South Bluehill.
Mr. Lermond in an address j^hirh Oommlssioner of Inland Fish and ,
Christian church has
esque personality, and may justly be
B* Parsons, Director yx
of .I ' saved everybody.
Not for many a year have tickets place where it is second to no orches termed one of the outstanding fig
was concise and to the point, ex Game, \\ illis *^*
save<
tra in the-world.
The Methebescc Club was enter plained to the legislators what the Sea and Shore Fisheries, H. D. Crie |
Under the ape-old system of ret for Boston Symphony concerts been
Koussevitzky came to America ures the American concert world lias
tained at the II. & P. W. club rooms Academy is und who/ is has accomp and Mayor C. F. Snow in line.
ribution and punishment, no effort practically unobtainable, as is the this past Fall with the highest of known.
Friday afternoon, guests of Mrs. Ruth lished. Reference was made to the
The main attraction was a rattling
whatever has heen made at reforma case this season iiecause of the pop European laurels assured to him.
Seats for the Boston Symphony
Elllngwood. The program was in fact that the State received $722,000 good talk by Commissioner Parsons.
ANOTHER BIG )VEEK
tion.
The products of the prison ularity of the Aew conductor. Serge He at once took a foremost place in concert are now on sale in Portland.
charge of Mrs. Suella Sheldon and in inheritance tax from a Knox He spoke informally, but held his
Koussevitzky. Indeed all the series
have
-been
very
largely
the
fault
of
Mrs. Bernice Havener. Mrs. Shel county estate the past year, atqi it hearers spellbound with his intense
Monday-Tuesday
the prisons. Men and boys, of all in Boston and New York are sold out
don and Mrs. Havener gave ably pre was felt that Legislature could af earnestness. Not a
«x man
...... but felt the
conditions have been drop completely for the season.
The mest talked of novel in years.
pared papers on Ttgxekeray. Aliss ford to turn hack into the county the ringing sincerity of Mr. Parson s talk
&
,__
ped inside the
Hence the enterprise of the Port
, walls, the waters have
,
Annie Frye read "At the Bali," "Be small sum asked for by the Academy. and® his
great love for Maine. In- |1
1 rolled over .them and they have been land Music Commission in bringing
fore the Battle of Waterloo,” from
Mr. Lermond turned in large peti cidentally he worked in some very ...
.u .
♦
The
SEATS NOW ON SALE
,
-.forgotten. And1 when they went back this dynamic new conductor and his
Vanity Fair; also'read from Byron’s tions from all the principal cities in excellent ,humor ...
that never failed of , .
« , a
,
into Society, as from a graduate remarkable aggregation of musicians
Film
poems, “Childs’ Harolds’ Pilgrim the State and stated that no one
result, and displayed a mastery pf
CITY HALL BOX OFFICE, PORTLAND.
age,” which was much enjoyed. The refused to sign, although each t<pner detail of the vast field he covers that school of crime,—embittered of heart, to Maine for a concert at the Port
Sensation
broken of spirit and impoverished of land City Hall on Wednesday, March
-FORnext meeting will be held with Mrs. was given clearly to understand.yhat was awe Inspiring.
puree,—they did the very thing that 25, is especially to be commended,
Matie Lit,tie. March 20, with Miss the petition meant.
He touched 'briefly upon the great
The petition
in Boston the only way in which a
prison life had taught them to do.
Annie Frye as leader.
improvement he has noted of late in
represented a public demand.
“Think you, my friends, of the stu non subscriber to the Symphony
"This appropriation is merely to the attitude of the public toward fish
f\!NG VIDORS
Mr .and Mrs. B. R- Witham enter get the institution going," explained and game law observance, and cred pendous economic waste and the ap concerts can hear the orchestra is to
tained guests Wednesday when they M". Lermond, who i ffered his pledge ited it large to the statewide devel palling moral waste, thus involved. stand in line for one of the 505 ruslt
SERGE KOUSSEVITSKY, Conductor
got the radio returns of the inaugu that the Society would not come back opment of fish ami game associations Do you wonder that thinking men seats in the second balcony Friday
afternoons- In Maine, thanks to the
ration of President Coolidge.
—Presented By—
asking for more than $500 a year. It is only through the education of “nd w°",Pn' e,ver>"where' are crylng
Portland Music Commission, an op
Summer residents have already the public that these laws can suc for a change?
of ihe
‘The way of the transgressor Is portunity is offered to the public in
Word comes to Rockland friends pledged $2800, with the understanding ceed, for there are but 65 |»aid ward
PORTLAND
MUSIC COMMISSION
general
to
procure
tickets
at
prices
hard",
no
man
would
make
It
easy,
that Mrs. A W. Butler, who is mak that the State take the initiative.
ens to patrol the state. He comment- , , ,
,,
.
,,
.!?! lower than were ever offered Iiefore
ing her home in London, will join
Mr. Lermond noted the fact that ed favorably on the work of volunteer |lf h\ C0?,hI :J‘nd .n°nC
would.
No
man
connected
with the
Mrs. D. >N, Mortland, when the latter the Educational, Agricultural, For wardens and expressed the hope that
arrives in Naples, and that together cstry, Inland Fisheries and Game and the local association would in this management of the Prison is under
Prices—$1.00, $1.50, $2.00
they will make a lour of Switzerland. other departments are co-operating way look after the big ?Bog" pre taking to fly in the face of Provi
Never waa ouch a lover seen on
dence: hut If Providence never gives
in this move, with the_feellng that it serve.
Mail orders filled in order of receipt
the screen 1 Out of the dim past
us
a
chance
to
retrace
our
sinful
The condition of William A. Wil is an investment from which the
In line with Governor Brewster’s
of hia cave-man ancestry he comes
Make checks payable to Portland Music Commission
liams, who has lteen seriously ill at State will pro'fit ten-fold.
expressed faith in fish and game pro steps—never gives us a chance to
to thrill the jaded world of today.
THE THEATRE AROUND
his home on Limerock street, is im
Mr. Lermond also explained1 that jects and the tourist trade, the com make good—I'm afraid some of those
‘Wife of the Centaur” is the amaz
THE CORNER
proving steadily. He is able to sit Knox Arboretum will be a good fea missioner drew some interesting con outside the walls may be found, also,
ing picturization of Cyril Hume’s
up and listen to a barber, and will ture with which to advertise Maine, clusions showing the tourist expendi outside the Golden Gate.
widely discussed book. In the cast
"We must face the problem. We
probably report at Ayer's emporium
Last Time Today
tures to be $70,000,000 annually, with
are Eleanor Boardman, John Gil
have nothing td do with the going in
ANNIE FARWELL BURPEE
in a week or ten days.
over SaO.OOO entering. He urged us,
,
...
.......
.
. „ .
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
bert, Aileen Pringle.
.
_____
and nothing
with the
not. .to .'
be ,too „
modest
regarding
the
. going
, out. But
The banquet hall at Masonic
Entered into rest the 6th day--of manifold natural advantages of our we are charged with the responsi
“AGE
bility of having a good deal to do
Wednesday-Thursday
Temple was the scope Thtitsday March, 1925, Anriie (Farwell) tvldow territory.
with
what
goes
out.
OF
INNOCENCE
”
evening of a very pretty anil success of the late Edgar A. Burpee, at her
He considered briefly the hatchery
"We
are
not'coddling
these
boys,
—With—
ful card party given under the aus home on Middle street, after ah ill question and showed that Maine's l:
we are training them. We are not
pices of the Good Cheer Sewing ness of several weeks' duration.
plants were working at capacity to
BEVERLY BAYNE
—In—
petting
them:
we
are
teaching
them.
Circle The very pretty decorations
Mrs. Burpes wae the second daugli keep the lakes and streams fvom be
ELLIOTT DEXTER
were the work of Mrs. L. F. Chase, ter of the late Hon. Nathan A_ and ing stripped. He told most interest We are treating them as human be
Houdini, the Handcuff King, has
nnd the refreshments were served Jerusha T. Farwell, of this city and ingly of the progrfts made in the in ings,—as creatures with souls; and
nothing on Buck Jones in “THE
under the direction of Mrs. llaymond had always resided here. She at stallation of fish screens and fish we are struggling to so order, their
DESERT OUTLAW"
Watts. There were 15 tables of auc tended the public schools of Rock ways. Incidentally it developed that lives that- when they shall have fin
—Also—
tion, with these prize-winners: Mrs. land, and completed her education at tthis work, like every effort of the de- , ished their term of service, they may,
, .
„
go back into the World, strengthened
“
THE
RIDDLE
RIDER”
L. E. Mcltae, Mrs. V. F. Studley, Miss Mt. Holyoke Seminary.
partment. was unswayed by politics I”
,
w • „
LA8T TIME
—With—
1 sectionalism
.
„
.i
physically,
She was married Nov. 20, 1880, to or
Phronie Johnson, Mrs. Lillian McChapter Six
In closing he made I and upbuilded,
' ____'
' •
• ' menKae. Mrs. Gertrude Boody, Mrs Edgar A. Burpee Two children a fervent plea for our outspoken
’• ’
•'
0 1 ' .
GLENN HUNTER
A gripping story tof a flirt who
JtSin Beaton, Mrs. Johrf O. Stevens, daughters, were born, both of whom loyalty and praise of Maine "tbe | Pfoud to ',ear, the responsih.ht.es of
Monday-Tuesday
citizenship.
—Also—
brought dr "Stic disaster to her
Mrs. Harold Thomas, Mr and Mrs. suruAe: Misses Frances and ,Ada Switzerland of America."
"And the response that we are get
nearest frient's.
L. F. Chase, Mrs. Parker F. Norcross. OBurpee. Mr. Burpee died ip. 1919
In the lively open forum that fol
“THE PRICE SHE PAID”
Mrs. Fred Achorn, Mrs. FJrncst Four sisters also survive: Miss'Clara lowed W. H. Butler, promulgator of ting is as gratifying as it is wonder
! You should have eeen' and
Campbell, Mrs. Harold Burgess and Farwell, Mrs. W. A. Field, Miss Lucy the Association, explained its wise,.ful__
..
...
...
Friday-Saturday
With ALMA RUBENS
.
. . , „ j .v,.
the . old.
you dt<l not
M. Farwell, and Miss Marcia W. Far aims
Mrs. Henry Jordan.
and, developed
the fact that, ..
the. I known
.
,, which
51and
n/i Vf»n
akiiDiilrl
ooo aand'
n Ht l/nntv
4hf
you
should
see
know
the
well, all .of Rockland. , ,
.
, ,
huge. Bog reserve 0500 acres of
new, which you do not, if you would
The deceased was a parishioner of
"c7' ”"‘v"
"" ,,ut' “
Mrs. C. E. Burch and Mrs. H. B. St. Peter's Episcopal church for many jungle, was more than likely to be I understand
MONDAY-TUESDAY
and appreciate the mar—In—
-In—
Waltz entertained the Patchwork years, and this affiliation was prac closed for four years. Duck shoot- velous change.
ing came in for discussion and PrqClub at the home of Mrs. Burch, tically her only interest that
"We may be wrong In our judg
wa? prletor Davis of the Steuben blinds
Park street, Friday afternoon.
distinctively outside her home. Het- invited local sportsmen to participate. ment but we hazard the opinion that
if our process is continued, the men
life was a record of beautiful and un
Mrs. Percy Brown was agreeably selfish devotion and service tb her Secretary John, 1’. Leach of the Cam who go out from this school will not
den
Association
received
a
warm
re

surprised last night by 15 of her home and friends: and this, trait
have to be re-prosecuted, five times
friends, bent on celebrating her 194h broadened rather than narro wtitT l|er ception when he told of his hopes, over. The old system has 'been
fears
and
plans.
A
county
organiza

birthday. The evening was pleas life, for it' was through her friends
hopeless failure. The new cannot he
There .-re no derk shadows where
antly passed with music and games, and her kindly and helpful tinder tion is planned which should become any worse, and the approval of every
Betty Compson is, bless her.
a
great
power
in
protecting
fish
and
the famous Yuoga Quartet, composed standing of their affairs and projilenjs,
penologist and every prison organi
of Prentiss Aylward, Ira Curtis, Car that she kept in touch with the world game interests.
zation in this country—aye, and the
—With—
Fred C. Dyer was captain of the ef
TODAY
—WITHleton Porter and Istwrence Barbour To her the word "neighbor” implied
International Organization—warrants
rendering several selections.
Mr a wealth of meaning, too seldom ficient waiter corps which included a belief in its success."
MARIE
DRESSLER
George
Wooster,
F.
A.
Tlrrell,
T.
J.
Porter also sang a solo. Refresh appreciated In these hurried times,
MABEL NORMAND
ments were served and the surprised and a friendship newly formed was to John 1. Snow. B. M. Packard, W. H.
Seven grammar-school nnd two
—• In—
hostess overwhelmed with birthday her but a new opportunity for kindly Foley. C. A. Barnard, C. A.-Mitchell, high-school swimming pools, with
CHESTER
CONKLIN
Butler, M. P. Weymouth, Wallace
remembrances. The guests included understanding and helpfulness
And a Big Cast of Stars
Spear and William Glendenning, Jr. an additional high-school pool under
Misses Marie Brown, Flora Kelly,
Funeral services will be held Mon
The Funniest Ccmedy Chaplin
If there's a drop of red blood in you, this picture will
Frances LuttJ. Harriet Ames and Ada day afternoon, at 2 o’clock, at St. Fred Smallwood cooked the excellent construction, are reported by the
Ever Made
lea# by virtue of his license as ward- department of public instructi<)n of
send it leaping through your veins. You'll marvel
Barbojjr, Carleton Porter, Prentiss Peter’s church.
that one picture could hold so many thrills.
en and registered guide.
Dining Buffalo, N. Y. The attendance in
—Also—
’’ Aylward, Ira Curtis, Lawrence Barroom and hall were donated by the the day swimming classes for the
NOTICE
hour, Clinton Barbour, Russell Stew
A PARAMOUNT PICTURE
“GALLOPING HOOFS”
To whom It may roncem:
lodge for the occasion.
art, Mr. and Mrs. Sherwin Forbus,
year ending 1924 was approximately
)V« wiiili to state that there la no Ladl
Chapter Two
COMEDY
NEWS
Everett Philbrook and Robert Ayl Auxiliary of the R.V F.A. for that organ!*a
90,000 and that of the nigltt classes
Know the tremendous pull- *
Miss Emma Shields, who has spent 30,000. Thirteen teachers are em
■4.
ward. The affair was held at the tion Itas changer) hands and ia called lire
COMING
Ladies Aid, R.V F.A
ing power of Courier-Gazette
the winter In Vinalhaven, has re ployed for the day classes and 29
COMING—
Clarendon street home of Mr. and
SANORA—"THUNDERING HOOFS"
Mrs. Charles H. \’ye, president,
Johnnie Hines in “EARLY BIRD'
Mrs. James B. Aylward.
turned home.
for the night classes.
ads.
'
lira. Grace Wheeler, vice president.

PlFTEEN years ago the trustees of a fund in a Maine town purchased five different bonds. These bonds were then, and are
today, considered “gilt edge.”

'

--- '

Central Maine Power Co.
Augusta, Maine

STRAND

BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

Wife

CITY HALL AUDITORIUM, MARCH 25

(entaur

EMPIRE

CHARLES JONES
"Tiffi
DESERT OUTLAW”

FLORENCE VIDOR

“THE SILENT WATCHER”

CHARLEY
CHAPUN

TUBE’S
PUNCTURED
, ROMANCE

BORROWED
HUSBANDS”

TODAY

BETTY COMPSON

“The Devil’s
Cargo”

“WHITE
SHADOWS”

PAULINE STARKE, WALLACE BEERY,
WILLIAM COLLIER, CLAIRE ADAMS

HARRY CAREY

“SOFT SHOES”
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IN THE REALM

OF

Every-Other-Day

MUSIC

What Our Home Artists and Others Are Doing To Pro
mote the Interests of This Engaging Art.
.ou don’t have to stand over
The regular rehearsal of the Phil
harmonic Society Thursday evening
was an event, as Director Chapman
was "among those present," and in
his usual enthusiastic manner out
lined the concert to be given here
March 19 and touched briefly on his
plans and hopes for the Festivals of
1925.
While he regretted to an
AK, nervous—just tired and miserable most of
nounce that he would be unable to
the time? Back lame and achy, too? Rheu
bring to Rockland Benno JLibinovitch, the violinist who created such
matic pains torture you at every step ?
a sensation at the Festivals last Oc
Then pou should look to gour kidnegs 1 Colds and chills
tober owing to .an engagement In
fire apt to weaken the kidneys and allow toxic poisons
London and the impossibility to re
turn to this country in season for
to upset blood and nerves. Then may come daily back
Mr. Chapman's concert tour, he was
ache, stabbing pains, headaches, dizziness, and irregular
delighted to be able to secure such
or painful passage of the kidney secretions.
i talented substitute In Lombardo, a
tenor v.ho has aroused admiration
Don’t risk neglect. Help yoflr weakened kidneys
wherever he has appeared.
with Doan’s Pills. Doan’s have brought new health to
Mr. Chapman gave nothing really
thousands. They should help yffU. Ask gour neighbor!
definite about the 1925 Festivals, but
hopes to be able to make his an
nouncements within a few days. He
Here is Rockland Proof:
is in negotiation to secure Lawrence
Tibbett, tenor, for his star at
S. M. Dun '-an, punter. M2 Main St . says: -The fumes from
Portland, which will, indeed, be a
the turpentine have a bad effect
my kidneys. I had spells of
triumph, for undoubtedly no singer
backache and H would be hard to pet through with m.v work. My
before the public today is receiving
kidney* didn’t act free;.' enough
At tli< e times I always go to the
the attention (and deserved atten
Pendleton Drug Store anti get a box of Doan's fills It doesn’t take
tion) that Tibbett Is. Springing into
this remedy long to cure me of th ? attack.’’
fame in one performance at the Met
ropolitan today he is acclaimed as
one of our great singers, possessing
t marvelously beautiful voice and
splendidly equipped for both opera
and concert work. This will be a
veritable triumph for Mr. Chapman
Stimulant Diuretic to the Kidneys
if he is successful ln securing him.
At all dealer, 60c a box.
Fcstcr-Milburn Co., Mfg. Chemists, Buffalo, N. Y.
and I feel he will secure Tibbett as
his heart and energy are set on it !
We have seen Mr. Chapman do
marvels before, haven’t we?
The
opera to be produced this year will
THE NEW STRAIGHT AWAY EIGHT
be "Martha," 'so dear to us all, with
its delightful story and tuneful melo
and Mr. Chapman’s ambltioh is
Based On Thirty-Four Years’ Experience, the Late Apper- dies.
to make it the best yet. He did not
announce any of the singers to in
sons Will Feature the Coming Auto Show.
terpret this opera, all being tinder
negotiations, but assures a cast that
to the
The new Apperson \Stmight-Away lie illv the growing demand for a will more than do Justice
Eight line, which will make it< lightweight, sipooth running car of opera.
« • « •
“pep” and /power wh*ioh combines
initial appearance in R< cklatv’ ::t the
I believe it is not considered good
“big tar’’ wearing qualities and per
coming Auto Show, marks the engi formance with the economy of the form to speak of ages or the ad
neering achievement of 32 ye irs < t sm tiler models. Its introduction to vancing years, but in some cases it
continuous motor < tr m tiuifa, ture the public climax more than two is unavoidable, Mr. Chairman Is no
by this pioneer company. Appers
rs of testing and experimenting longer a young man—he realizes It
holds the position of being the oldest ; by Mr Apperson. General specifica- as wel! as you and I—but isn’t it
active automobile building ergartiza-; tions covering the entire line show wonderful that at his age there Is
seemingly no lessening of his am
bition. his determination, his vision
and plans !
Today he is Just as
eager as he was 25 years ago, if
anything, more eager, because many
of the features of the Festival have
come to pass and many of his
dreams are gradually taking form ln
the present day. There are always
scoffers and disbelievers. Mr. Chap
man is no less free of these than
anyone else, but I truly think he has
proven himself a wonderful man do
ing a wonderful work for our fine
State of Maine, through merely a
sincere warm love for the State, as
it has proven over and over that the
money return is almost nil. I say.
hats off to Mr. Chapman !
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Out Since the Grip ?
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STRAIGH

-away eight—sport sedan

tion in America, and it is a particu that all carry four wheel brakes and
larly noteworthy fact that Edgar E. balloon tires as standard equipment
Apperson who created tho new und in addition, the Apperson n*?Straight-Away Eight has been con chan; tl gear shirt, dash board emer
tinuously in charge of engineering gency brake, Apperson safety springs
during that time. lie is acknowledged hurst proof radiators and similar re
the dean of the industry in point of finements that are exclusive with Ap
service and was one < f nine men person.
selected by the Smithsonian Insti
Another striking evidence of Ap
tution to be honored during the New person enterprise is seen in the
York Show as pioneers of the world’s equipment of all enclosed models with
greatest industry.
a new type ventilating eave which
In the new models of the Apperson insures perfect distribution of air un
Jack Rabbit line are included the der all driving conditions and solves
Straight-Away Eight, Super-Value the problem of closed car hygiene.
Six, and Custombilt V-S. All are Coach work and finish of the new
equipped with the Apperson mechani models is of the most advanced and
cal gear shift and dash board emerg luxurious type. » Every effort has
ency brake which free the front com been made to concentrate the requirepartment of all obstructing levers. nienis for comfort, safety, ease of
It is the third year that this marked (control and beauty in the Straightimprovement has been featured ex Away Eight line. The new line em
clusively by Apperson. The Straight- braces four models—sport phaeton
Away Eight, an eight in line mo sport sedan, 4-do< r brougham and
tored car with a wheel-base of 130 coupe, the Ssuper-value Six. three
inches, comes in four distinctive mod models, eport phaeton, sport sedan
els and is engineered to meet speci- ami coupe.—adv.

BOOST MAINE
-BUY—

MAINE MADE PRODUCTS

KINEO ONE PIPE FURNACE
MADE IN BANGOR

MADE IN BANGOR

No Better Furnace made
Than Kineo
No better Pig Iron used
Than Kineo
No Better or Smoother
Castings Than Kineo
No Better or hoavier gal
vanized Casings than Kineo
No Betther Fitted Castings
Used than Kineo
No Better Equipped with
Everything, even Special
Made Shovel, than Kineo
\No Better Opening for Fuel
double or single feed door
than Kineo
No Better Ash Pit with
large door than Kineo
No Better Grates easier to
put in than Kineo
No Better to Operate as
they are separate
No Better Size Made for
low or high Cellars than
K ineo
No Better Cash
Payment Plan than Kineo’
No Better Guarantee than
Kineo
No Better Furnace Man to
set them up than we have.

Let us call and see your home and tell you where
to set a Kineo One Pipe and the price it will cost.

V. F. STUDLEY INC.
TEL. 713.
BMi
__ Li

ROCKLAND, ME.

The first appearance of the vested
choir of the Congregational church,
known as the Pilgrim Choir, last
Sunday was a great success, expres
sions of approval being heard on alt
sides While not yet quite balanced
it Is hoped this difficulty will be over
come. The choir presents a picture
in cai>s and gowns, which are ex
tremely becoming to youthful faces,
and while it is composed of practi
cally our youngest singers, their
conduct was all that could be asked
at their first service hearing them
selves with digpity and quietness.
The processional and recessional
were particularly effective.
• • • •
John Robinson heard In Portland
the San Carlo Opera Co., attending
four operas—“La Tosca," "Traviata."
Faust" and “Carmen.”
Afso he
saw a high-class burlesque with an
unusually fine male impersonator
(similar to Julian Eltinge), at the
JefSerson and attended an inspiring
concert. Of the operas Mr. Robinson
enjoyed “La Traviata" the most
Possibly because I had never heard
it before." he explained, although 1
think the liest singing occurred in
this opera, as Mr. Robinson is a good
judge of good music. He said the
settings, the acting and the ensemble
were everything that could he de
sired. Of the singers, he preferred
the female voices this year. Last
year, he thought the male singers
outshone the female. He especi
ally spoke of Tina Paggi. whose voice
is very similar to Galli-Curd's, and
of Blda Vetorri. who not only has an
exquisite voice, hut is unusually
beautiful. He also spoke of the
singing of Pearl Barti as being par
ticularly lovely. Mr. Robinson was
disappointed not to hear Leonard
Snyder sing, who made a hit at the
Festival last October. He Was cast
as Cavnradossi in "La Tosca” but
through illness was obliged to give
up the part. Of the men Mr. Robin
son thought Amund Sjovik’s voice
was the outstanding one. It is Inter
esting to note tha: Mr. Sjovik estab
lished a record of singing eight roles
a week since the opening of the op
eratic season, and all being the lead
ing basso roles. It demonstrated his
wonderful vocal equipment as there
was no indication of voice weariness.
• • • •
Mr. Robinson spoke of Franehetti. the conductor as unusually good
Mr. Robinson pronounced him a
small man, his age hard to place
looking youthful at times, earnest
and immersed in his work. I was
Interested to know how the opera
was patronized. Mr. Robinson said
that the audiences were good sized
but not as large as they should have
been. He thought the high prices,
especially for the most desirable
seats, kept many av.ay. However,
the audiences were large enough to
show their appreciation and enjoy
ment of this really fine opera com
pany. and to hope that this Is to be
come an annual event. I feel that as
the years go on the audiences will
increase. Maine isn't really opgra
♦ • • «
trained—it is something the ma
One of the a lists Mr. Chapman is jority of us have got to get a little
to bring to Rockland on his annual more accustomed to.
♦ • « •
spring tour is Mise Muriel H. Wil
son. a lyric soprano, unknown to
The concert Mr. Robinson attended
Maine music lovers as young, petite in City Hall Sunday afternoon, was
and girlish, with a sweet smile and given by an orchestra of young men,
a charming personality. Her voice organized by Arthur Kendall, leader
and manner remind one of Alma of fhe orchestra at the Strand Thea
Gluck when Gluck first came to tre. it was given in connection w ith
Maine, thle being especially notice the regular Sunday afternoon organ
able in her voice in the mezzo-voce recital, and the auditorium was
effects. Miss Wilson had an experi packed to the doors—it was said} to
ence similar in a way to that of be one of the largest audiences ever
Lawrence Tibbetts. -She sang un in that building.
heralded at a concert in Xew York
Some little time ago Mr Kendall
with several other better known ar had the Inspiration to organize this
tists op the same program. She, orchestra, which is composed of
however appealed to the audience to young men, many of them in high
a greater degree than the others, was school and the balance hardly more
obliged to respond to many encores than out of school. Through a phil
and was pronounced star of the con anthropic friend the use of a hall was
certgiven for rehearsals, and after sev
Since then she has been much jn eral rehearsals the orchestra, num
demand, and is sure to be a favorite. bering about 75 pieces, was ready for
She Is a young American singer. its first public performance, tlie Sun
American trained, and ft is refresh day above mentioned.
Although
ing to note that such singers are Portland people had an inkling that
coming to the front and receiving the orchestra was going to he worth
public recognition on their merits. while, the concert was tin eye opener.
Miss Wilson will sing old time favor “A real symphony orchestra." Mr.
ite ballads and songs, as well as op Robinson pronounced it. and was
eratic arias of lyric coloratura bril loud in Its praise.
Their opening
liancy, and needless to say a great number was Handel’s "Largo" with
treat is ln store for real music lov the organ, and it was splendidly
ers when this concert takes place done.
here Thursday evening. March 16.
What a demonstration of vision
under the auspices of the Wight and determination. Hats off to Mr.
Philharmonic Society.
Kendall:

PARK THEATRE
A double feature program will pre
vail today. "The Silent Watcher,”
featuring Glenn Hunter,
Bessie
Love and Hobart Bosworth, adapted
from Mary Roberts Rinehart's Sat
urday Evening IT>st story. A stir
ring tale of present day affairs—the
ruthless battle of a political boss
who sacrifices all in his path to win
power. The companion picture, "Thp
Price She Paid," is David Graham
Phillip's thrilling novel of a woman's
sacrificial marriage In which Alma
Rubens is featured and supported by
Frank Maje.
“The Devil's Cargo," featuring
Pauline Starke and Wallace Beery
opens Monday.
The story, adapted
from
Charles
Whittaker's
“The
River Boat.” dials with California in
1850, one of the moat romantic peri
ods that marked the growth of the
West.—adv.

STRAND THEATRE
"Soft Shoes" is today’s feature pic
ture. Harry Carey appears as tho
sheriff of a small western mining
town who inherits a sum of money
and sets out to do the bright lights.
His humorous experiences in his new
surroundings soon assume a melodra

matic nature when he falls in love
with the feminine leader of one of
the Barbary Coast’s worst gangs. The
manner in which he succeeds in
rounding up thiJ gang and inducing
the girl to go straight is said to pro
vide the star with his most interest
ing story.
A’-motion picture story of a de
cidedly different sort is promised for
Monday and Tuesday when KingtVidor’s 'Wife of the Centauf” is shoWn.
Adapted from the sensational novel
by- Cyril Holme, the picture tells
rather than the typical love story,
the story of a man with many loves:
a man who hates himself for his in
fidelity, hut who cannot resist temp
tation. That every man. like the cen
taur of mythology, is "half man and
half beast' is the theory on which
Hume based his story. The "centaur”
played by John Gilbert, Is a romantic,
picturesque figure, in w hom conflict
ing emotions are always struggling.
He holds a high idealistic love for one
woman, but cannot resist the attrac
tion of others.
Wednesday and Thursday Florence
Vidor in "Borrowed Husbands.”
X'o advance in prices next week.—
adv.

washes.

Unaided, it gently

loosens and floats out the dirt

Then you just rinse the clothes
snowy white

N

ow

you just RINSE

This new kind qf soap
—
.f
f
does the washing jor you

This New Kind of soap, unaided, loosens
— leaves
dirtdirt
- leaves
yc you just the timing

HELPING imperfect soap—that’s without any hard rubbing all the Washday is CHEERIER — because you
what women have (been doing on hard work of loosening dirt. Then no longer work alone for hours rubbing
and rubbing.
washday.
you are left with only the lighter
Washday is EASIER for you — easier
Rubbing and rubbing to dissolve work of rinsing the clothes clean. on the clothes. Rinso really does the
the soap—rubbing still more to That’s why it is called Rinso. wonders for your weekly wash that Lux
Gently, safely, while you rest or does for fine things.
loosen dirt. Hard, dreary work.
do other things, Rinso does the
Now from the makers of Lux washing.
Does this seem hard to believe?
comes a new kind of soap for the
Washday is SHORTER — because you
Rinso is now doing all the hardest
family wash—a soap in tiny gran no longer have to rub soap on clothes part of washing in more than a mil
ules that dissolve quickly, com and then rub clothes on the washboard. lion homes every week. Read what
pletely. Rinso really does by itself You have all this time for other things.
these women say
“No more standing over
the tubs rubbing------now the dirt floats out

and 1 just rinse

Ballard’s Golden Oil

ency Remedy, best for Coughs,
Colds, Colic, Cramps, Croup and
all sudden attacks. A Foe to
Inflammation.
Keep it in tho
House. Sold everywhere.

The thorough rinsing

brings out everything
snowy white ” • • •

• ♦ •

“ One day I read about Rinso and decided
to give it a trial. I found that I had prac
tically no rubbing to do after I had soaked
the clothes over night and followed direc
tions. The spots that were quite dirty
came out with one rub and good thorough
rinsing. I can now finish my wash in about
two hours, feeling just as fresh as though
I had not done the washing.”

Mrs. J. C. W., Yonkers, New York

“ I am delighted with the way Rinso gets
my clothes clean. I put my clothes to soak
at night and in the morning I find them so
clean. The thorough rinsing brings every
thing out white as snow. I am saved so
much time and labor—actually it gives
me an extra two hours. There is almost
never any rubbing except on places that
always have to be rubbed a bit because
they are so grimy. But even this is loosened
by Rinso."

Mrs. E. W., Arlington, Mass.

A.
2,1 leading Washing
DIRECTIONS I
Save all that time you used to spend rub
bing bar soap on clothes. Put some Rinso
in a saucepan. Pour boiling water over
it to set all its good cleansing power free.
Quickly, completely the tiny granules
dissolve into a clear solution. Pour this
into the wash water. Use enough to get
creamy, lasting suds. Then drop in the
clothes. Soak — boil—or use a washing
machine as you prefer. Rinso works per
fectly any way you like best to washOnly very soiled places, like cuff edges
andrnmperknees.mayneedjustlightnibbing between your hands aftersprinkling
them with dry Rinso. Get Rinso today in
the big new package or the regular
size. Lever Bros. Co., Cambridge, Mass.

VISITS GOLD DUST

Machine Makers

n“USE RINSO"
ABC
American Classic
Apex
“1900" Cataract
Cofficld
Gainaday
Getz

Haag
Horton
Laun-Dry-Ette
Meadows
One Minute
Poole
Rotarex

Savage'
Sunbeam
Sunnysuds
Universal
Voss
Wasjirite
Woodrow

These 4 famous makers of fine fabrics recommend Rinso

>

HELPING OUR STATE

Mr. and Mrs. O. W. Carroll Suggestion For Following Up
Give a New Mexico Town
the Know Maine Products
the Once Over.
Week.

Editor ot The Courier-Gazette:—
I wish to thank you for the buck
numbers of The Courier-Gazette
whieh I received a few days ago. We
surely enjoyed them. We were
changing around so much at first
that we had had almost no news from
home since Jan. 17, when we left
New York.
We took the usual sightseeing route
by way of New Orleans. San Anton
io and El Paso, with Juarez. Mexico,
as a side trip.
From El Paso we
came out here to the Hot Springs.
There are several natural hot springs
here, but by boring about 100 feet
anywhere for a circuit of a quarter
of a mile they reach the same kind
of water as in the natural springs.
It comes out of the ground at a tem
perature of 112. This is a town of
about 800 people, but there are a
good many tourists und sick people
coming and going all the time.
We went with a party the other
day out into the Caballo Mountains
near Hillsboro, N. M. to a new gold
boom town called Gold Dust. There
Is nothing there but canvas tents,
Three Crow Triple Extract Pep but nevertheless it is a full fledged
permint.
Bathe the temples for town with a restaurant, a hotel and
land office. The town is all laid out
headache—adv.
and town lots selling at $100 a lot.
All the mining claims on the plateau
are taken and none is for sale, as ev
ery one thinks he has something rich
when he gets to it One could imag
ine it was an old '49 camp as they.are
That’s What They Say About
using the old pan and rocker.
Mrs. O. W. Carroll
Hot Springs, New- _Mexico.
A time-tried Family Emerg

"NEXT THING TO A GOOD DOCTOR”
An Old Family
Doctor’s Favorite
Prescription.

this new kind of soap while it

To encourage a greater use by
Maine people of Maine-made und
Maine-grown articles, a movement is
in progress whose slogan Is “Know
Maine Products."
Members of a Statewide committee
are. without compensation, giving
time and effort to preliminary plans.
The week of March 2 to 7 was se
lected as an opener of the campaign,
with community displays throughout
the State of local and Maine prod
ucts. Other similar demonstrations
will be given, from time to time, with
a view to better acquainting the peo
ple of Maine with the products of
Maine factories and farms
Are you interested in such an en
deavor? Are you willing to enroll
as a believer in Maine, its resources
and opportunities for development,
and as one who will aid in its prog
ress by favoring the use of Maine
products of quality?
If you are. cut from this paper the
following pledge, sign it and mail it
to the State Chamber of Commerce
and Agricultural League. Room 19,
City Hall, Portland, Me.
• • • •
Believing in the spirit of loyalty
that prompted the “Know Maine
Products" movement, and desiring to
assist in a greater development of
the industrial and agricultural re
sources of Maine, I hereby agree to
favor, insofar as possible, produces of
Maine farms and Industries.
I will ever speak In praise, never in
disrespect, of our State, and I pledge
Look In the Corner Drug -Store courteous treatment of visitors in the
window and see some of the 157 va State.
rieties of St. Clair & Allen's Maine- (Name) ........................................................
made Candy. For' sale everywhere,
—adv.
27-29
(Address)

Van Heusen Collars
Boott Toweling

Wamsutta Percale Sheets
Fruit-of-the-Loom Fabrics

Fifteen days’ vacation with full
pay is allowed with an addition of
ten days' sick leave witti pay.
Civil Service Examination' For further information address
Secretary, Rockland, Me., or
For Rockland Postoffice? Local
District Secretary, First U. S. Civil
Service District.
Custom
House
Will Be Held March 21.
Tower. Boston, Massachusetts.
‘Receipt of applications
closes
The United States Civil Service
Commission will hold a competitive March 11.
examination in Rockland, March 21.
FEBRUARY FIGGERS
for the positions of clerk and car
rier in the local postoffice.
Regular positions with full time 'Twai the Second Warmest Second
Month In 56 years.—Coldest 1923.
service are seldom filled by direct
appointment from eligible registers
The past month was the warmest
Eligibles are first appointed as sub
stitutes aud are required to be February since 1915, and the second
available to render service when warmest in 56 years, according to
ever called on. Vacancies in the records kept by Dean James S. Ste
regular force are filled by the pro vens of the College of Arts and Sci
motion of the senior substitutes. The ences ut Orono.
The mean temperature for the
salaries for regular employes range
from $1400 to $1800 per annum. month was 25.6 degrees above zero.
These positions -are permanent dur On two days, the 9th and the 11th,
ing good behavior. Retirement on an the mercury went to 52 degrees and
annuity is provided for at 65-years cf on only one day, dropped down to 1
age or in case of total disability. above zero. The snowfall for the
Compensation during disability for month was 5.^5 Inches.
In 1915, the mean temperature for
injuries received in tlte service is al
lowed and annuities it re given to de the month was 28 7 degrees, and til
pendents in, case of death as a re 1923, the coldest ln 56 years, the
sult of such injury.
mean temperature was 9.56.

CLERK AND CARRIER

Truly Satisfying

"SALADA"
b«ii

Always has the pure, delicious
flavor that has earned for it the
largest sale in North America*

